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Chapter I 
1 Introduction 
 

This chapter introduces the research goals of this thesis: 

- To study privacy from a social perspective in the field of 
HCI 

- To identify problems present in current privacy studies in 
the context of mediated communication 

- To contribute with empirical knowledge following 
appropriate research methodologies 

- To describe the coordination of interpersonal privacy and 
identify design implications 

1.1. Privacy in HCI 

HCI – Awareness 

Privacy 

Parallels 

1.2. Problem Setting 

Privacy approaches 

Examples 

Limitations 

Scope 

1.3. Research Approach 

Framework 

Activities 

Methodologies 

1.4.  Context 

1.5. Thesis Overview 
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1.1 Privacy and HCI 
This section presents an overview of the research field drawing a parallel between the 
development of communication technologies in HCI and the emergence of technical and 
social issues of privacy. 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a field that originated as a sub-discipline of 
computer and human factors sciences. It aims to study phenomena surrounding 
interactions between humans and various technologies. It is a multi-disciplinary field 
that amongst other disciplines involves aspects of psychology, design, ergonomics, 
electronics and computer science.  

In the early 80’s the beginnings of HCI research was centred on investigating 
“computer interfaces” to provide “intelligent” systems for the optimization of human 
skills regarding specific tasks (Bannon, 1994). These investigations were conducted in 
laboratory settings where people were asked to perform certain tasks with and without 
the support of a particular system measuring the differences in cognitive effort 
required to execute such tasks.  

As observed by Bannon (1992), the introduction of technology to mediate human-to-
human interaction triggered new research trends to study computers as “user 
interfaces”. For example, with the introduction of Computer Mediated 
Communication (CMC), related research turned their attention to understand how 
people use computers to communicate with each other. Karat and Karat (2003) 
explained that this user-centred evolution changed the view of HCI research from 
individual and cognitive to group and social solutions; from interface to interaction 
design; from system operators and administrators to everyone as users. Consequently 
in the last decade interest has grown in the design of computer tools to support people, 
where particular interest has been devoted to the psychological and social implications 
of technologies designed to support distributed communities.  

This thesis responds to the evolution of HCI research, focusing on the understanding 
of social practices in computer mediated settings. It argues that privacy management 
between communicators involves a collaborative coordination process. 

In the late 80’s the sub-field of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) 
emerged, with particular interest on understanding the nature of cooperative work 
settings and the design of appropriate technology to support and develop cooperative 
practices (Bannon, 1992). The goal of CSCW, as defined by one of its creators was an 
“identifiable research field focused on the role of the computer in group work” 
(Greif, 1988) where research was devoted to create technologically mediated spaces 
that support distributed communities to interact and communicate as if they were co-
located. In early explorations, CSCW researchers realized that “successful 
collaboration is a complex social activity with many subtle peripheral and non-
verbal cues between people and around artefacts – in short, it depends on 
awareness” (Rittenbrush and McEwan, 2008). This brought the concept of 
awareness and Awareness Systems into picture, as an important component in dealing 
with the complexity of collaboration activities. 

Awareness Systems were designed to help people effortlessly maintain their 
knowledge of each other’s whereabouts and activities. They aimed at facilitating 
lightweight, emotional, and informal forms of communication. In line with the notion 
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of calm computing (Weiser and Brown, 1995), such systems should be always-on, yet 
very gentle in terms of attentional demands. 

The history of awareness, as compiled by Rittenbrush and McEwan (2008), started 
with earlier systems that implicitly provided awareness by the virtue of their use.  
That was the case with the introduction of e-mail, where the main goal was to support 
written communication but context information was also communicated, such as 
sender’s email address and time of sending the message. Later on, workplace studies 
provided empirical observations, which confirmed that (a) people when working 
together are involved in highly interdependent situations where they coordinate their 
actions without need of explicit communication (Heath and Luff, 1991); and (b) 
physical proximity is important in collaboration as it supports frequent and high-
quality informal communication and unplanned casual interactions (Kraut, Egido and 
Galegher, 1988). 

The Media Spaces introduced at Xeroc PARC (Stults, 1986) were an early example of 
an Awareness System. They provided continuous audio/video links to connect 
distributed offices, with the purpose to explore its development and implications in 
every day use (Bly, Harrison and Irwin, 1993). A second generation of Media Spaces 
appeared in the early 90’s, when the implementation and studies of EuroPARC 
(Dourish and Bly, 1992) brought the concept of awareness information to the 
foreground. Awareness information became a fundamental requirement to support 
informal interaction: as it became widely acknowledged that people need to be aware 
of each others’ presence, activity and availability in order to engage in informal 
interaction.  

Awareness Systems like Media Spaces aimed at providing information at the 
periphery of users’ attention, trying to minimize the cognitive and physical effort that 
individuals would invest in observing and recognizing signals from other members of 
the community. However, individuals would often perceive the unobtrusiveness of 
such communication technologies as privacy threatening. Bellotti and Sellen (1993) 
identified a trade-off between the ease to generate, capture and disclose large amounts 
of personal data and the lack of control and feedback regarding the use of that data.  

Until the late 90’s privacy solutions mostly focused on data-centric implementations 
providing security technologies to protect the undesired disclose of information. 
Looking at the social implications of these implementations, they seemed to lack of an 
integrated approach to support people dealing with situations that are interactive in 
their nature. Adams and Sasse (Adams, 2000; Adams and Sasse, 2001) argued that 
legal and data-centric approaches to privacy in the domain of communication 
technology often failed to identify how users perceived privacy. From previous 
research they identified two privacy levels: a primary level presenting the broadcast 
information (topic of conversation, etc.), and a secondary level presenting the 
social/psychological characteristics of the data being broadcasted. The authors 
recognized that the development of unobtrusive technologies had increased the 
amount of secondary level information being released without making explicit the 
social implications that this could bring. In addition, Palen and Dourish (2003) 
remarked that users of communication technologies, in practice, seemed to be less 
concerned about information security (surveillance and personal identity theft) but 
more sensitive to issues related to interpersonal privacy. They observed that “the 
concerns most salient to users [of for example instant messaging communication] 
include minimizing embarrassment, protecting territory, and staying in control of 
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one’s time”. The authors argued that the benefit of high connectivity systems was 
often perceived by people at the cost of loosing control over their desired levels of 
interactions. They identified the importance of information technology to support the 
management of interpersonal privacy needs.

This thesis addresses concerns regarding interpersonal privacy of users of Awareness 
Systems, by stimulating rather than protecting the exchange of awareness information.  

Figure 1.1 illustrates how the history of privacy interconnects with the history of 
communication technologies and how that influences HCI research in different 
privacy developments.  

Figure 1.1:  A parallel between communication technology and privacy history, and the 
privacy practices developed. 

In the first period (early 80’s) the parallel between privacy and the evolution of 
technologies showed how the introduction of the electronic mail and later the Internet 
made the gap between the private and public worlds unpredictable and unstable. 
Stalder (2002) indicated that with the introduction of such technologies, the concept 
of surveillance – collecting and compiling personal information – became a central 
feature of contemporary societies. As a consequence, privacy advocates put their 
effort in the development of a suitable policy framework to protect privacy. The 
notion of privacy was translated in many countries to informational self-determination 
– the right of individuals to decide themselves what information they are willing to 
disclose and under what conditions (Stalder, 2002).  

Patil and Kobsa (2008) identified the development of numerous technical solutions as 
relevant attempts that addressed surveillance and disclosure of information: 
encryption; anonymity; access control via preferences, policies and roles; automatic or 
manual control of granularity of disclosed information; mechanisms to reduce the 
burden of specifying preferences; feedback via visualization, sound, intelligent agents, 
and contextual disclosure; distortion of disclosed information; inferring appropriate 
awareness disclosure based on modelling (Patil and Kobsa, 2008).  

Regarding law enforcement, a salient category of solutions to the control of 
surveillance were the implementations of Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET). 
These solutions aimed to control information disclosure through the implementation 
of proxies, informed consent techniques, and un-traceability. PETs based on the 
implementations of proxies aimed to provide an “entity” that blocked the receiver 
from seeing the sender, so emails could not be tracked (e.g. remailers), or a web user 
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could anonymously surf the Internet (e.g. Safeweb.com). PETs implementations based 
on informed consent, aimed at providing a “fair negotiation” between the party that 
requested information and the party that owned that information. Reagle and Cranor 
(1999) implemented the Platform for Privacy Preferences as a proposal to support 
informed consent solutions. Langheinrich (2001, 2002) based on P3P to develop a 
privacy-enabler system, the Paws – Privacy Awareness System). The system 
promoted the use of machine-readable privacy policies, which the system could read 
and could take actions on behalf of the parties involved depending on the 
compatibility of their privacy policies. It aimed at offering “protection” tools to help 
people/services to be held accountable for their public statements and actions to others. 
For example, when a person tried to access an online service (e.g. a location tracking 
service) a privacy beacon would first announce the related privacy policies of the 
collections and processes of such service to the user’s personal privacy proxy. Then 
the proxy compared those privacy policies with the user’s privacy preferences, and 
decided whether to enable or not such a service. Finally, PETs implementations to 
support un-traceability emphasized the importance of freedom of speech in the 
Internet. For example, Freenet (Clarke et al., 2002) was a project that aimed to 
provide an infrastructure that supported: anonymity and deniability for information 
storers; resistance to third parties’ attempts to deny access to information; efficient 
and dynamic storage and routing of information; and decentralization of all network 
functions. 

Although these solutions were considered a relevant research effort, Stalder (2002) 
questioned their impact on actual use. Stalder argued that technical solutions such as 
PETs, should consider that the introduction of technology could bring additional 
issues related to privacy. He recognized three main consequences of technical 
solutions that could have a negative effect on privacy management. First, 
implementations based on privacy settings were perceived as unnatural as they 
disconnect users’ actions with their expected effect. Therefore users by not setting 
their privacy preferences often experienced immediate benefit with no costs, while 
when protecting privacy they often experienced immediate costs without direct 
benefits. Second, supporting exchange of information was considered as highly 
dependent on content and context, therefore adding complexity to the implementation 
of one-size-fits-all solution. And third, the imbalance of power recognized between 
the provider of a service and the user of that service seemed to have a direct effect on 
the alternatives users could have to control their privacy, which often could be 
restricted by the options the provider offered. If the benefits of the service would be 
perceived as highly valuable for its users the options for control might become very 
limited. 

This thesis recognizes the importance of technical and automatic solutions but it 
considers fundamental to support interactive solutions to address the social 
implications of privacy. 

In the second period (mid 80’s to mid 90’s) the parallel between privacy and the 
evolution of technologies identified an increasing interest in privacy studies caused 
by the emergence of electronic communication and media spaces. Rittenbrush and 
McEwan (2008) indicated that human issues regarding privacy and interruption was 
intensified with the introduction of Media Spaces. A trade-off between awareness, 
privacy and interruption was recognized, where more awareness was associated with 
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more opportunities for privacy violations, such as interruptions to one’s primary 
activity.  

Technical solutions in this period proposed to address such privacy concerns by 
providing sufficient awareness information but in a “quieter” manner. They included 
video and audio transformations (Hudson and Smith, 1996), or visual abstraction of 
awareness (Pedersen and Sokoler, 1997) to reduce the precision of information shown 
through these mechanisms. Nonetheless, privacy studies in Media Spaces (Dourish, 
1993; Palen, 1999) identified that technical solutions were not sufficient to address 
privacy issues related to social aspects. Therefore “socio-technical” mechanisms 
seemed crucial in the development of privacy management support. Shapiro and 
Baker (2001) argued that privacy should be seen as a social construct therefore 
privacy solutions should involve social practices, historical conditions, human 
interests and values, etc. to coordinate the tension between technology and privacy. 

The notion of privacy as a social construct triggered the development of theories to 
study privacy from a user perspective. The following examples provided interesting 
contributions (further discussed in Chapter II):  

– A model to understand users’ perception of privacy. Adams and Sasse (2001) 
identified three information factors, sensitivity, receiver and usage, to describe 
users’ behaviour on information disclosure. 

– Guidelines for control and feedback mechanisms to support information disclosure. 
Bellotti and Sellen (1993) identified four behaviours of information disclosure: 
capture, construction, accessibility and purpose. 

– A framework to introduce the control of privacy boundaries. Palen and Dourish 
(2003) identified three privacy concerns: disclosure in public or private situations, 
identification of the self and others and future use of information.  

– A framework to describe the border regulation process to control information 
disclosure. Boyle and Greenberg (2005) identified three main borders: solitude, 
confidentiality and autonomy.  

Dix (1990) questioned the adequacy of addressing privacy from a classical 
information theory approach, as it commonly disregarded social issues related to 
privacy. The four aforementioned studies considered social issues associated to the 
information practices people engage in, such as what to disclose, to whom, and when. 
For example, the feedback and control framework by Bellotti and Sellen (1993) 
provided guidelines to design feedback and control mechanisms based on four 
information-behaviours identified as, capture, construction, accessibility and purpose. 
Similarly, the more recent frameworks of Palen and Dourish (2003) and Boyle and 
Greenberg (2005), provided a broader description of privacy where not only 
informational concerns are addressed but also interaction and social concerns. They 
both applied Altman’s definition of privacy as a border regulation process to open or 
close interaction to and from the environment (Altman, 1975).  

This thesis aims to identify and describe the social practices regarding privacy border 
regulation that users develop during their communication activities in Awareness 
Systems. 

In the last period (mid 90’ – 2000) the parallel between privacy and the evolution of 
technologies recognized the need to examine privacy as a social construct in CSCW. 
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Ackerman (2000) provided an overview of findings and assumptions regarding the 
design of CSCW applications confirming the gap between social requirements and 
technical mechanisms. He distinguished nine dimensions of this gap, six of them 
directly related to social aspects of privacy: 

1. Social mechanisms in CSCW indicated the need to support: 

− Details of disclosure behaviours: “people have very ‘nuanced behaviour’ 
concerning how and with whom they wish to share” (Goffman, 1961 and 
1971 as cited in Ackerman, 2000). 

− Shared understanding of the disclosed information: “because people often 
‘lack shared histories and meanings’ (especially when they are in differing 
groups or organizations) information must be recontextualized to reuse 
experience or knowledge. Systems often assume a shared understanding of 
information” (Ackerman 2000). 

2. The different intentions and meanings of users, indicated the need to support: 

− Flexible mechanisms to express intentions: “If there are hidden or conflicting 
goals, people will resist concretely articulating their goals. On the other 
hand, people are good at resolving communicative and activity breakdowns” 
(Suchman, 1987 as cited in Ackerman, 2000). 

− Interactive coordination mechanism to build shared meanings: “Without 
shared meanings or histories, meanings will have to be negotiated” (Boland, 
Tenkasi, & Te’eni, 1994 as cited in Ackerman, 2000). 

3. Awareness of presence indicated the need to support awareness of others: “People 
prefer to know who else is present in a shared space, and they use this 
awareness to guide their work” (Erickson et al., 1999 as cited in Ackerman, 
2000). 

4. Shared representations of users’ actions indicated the trade-off between being 
visible and being reachable at all times: “Visibility of communication exchanges 
and of information enables learning and greater efficiencies” (Hutchins, 1995b 
as cited in Ackerman, 2000) “However, it has been found that people are aware 
that making their work visible may also open them to criticism or 
management” (Ackerman, 2000). 

5. The negotiation of norms when using CSCW systems indicated the need to 
support the creation, evolution and use of norms: “The norms for using a CSCW 
system are often actively negotiated among users. These norms of use are also 
subject to renegotiation” (Strauss, 1991 as cited in Ackerman, 2000). 

6. Users’ adaptation of the system indicated the need to support the evolution of 
users’ practices: “they [users] adapt their systems to their needs” (Orlikowski, 
1992a; O’Day, 1996 as cited in Ackerman, 2000). 

For completeness, the other three dimensions refered to aspects of groupware support: 
critical mass, incentives, and exceptions of work process. 
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The above list summarized the social aspects that this thesis considers in the 
description of privacy: privacy is subjective and context dependent; it is about 
building a shared understanding of meanings and intentions; it is supported by 
awareness information; it is a collaborative coordination process; and it is interactive 
and dynamic. 

The parallels presented here showed how the evolution along three periods of HCI 
had influence the evolution of privacy developments. In the earlier stages of mediated 
technologies development, the massive use of email and the Internet triggered the 
emersion of privacy techniques primarily addressing information concerns. Solutions 
provided mechanisms to control access and disclosure of personal information. In this 
thesis such focus on information is identified as information privacy. Later, with the 
increasing development of technologies supporting social connectivity between 
distributed communities, privacy concerns moved closer to interpersonal (social) 
issues rather than information problems. Issues like interruption and availability 
management began attracting attention in recent studies. In this thesis the focus on 
interaction is referred as interpersonal privacy.

This thesis argues that within the domain of mediated communication technologies 
such as Awareness Systems (Markopoulos et al., 2004) and Groupware Systems 
(McEwan and Greenberg, 2005) there is a need to investigate how such systems can 
support users to coordinate interpersonal privacy as part of their communication 
activity. 

The research work presented in this thesis investigates how social mechanisms used in 
face-to-face situations to coordinate instances of interaction can be translated to 
mediated settings. It applies psychological and social theories to the field of HCI to 
develop a descriptive model that identifies and characterize the mechanisms that 
support communities in the coordination of their interpersonal privacy needs. It also 
provides design implications to support collaborative coordination practices of 
interpersonal privacy in mediated communication.  

1.2 Problem setting 
In this section an overview of legal, technological and social problems related to privacy is 
presented. Examples are described and the limitations of existing solutions are discussed. 
The section ends with defining interpersonal privacy as the scope of the privacy problem 
addressed in this thesis. 

1.2.1 Privacy approaches 
Legal, technical and social perspectives lead to three interdependent approaches to 
understand and address privacy issues in the domain of mediated technologies 
supporting interaction and communication activities: 

– Legal problems stem from the abuse of individuals’ information by an external 
organization, such as absence of consent to access personal information or misuse 
of information that has been collected. 

– Technical problems appear in the trade-off between the benefits and related risks 
of information disclosure experienced by individuals using mediated technologies. 
The ease of access and use of personal information, and the increasing 
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connectivity offered by mediated technologies cause users to experience a lack of 
control over the access of their personal space and information.  

– Social problems indicate the lack of social and contextual cues in mediated 
communication, which affects users’ capability to socially negotiate interactions 
on a moment-to-moment basis like they are able to do in face-to-face situations. 
This problem results in various breakdowns regarding social and behavioural 
practices, and it is manifested in an awkward separation of context and actions of 
users’ activities. It makes users less able to properly assess a situation and to 
decide what the acceptable behaviours for that situation are. 

Patil and Kobsa (2008) also depicted privacy problems based on these three 
perspectives in their description of privacy in Awareness Systems (see Table 1.1). 
They recognized a philosophical (legal), social and technical perspective to address 
privacy. They identified the concept of privacy, the mechanisms to protect it and the 
consequences of violation of privacy for each perspective. 

Table 1.1: Three perspectives regarding the concept of privacy (Patil and Kobsa, 2008) 
Perspective Concept of 

Privacy 
Enacted by Consequences for 

privacy violation 
Philosophical Right or freedom Laws, Contracts, Policies Criminal and/or civil 

penalties 
Social Socially constructed Individual and collective 

everyday social action 
Potential embarrassment 
or breakdown in 
relationship(s) etc. 

Technical Control over data 
and information 

Automated and/or manual 
access control 

Inappropriate and/or illegal 
disclosure of data and 
information 

To illustrate the variety of difficulties encountered by people around these 
perspectives, the following examples of privacy violation are given: 

– Leakage of information is one of the major problems regarding protection of 
personal information (Dix, 1990). An interesting case occurred in February 1995 
in relation to a pseudonymous remailer, an Internet application that provided 
pseudonyms to users of newsgroups and emails to protect their real identity. Johan 
Helsingius, the owner of the Penet remailer, anon.penet.fi, was obliged to disclose 
the identity of one of its users after the Church of Scientology learnt that a Penet’s 
user stole files from their servers (Helmers, 1997). The organization contacted 
Interpol, who contacted the Finish police who obliged Johan to disclose the 
identity of all its users (aprox. 300000), but he managed to reveal the identity of 
only the affected user. This legal case shows the difficulty to standardize law 
enforcement, and the unreliability of technical (and legal) systems to protect one’s 
privacy. 

– Media Spaces aim to provide always-on audio and video links allowing workers 
located in distributed offices to be virtually connected, and with little effort, be 
aware of each others’ activities. Dourish and Bly (1992) conducted a long term 
study of Portholes, a media space supporting awareness in a distributed work 
group. The system provided each user with a headset and a small monitor to 
connect with other users offering the possibility to control the disclosure of 
information with an on/off switch for each channel. During the study, the 
following situation was observed: an online user received a phone call at her 
office and she took her headset off without noticing that she left the audio 
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connection to the system open.  Consequently, other online users were able to 
overhear her phone conversation. The only alternative to stop overhearing was to 
disconnect from the system. In addition, online users did not have the means to 
notify the unintended discloser about what was happening, what made them 
witness a socially embarrassing situation. This example explains how a 
technological solution failed to support social mechanisms to coordinate sensitive 
situations, resulting in a socially awkward and embarrassing situation. 

– Video conferencing, another emerging technology that supports connecting 
distributed groups, uses video to broadcast meetings for a remotely and/or 
asynchronous virtual audience. Adams and Sasse (2001) executed a study to 
examine users’ perception in a conference room where a given lecture was 
broadcasted and recorded for later access to it. Users were informed about the 
technology used but they were not aware of what was broadcasted at any moment; 
most of them assumed that the camera would only focus at the lecturer and would 
only turn to the audience when questions were asked. But the video randomly 
switched to broadcast both areas, with the consequence that few days later, when a 
company boss who accessed the recorded session found out that one of his 
employees was sleeping during a lecture. This example illustrates the lack of 
feedback and control in a situation of automatic disclosing of information, 
resulting again in an unpredictable and embarrassing situation. 

Communication technologies in the last decade have rapidly evolved offering a 
myriad of possible communication techniques, such as the use of various 
communication channels (audio, text and video), access to different levels of 
synchronous and asynchronous protocols (instant messaging versus text messaging on 
the phone, voicemail versus telephone, etc.), support for different size of interactive 
communities (instant messaging versus web forum) and aid local and distant 
collaboration (such as tabletops, shared devices to support collocated collaboration, 
and remote desktop control). 

But the above benefits bring related costs. Current communication technologies are 
able to process big amount of personal information to satisfy particular users’ needs, 
which may cause risks of undesired disclosure of information. Further, the 
permanent connectivity offered by such technologies, may cause users to perceive a 
lost of accessibility control over their interpersonal space. In addition, the complex 
settings that users are confront with to manage their availability for communication 
demand a higher cognitive effort from users (Nakano et al., 2003; Wiberg and 
Whitaker, 2005). Finally, the low mediation offered by such technologies may cause 
dissociation and disembodiment thus disabling users to behave in a socially 
acceptable manner. Bellotti and Sellen (1993) observed that users of Media Spaces 
experienced dissociation as their actions were often separated from their context, and 
disembodiment when their perception of a situation was damaged by the lack of 
contextual cues provided by such systems.  

In attention to such risks, two major privacy needs are identified: information and 
interaction needs. Information needs address the control of disclosure, access, 
dissemination and visualization of personal information, while interaction needs refer 
to the need to control the initiation and closing of interaction. Regarding the latter, 
many solutions proposed to automate the control of interaction needs, like the study 
of Reichenbach et al. (1997) with the implementation of a Personal Reachability 
Management System. The system automated the interaction negotiating process of 
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incoming calls in mobile phone users, so the system could decide what was the best 
scenario to establish a satisfactory connection between an initiator and a recipient. 
This solution focused on an automatic solution to minimize the cognitive load of the 
users in continuous connectivity settings.  

In general, automatic solutions meant to release individuals from cognitive effort 
during potential privacy threatening situations. However, automation usually required 
setting up preferences a priori, forcing individuals to preset conditions towards 
privacy risk situations out of their specific context. Furthermore, automated solutions 
overlooked the fact that privacy preferences of individuals were constantly subject to 
changes depending on contextual aspects, such as social relationships, geographical or 
time distance, work pressure, local interruptions or the urgency of the communication. 
Lederer et al. (2004) indicated that the misuse of automated solutions to support 
privacy could be considered a pitfall in the design of privacy supportive systems. 

Bellotti and Sellen (1993) quoted “protection mechanisms are often only secure in 
principle. They are seldom secure in practice.” (Mullender, 1989 cited in Bellotti 
and Sellen, 1993)”. The authors claimed that users required control and feedback over 
system behaviours regarding data manipulation, so they could be better informed and 
capable to prevent misuse of personal disclosed information. In the field of Home 
Media Spaces, Neustaedter et al. (2003) studied blurring video images as an 
obfuscation technique to balance privacy and awareness on video sharing and 
concluded that “people still have an inherent mistrust of any technique based on 
image capture”.

This thesis argues that implementations that are based only on automatic protection 
are inappropriate solutions to address the subjective and dynamic aspects of 
coordinating people’s interaction needs. The support of social mechanisms is 
necessary to allow people represent themselves and their personal information. 

In a short-term deployment of a location-based application for mobile phones, Wu 
(2007) confirmed the need to support interactive and adaptive privacy management. 
Users of the system could request location based information and accept or reject 
incoming requests. They could also create privacy rules letting the system managing 
specified incoming requests. Study participants reported the need for both interactive 
and automatic privacy control, depending on who was requesting the information or 
how often they received requests for communication. 

Bellotti and Sellen (1993) and Palen and Dourish (2003) recognized that technology-
mediated environments might disrupt the exchange of relevant social cues, and 
therefore limit the capacity for individuals to build mutual awareness of each other. 
The lack of cues might directly affect individuals’ ability to perceive privacy 
breakdowns. The authors indicated the importance to provide representations that 
could describe how the system was managing personal information. Such 
representations could help users to predict the behaviours of the system. Bellotti and 
Sellen argued that while awareness could be perceived as intrusive “too little 
awareness may result in inadvertent invasions to privacy such as when people 
cannot tell how receptive another person is to being disturbed”. Similarly, Palen and 
Dourish indicated how users relied on representations of their presence and actions to 
understand each others’ degree of availability and accessibility. They recognized that 
automation and low fidelity mediation could negatively affect this process of mutual 
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understanding if what the system conveyed was not what users intended to 
communicate. They quoted: “privacy violations, then, can occur when regulatory 
forces are out of balance because intent is not adequately communicated nor 
understood” (Palen and Dourish, 2003). 

An example of a representation based on awareness information is the buddy list in an 
Instant Messaging (IM) application. The buddy list provides information of the online 
users in the periphery, such as the online status representation, to indicate their 
availability for communication. But its low fidelity to represent availability does not 
convey the dynamic nature of the need of users to represent how reachable they are at 
any moment. For example, IM by default represents a person as online even within 
the first fifteen minutes of being inactively logged in the system. Such representations 
help to build an educated guess from a specific content but they might not represent 
one’s true action. Further, a buddy list also fails to support privacy as a regulation 
process.  For example, when a new message comes and the recipient is momentarily 
on the phone, she is not able to acknowledge that although her status represents her as 
online, she is not available at that moment to engage in interaction. 

In summary, researchers in the design of communication technologies recognized the 
need to help its users reduce the costs of maintaining desired levels of interaction. 
They identified the breakdown of current technologies to support people in the control 
of their interpersonal privacy as they focused primarily on technical solutions such as: 
automation, encryption, filters, proxies, etc. Automation was proposed as one solution 
to release users from managing the constant flow of information to and from 
interconnected parties. Nevertheless, these solutions proved to cause high cognitive 
load in predefining privacy settings a priori, i.e. before a sensitive situation occurs.  

Few studies (Adams and Sasse, 2001; Bellotti and Sellen, 1993; Palen and Dourish, 
2003; Boyle and Greenberg, 2005) provided insight on socio-technical solutions to 
address privacy management. They reflected that solutions that tried to address 
privacy and social requirements seemed to be highly complex to respond at the 
nuance of individuals to coordinate on a moment-to-moment basis their privacy needs.  

This thesis argues that users of mediated technologies need to constantly coordinate 
their interpersonal privacy to reach mutual agreement on their level of interaction at 
any moment. To support a lightweight coordination process users engage in 
collaborative practices through information disclosure, to represent the intentions 
and understandings of their interaction needs. 

1.2.2 Scope and perspective 
The perspective of this thesis considers privacy as it has been described by Altman 
(1975) and more specifically by Dourish and Palen (2003) in the domain of mediated 
communication. From this perspective, privacy is studied as a process where 
individuals’ regulate their interpersonal borders to coordinate interaction to and from 
the environment. This thesis focuses on interpersonal privacy needs, which are 
defined as the desired state of interaction in the range from full communication to 
total solitude.  
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Altman observed that individuals are continuously regulating their social interactions, 
repeatedly adapting the representations of their privacy borders to reflect their 
moment-to-moment activities and availability to interact. The need for representations 
of privacy borders leads to the need for disclosing information to coordinate unwanted 
or undesired levels of interaction. Palen and Dourish (2003) argued that information 
disclosure played a crucial in the management of such boundaries: “…one of the 
roles of disclosure can ironically be to limit rather than increase accessibility. 
Views of privacy that equate disclosure with accessibility fail to appreciate this 
necessary balance between privacy and publicity”.

In the context of mediated communication a trade-off is recognized between the need 
to provide personal information and the need to control one’s privacy. This problem is 
especially pronounced in Awareness Systems, as they provide sustained and almost 
continuous updates of a person’s or group’s actions and whereabouts. 

The scope of this thesis focuses on studying intimate communities that are physically 
distributed, thus demanding the use of mediated technologies to help their members 
maintain awareness of each other and sporadically engage in casual interaction. 
Communities can be friends and families but can also be work related, e.g. a small 
group or a project team. 

This thesis intends to study interpersonal privacy by developing a description that 
identifies and characterizes the social mechanisms people use to represent their needs 
to communicate. The description should characterize the interaction through those 
representations to help individuals reaching a shared understanding of their needs. 

1.3 Research approach 
This section provides a description of the research-design framework and identifies the 
methods and methodologies used to guide research and design activities conducted to 
develop this thesis. 

1.3.1 HCI (research-design) framework 
The research described in this thesis is based on a combination of theoretical, 
empirical and design activities. The triangulation framework of HCI by Mackay and 
Fayard (1997) combines science and design to support studying interactions between 
people and artificially created artefacts. Figure 1.2 illustrates how this framework 
integrates scientific and design models to describe the origin of the research, whether 
deductive (originated by theory) or inductive (originated by observations) and its 
connection with design implementations. At the theoretical level interaction models 
can be created and revised through observations of users interacting with artefacts.  At 
the empirical or real-world level models of use can be developed based on 
observations of how users interact with various technologies. 
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Figure 1.2: Mackay and Fayard’s model of the interactions between theory, empirical 
observation and artificial-created artefacts. (*) interaction with artefacts 

This research is designed following this framework as illustrated in Figure 1.3. From 
theories in the field of social and psychological behaviours, scientific foundation is 
established regarding the developed knowledge. From design implementations and 
empirical observations, the contribution of the generated knowledge is validated. 
Validation is based on qualitative scientific methods allowing for analyzing its 
influence in a real world setting.  

Figure 1.3: The multidisciplinary approach used to develop PGM. 

The research began with the selection of sound social and psychological theories to 
design the Privacy Grounding Model [PGM]. PGM aimed to provide a descriptive 
model to the social components that should be supported by Awareness Systems in 
the coordination of interpersonal privacy. The model identified the mechanisms that 
individuals use when regulating their privacy borders and characterized them in the 
context of mediated communication. The model was first tested in a pilot field study 
[Exodus], resulting in a revised model, which was later validated in a long-term case 
study [CB]. A behavioural experiment [Interrup] was conducted to confirm the 
collaborative nature of communication in a mediated setting, a fundamental 
assumption for the validity of PGM. Based on theory and observations, design 
implications were proposed for the implementation of lightweight and collaborative 
privacy coordination tools. Two instances of these mechanisms were implemented 
[S&G]digital and a final field study was executed [CBg]. Finally, a design activity was 
conducted to explore tangible design of privacy grounding mechanisms: the 
implementation of a tangible device to support signalling and grounding for CBg

[S&G]tangible.
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1.3.2 Research methodology and methods 
For the evaluation of ubiquitous computing systems, studies reported the need to 
focus on methods that support realistic use in realistic settings into the environment of 
expected use (Carter et al., 2007; Abowd and Mynatt, 2000). Therefore qualitative 
methods were the main instrument of analysis in this thesis and field studies were 
conducted to obtain empirical evidence from realistic environments. 

The subject of this research required the analysis of privacy as a social construct, 
which is impossible to observe in a controlled environment without losing relevant 
context. Therefore Case Study (Yin, 1994) was chosen as a suitable methodology for 
answering the ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions without requiring control over behavioural 
events. This methodology was appropriate for covering contextual conditions of 
contemporary phenomena to validate a theoretical model developed as a 
characterization of such conditions. 

For the validation of the model, a single case design was chosen. The selected single-
case represented a critical test for the validation of PGM: a collaborative community, 
which members presented a strong need to communicate, but once interconnected 
through mediated technologies they also experienced the need for coordination of 
interpersonal privacy. The case analysis used data triangulation to support multiple 
sources of evidence, such as data logs, physical and digital diaries, and interviews. In 
particular, the data logs analysis applied coding techniques using a coding scheme, 
which was developed based on the proposed model. 

Quantitative analysis was conducted as a secondary instrument to compare conditions 
in an experimental setting. The design of a behavioural experiment was implemented 
to statistically test a fundamental assumption of PGM: whether in the coordination of 
interpersonal privacy, collaborative practices were preferred over automatic solutions. 
The experiment was designed in the context of interruption management comparing 
two systems and two social conditions. 

Finally, design artefacts were implemented as instances of the validated PGM. Two of 
them were designed as case studies to run an extensive analysis to confirm design 
implications of the grounding model. 

1.4 Context 
In this section the context of the thesis is defined in terms of two main research questions. 
The first research question seeks for validating the description of interpersonal privacy 
coordination provided by the Privacy Grounding Model. The second research question aims 
at exploring PGM design implications. 

Figure 1.4 maps the different research activities conducted with the chapters of this 
thesis that discuss each of them. Chapter III and chapter IV referred to the 
development and validation of PGM. Chapter V presented an experiment to confirm 
the collaborative nature of communication in mediated settings. Chapter VI discussed 
the design implications of the model looking at different needs of collaboration when 
coordinating privacy.  
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Figure 1.4: Relations between the core chapters of this book and the different 
approaches used to address the main research questions. 

In this thesis, privacy was investigated in the context of various social theories. 
Altman’s (1975) definition of privacy as a border regulation process was adopted. 
The definition described how individuals represent their privacy preferences through 
opening and closing their interactive borders as a way to either allow or prevent 
interactions to and from the environment. Next, Petronio’s framework (Petronio, 2002) 
of Communication Privacy Management (CPM) was considered as an extension of 
Altman’s definition of privacy in the context of information disclosure in face-to-face 
situations within intimate communities. Petronio’s framework added collaboration as 
an active aspect in the privacy coordination process. From this definition the next step 
was to investigate a social communication framework to characterize privacy as a 
collaborative coordination process. The theory of Common Ground (Clark, 1996) 
was then selected as the foundation of the development of the Privacy Grounding 
Model.  

The first research question of this thesis addressed the validity of the Privacy 
Grounding Model: is PGM a valid model to characterize privacy as a coordination 
process between interacting individuals? The PGM identified signalling and 
grounding to characterize the social mechanisms developed by communicators in the 
coordination of interpersonal privacy. Signalling described individuals’ actions to 
communicate their intentions to interact using representations of their privacy borders. 
Grounding sought for a common understanding of those representations so they could 
be used as privacy coordination devices1. Using an existing working prototype of an 
Awareness System, the Community Bar (Boyle and Greenberg, 2005), a field study 
was conducted providing first empirical evidence of privacy as a regulation of 
interpersonal borders. 

The second research question of this thesis addressed the design implications of the 
model: can interpersonal privacy coordination be enhanced by the provision of 
purpose specific interaction mechanisms for signalling and grounding privacy 
borders? First, the interruption experiment indicated that collaborative coordination 
mechanisms for supporting privacy border regulation are preferred by individuals 
over automatic solutions. After defining design implications for signalling and 
grounding, a case study was conducted using a CB implementation with additional 
mechanisms of signalling and grounding (CBg). The case study compared conditions 
 
1 Coordination devices are defined by Clark’s theory as representations of information that (a) are 
accessible for everyone intended to see it and (b) are mutually understood by all parties involved. They 
are also known as common ground representations and they help to contribute to the development of 
coordinating privacy needs. 
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with and without the mechanisms to examine the influence of the implemented 
artefacts in participants’ coordination of privacy. The analysis indicated evidence of 
the signalling and grounding characterizations to support individuals with different 
levels of collaboration in the development of coordination devices. 

1.5 Thesis overview 

This thesis develops a descriptive model, based on social theories, to support the 
design of interactive mechanisms that allow users of mediated technologies to 
mutually ground the necessary information to coordinate their interpersonal privacy. 

This thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter II provides the theoretical 
background defining the notion of privacy as it is used in this thesis. In Chapter III the 
Privacy Grounding Model (PGM) is described and a first pilot study is introduced as a 
preparation for the validation phase (Romero and Markopoulos, 2005). Chapter IV 
describes the validation of PGM during a field trial with Community Bar (Romero, 
McEwan, Greenberg, 2007c). In Chapter V an experiment is introduced to confirm the 
collaborative nature of communication in mediated settings (Romero et al., 2007b). In 
Chapter VI design cases are presented to discuss design implications of PGM. Finally, 
Chapter VII discusses implications for future works, and identifies the contributions 
to the field. 





Chapter II 
2 Background theory 
 

This thesis aims to study privacy from a social psychology 
perspective, looking at individuals, their privacy needs and the 
influence of technology to empower individuals in fulfilling their 
privacy needs. 

This chapter reports the state of the art regarding privacy and 
Awareness Systems. Then three main literature areas are described as 
the basis for the development of an interpersonal privacy model. The 
areas explored are: user perception and behaviours in information 
practices, social-psychology definition of privacy, and a social 
communication theory used to describe coordination behaviours. 

2.1. Awareness and Privacy 

Interpersonal privacy 

Information privacy 

Interaction privacy 

2.2. Privacy User focus 

Control and feedback 

User privacy 
perception 

2.3. Privacy Social Focus 

Altman’s definition 

Collaborative privacy 

Genres of disclosure 

Border controls 

2.4. Common Ground 

Grounding 

Common ground 

2.5. Applications 

Mediated dialogues 

Outeraction model 

Ambiguity 

2.6. Summary 
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2.1 Privacy in Awareness Systems 
This section introduces existing studies of privacy in the domain of mediated communication. 
The studies are discussed with respect to their contributions to the subject of interpersonal 
privacy management. 

2.1.1 Interpersonal privacy borders regulation 
When confronted with hypothetical scenarios individuals mainly associate privacy 
concerns in Awareness Systems with inappropriate continuous surveillance by a third 
party (which is often colloquially named ‘Big Brother’ after George Orwell’s novel 
“1984”) and unauthorised access to private information (such as identity theft). Most 
of current privacy studies aimed to address these issues defining design principles to 
prevent unauthorized or unwanted spills of private information. However, Palen and 
Dourish (2003) argued that, in practice, users of mediated communication systems are 
primarily concerned with privacy issues regarding their interaction with others, such 
as protecting personal space from undesired access.  

This thesis argues that privacy management in communication technologies moves 
beyond concerns of information privacy and security and puts special attention to the 
aspect of “interpersonal privacy borders regulation”.  

Several studies of Awareness Systems for the home (and work) confirmed that 
privacy management should be studied beyond the control of access to information. 
Studies like the CareNet display (Consolvo, Roessler and Shelton, 2004) and the 
evaluation of the Digital Family Portrait (Rowan and Mynatt, 2005; Mynatt et al., 
2001) showed that disclosure of information was not the main concern for elders 
when using systems that support their communication with their intimate network. 
The CareNet (Consolvo et al., 2004), an ambient display designed for the elder and 
his/her care network members (caregivers and close related family), supported the 
elder with two privacy mechanisms to control the disclosure and access to information. 
Consolvo et al. reported that elders did not use such controls during the observation 
period, however the elders recognized that such mechanisms enhanced their sense of 
control and trust in the system. Similarly, the elder in the Family Digital Portrait 
evaluation (Rowan and Mynatt 2005) did not report any threat having sensors and 
cameras at her home; on the contrary, she appreciated the fact that the system gave 
peace of mind to her children and a sense of own safety (others knew how she was 
doing) so she could live by her own. Her only concern was to ensure that her children, 
indeed, were using the system to know about her. 

Other related studies identified the importance of information disclosure to support 
privacy practices that allow individuals to coordinate different levels of availability 
regarding the type of relation with the recipient(s) and location (home or work). The 
ASTRA study (Markopoulos et al., 2004; Romero et al., 2005) identified privacy 
interaction breakdowns in which too much or too little information resulted in an 
undesired state of interaction. Such undesired states were associated with affective 
costs such as feelings of being obliged to react to a message, or feelings of uncertainty 
and disappointment towards unresponsive interaction. A study of Instant Messaging 
regarding privacy (Patil and Kobsa, 2004) reported that users’ privacy concerns were 
primarily related to how to display their availability, how to prevent contacts from 
strangers, and how to control future access to content. Users resorted to different 
mechanisms to keep their interaction at desired levels by controlling how they 
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appeared to others. Study participants reported that availability disclosure was an 
important mechanism to regulate interruptions and distractions from current tasks, and 
that it should be dynamically supported.  

A more recent development of Awareness Systems for the family explored techniques 
of location-based disclosure to provide awareness information, which would only be 
meaningful to the family. The Whereabouts Clock (Brown et al., 2007) provided 
coarse-grained location information of family members who were away from the 
home. The system allowed mobile users to register the locations they used to frequent 
within four categories (home, work, school and elsewhere), which were then 
automatically updated to the home. At home a digital clock displayed the information 
of each family member. The families reported that the coarse-grained resolution about 
location that was presented in the homebound clock, helped them to avoid a feeling of 
privacy loss while it supported them to coordinate family activities and to become 
accountable for their actions. The level of detail provided by the four categories of 
location, was considered only meaningful for the family, thus no concerns were 
reported if outsiders would see that information.  

The following studies focus on the development of techniques to address interpersonal 
privacy in the domain of mobile communication. They show two basic approaches to 
support the management of interpersonal privacy. Studies addressing privacy from an 
information approach aimed at supporting the control of the content of the 
information disclosed (what), while studies based on an interaction approach focused 
on the control of the process by which the information were disclosed (how and 
when). 

2.1.2 Information approach 
Studies addressing interpersonal privacy from an information approach primarily 
focuse on the control of information disclosure to facilitate communication. In this 
section, three studies regarding Personal Information are described as examples of 
information-oriented solutions.  

The Personal-Level Routing (Roussopoulos et al., 1999) was implemented as a 
personal proxy to maintain person-to-person reachability. The system offered a 
routing service that aimed at protecting users from undesired contacts. A rule-based 
engine tracked asked users to set their privacy rules. The system tracked users’ 
location, filtered incoming messages and forwarded them to the appropriate 
communication medium according to users’ privacy rules and their location. One 
problem of this solution was that additional effort was required from users, as they 
had to explicitly set their privacy rules. Empirical evidence on the use of customized 
software (Mackay, 1999) and the groupware calendar system (Palen, 1999) showed 
that users were unlikely to configure systems to manage their privacy as in most cases 
was observed that default settings were prevailed. Furthermore, the rule-setting 
process needed to occur prior to any privacy sensitive situations. Lederer et al. (2004) 
argued that users were often not comfortable to set preferences before a privacy 
violation occurred. Empirical evidence was found in the evaluation of Faces (Lederer 
et al., 2004), a prototype for managing personal privacy in ubiquitous computing. 
Users of Faces could assign different disclosure preferences to different people, which 
could be parameterized by situation. When they were asked to configure their privacy 
preferences, their settings did not correspond to what they stated earlier in similar 
scenarios. They also had troubles to remember their current settings, which hampered 
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their ability to predict a disclosure. Further, they felt uncomfortable setting 
preferences outside a concrete context. The authors recognized that confronting users 
with excessive configuration to create and maintain their privacy rules should be 
avoided; instead designers “should enable users to manage privacy as a natural 
consequence of their primary actions involving the system”.

The Presence Cues project (Milewski and Smith, 2000) offered phone users a set of 
presence cues displaying dynamic information in a form of a “life address book”. The 
information displayed showed the recipient’s phone number and how available he/she 
currently was for communication in a particular moment. The system asked users to 
manually update their presence information when a situation that implied a need for 
update, was automatically detected. Although the system tried to balance the 
automatic and manual support to update personal information, it underestimated the 
highly dynamic nature of availability information, which in practice, resulted in far 
too many requests for manual updates. As consequence, the quality of manual updates 
decreased and availability updates were not valued as reliable and useful social cues 
in the user tests. 

In conclusion, both studies, the Personal-Level Routing and the Presence Cues, aimed 
at offering a lightweight solution to manage interpersonal privacy by automating 
activities regarding the disclosing of personal information to others. By trying to 
automate the privacy coordination process these studies failed to respond to the 
immediate social needs of users. Furthermore, these solutions demanded additional 
effort from their users to set up preferences and criteria regarding possible privacy 
scenarios. 

2.1.3 Interaction approach 
The following two studies address the need for lightweight2 and interactive solutions 
to coordinate privacy needs. 

The study of Woodruff and Aoki (2003) showed an example of interpersonal privacy 
control by examining a Push-to-Talk (PTT) system. The PTT system offered a direct 
and accessible communication channel between small groups of people based on 
cellular radio technology. The authors analyzed the use of PTT by a group of 
teenagers, and identified three lightweight conversation styles supported by the 
system, which allowed for opportunistic, intermittent and focused interaction: 

– Plausible deniability supported the recipient to decline initiator’s communicative 
intentions by refusing to react. As the initiators accepted such denials, the 
recipients were then able to represent a low commitment to communicate 
incurring in a low social cost. 

– Possibility to delay/omit responses supported a relaxed protocol, allowing 
recipients to manage initiators’ expectations while at the same time attending their 
own desires regarding interactions with another person.   

– Decreased costs for openings and closings of communication made it easier for 
the initiator and the recipient to propose and/or to reject communication without 
feeling too much responsibility for that action.   

 
2 Lightweight protocols refer to interactions where the openings and closings require none to minimal 
effort to be set up.  
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The system helped its users developing such interaction styles, which they used as 
lightweight mechanisms to coordinate their needs for communication. The system 
provided a solution for coordinating privacy through an interactive negotiation 
process instead of relying on automatic management of users’ reachability.  

Nevertheless, Woodruff and Aoki reported that participants felt discouraged to use the 
system with others than very close friends, as the lightweight protocol to open 
conversations made them vulnerable to be contacted at all times, by for example, their 
parents. PTT’s mechanisms provided lightweight solution to protect privacy, however, 
they set borders to not use the system outside a homogeneous community. Such 
mechanisms did not support users to build a common understanding of their privacy 
borders and to collaboratively coordinate interactions when conflict occurred.  

A recent mobile phone location-based deployment was used to validate the 
requirements of an adaptive privacy management system (Wu, 2007). Wu proposed a 
process where user and system could continuously adapt the system’s behaviour 
regarding personal information disclosure. The proposed adaptive approach aimed at 
supporting users to control their need for openness (accessibility) under different 
circumstances in dynamic networked environment. The author identified five 
requirements for the implementation of an adaptive privacy management system. First, 
the system should respond to the evolution of privacy preferences, as they are highly 
subjective and dynamic. Second, the system should promote users’ awareness of 
critical events related to personal information requests in a timely manner. Third, the 
system should provide convenient and timely access to privacy controls encouraging 
users to adapt system’s disclosure of personal information according to their privacy 
needs. Fourth, the system should be able to balance users’ need for privacy and the 
effort incurred by privacy-related practices, offering the possibility to create privacy 
rules for an automatic support. Finally, the system should monitor privacy related 
behaviours to increase accountability and traceability of the system. In the short-term 
deployment participants confirmed the benefits of disclosing information to control 
their accessibility to others. Further, they valued the balance between interactive and 
automatic control of privacy, where interactive controls played a mayor role. However 
the mobile location-based deployment was not flexible enough to address different 
privacy needs, as not all participants had the same needs for privacy controls and 
notifications. 

2.2 User focus approach to interpersonal privacy 
In this section two studies are introduced as early contributions to the investigation of privacy 
from a user perspective as an alternative of a security approach. 

2.2.1 Control and Feedback – Bellotti and Sellen (1993) 
Bellotti and Sellen (1993) adopted a practical definition of privacy that acknowledged 
the fact that privacy is “a personal notion shaped by culturally determined 
expectations and perceptions about one’s environment” in an attempt to design 
ubiquitous computing systems that reduced perceived violations of privacy. Their 
definition recognized privacy as a social construct and as a highly subjective and 
dynamic process (Harper et al., 1992), where behaviours might cease to be considered 
“acceptable” mechanisms after new technology was introduced. For example, 
increasing resolution or frequency of displaying video information might alter one’s 
preferences to be constantly displaying visual presence to others. 
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Weiser (1992), in his vision of ubiquitous computing, advocated that technology 
should be embedded (invisible) in everyday objects, transmitting and receiving 
information to and from different objects and people. Such technology would 
empower users with portable and flexible applications facilitating unobtrusive access, 
manipulation and presentation of diverse information. However, in practice 
unobtrusiveness could bring along problems regarding security, ethical and social 
breakdowns. In this latter matter, Bellotti and Sellen recognized the phenomena of 
disembodiment (Heath and Luff, 1991) and dissociation as major privacy concerns 
caused by ubiquitous technology. They related disembodiment to the difficulties of 
conveying the presence of the self as effective as in face-to-face situations, for 
example, when presence was limited to a face on a monitor, or just a name, or maybe 
not perceptible at all. Dissociation was related to the disruption between the context 
and one’s actions, since often actions in mediated settings were invisible and only the 
results of actions were shared, making difficult to assess who is doing what. 

As a result, Bellotti and Sellen’s framework identified users’ need for control and 
feedback mechanisms to support information disclosure. These mechanisms should 
allow users to specify what information they wanted to project and to whom, as well 
as to notify them about when and what information of themselves had been captured 
and to whom that information had been made available.  

The framework addressed four user and system behaviours regarding information 
flow:  

− Capturing referred to what and when information would be exchanged. 

− Construction referred to how the information would be processed. 

− Accessibility referred to who would have access to the information. 

− Purpose referred to what would be the purpose of use of the information 
exchanged.  

The framework provided design guidelines for privacy in ubiquitous systems. It also 
defined eight questions addressing control and feedback mechanisms for each of the 
four identified behaviours (see Table 2.1). Concerning privacy, the authors recognized 
that capturing was the most important of all four behaviours listed above. Proper 
control and feedback of what was captured from others and what was being captured 
about oneself helped to inform people on how to appropriately engage in 
communication. 

The validation of their framework was empirically presented through the analysis of 
an existent media space, RAVE (Gaver et al., 1992), an audio-video media space set 
up at EuroPARC research laboratory. The system was designed with control and 
feedback in mind, thus allowing users to control their connection with others, as well 
as providing them with feedback about the type of connections that were made.  

In the evaluation, the authors observed a technical limitation in most systems to 
support control and feedback behaviours related to purposes (see Table 2.1). They 
observed that most systems could not identify users’ intentions to convey or gather 
information, and that it was impractical or even impossible to anticipate control and 
feedback in such respect. The authors expected that users would draw on existing 
social rules to coordinate the purposes to capture, construct or access information. 
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Table 2.1: Description of the ideal state of affairs with respect to feedback or control of 
each of four types of behaviour (Bellotti and Sellen, 1993) 

Feedback about Control over 
Capture When and what information about me 

gets into the system? 
When and when not to give out what 
information? I can enforce my own 
preferences for system behaviours 
with respect to each type of 
information I convey. 

Construction What happens to information about me 
once it gets inside the system? 

What happens to information about 
me? I can set automatic default 
behaviours and permissions. 

Accessibility Which people and what software (e.g., 
daemons or servers) have access to 
information about me and what 
information they see or use? 

Who and what has access to what 
information about me? I can set 
automatic default behaviours and 
permissions. 

Purposes What people want information about me 
for? Since this is outside the system, it 
may only be possible to infer purpose 
from construction and access 
behaviours. 

It is infeasible for me to have 
technical control over purposes. With 
appropriate feedback, however I can 
exercise social control to restrict 
intrusion, unethical, and illegal 
usage? 

Summarizing, Bellotti and Sellen identified social breakdowns when users of 
ubiquitous technology were not able to convey their intentions to communicate with 
others, or to gather the necessary information to assess others’ intentions to 
communicate. Their framework proposed design and technical guidelines to support 
control and feedback over user and system behaviours regarding information 
disclosure. It was observed that the proposed control mechanisms seemed to primarily 
focused on helping users in setting their preferences for disclosing information rather 
than supporting them to coordinate with others what to disclose and for what purposes. 
The authors expected that people would use social rules to coordinate purposes, but 
they did not address how such social rules could be supported by the system. 

2.2.2 User’s Perception Model – Adams (1999), Adams and Sasse 
(1999a, 1999b, 2001) 

Adams and Sasse (2001) observed that ubiquitous systems increased the exchange of 
information without users being fully aware of it, increasing the chances for 
unintentional privacy violations. They adopted a user centred approach to describe 
when and why interactive situations might be perceived as privacy invasive by users 
of multimedia communication, with the purpose of preventing unintentional privacy 
breakdowns. 

The authors recognized the contribution of Bellotti and Sellen’s control and feedback 
framework and highlighted the importance to know when to provide control and 
feedback to prevent unintentional privacy invasions. Adams and Sasse developed a 
model to help designers understand which situations people perceive as privacy 
violating. With such understanding, designers could anticipate when users should be 
informed about possible risks (feedback) and could prompt them to make use of 
certain mechanisms (control).  

They considered a data-centric approach an unpractical solution as it focused on 
limiting the exchange of personal information to avoid that it would be traced back to 
the identity of a person. Providing policies and mechanisms to protect such data from 
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being shared would not offer a realistic solution as the majority of information 
disclosed in the field of multimedia communication, such as video image, voice 
patterns, etc., could be considered as personal data.  

Adams and Sasse developed a privacy model identifying three factors (information 
sensitivity, information receiver, and information usage) regarding privacy invasions. 
The factors described how individuals might use information in the construction of 
social representations to recognize and contextualize situations regarding privacy in a 
mediated environment. They also developed a privacy invasion cycle to explain how 
those factors might lead to perceived violation of privacy. The model and cycle served 
as guidelines in the design of privacy secured systems, which aimed at helping 
designers to identify user perceptions towards privacy and thus preventing privacy 
breakdowns from happening.  

The primary factor, Information Sensitivity, helped to understand how users would 
perceive information transmitted by the system. Users might perceive information as 
public or private depending on their awareness of what had been transmitted in the 
primary and secondary levels of information. Information in the primary level referred 
to the information that contributed to the content of what had been transmitted while 
information in the secondary level referred to any other social/psychological 
characteristics that the user would communicate during the transmission process. 
Adams and Sasse identified that systems often provided poor representations of 
secondary level information damaging the perception of the user to asses the 
sensitivity of the information being disclosed; this was the case in the example of the 
video broadcast lecture mentioned earlier, where the audience was not aware that not 
only the lecturer but also they were broadcasted by the system. In that situation, the 
system was able to support the exchange of information related to the lecture (primary 
level), however it failed to indicate how it represented the participation of the 
audience. An indicator of video recording would have helped the audience to 
understand the representation of their presence in the system. The perception of the 
users could also be influenced by their notion of place. Harrison and Dourish (1996) 
identified how the notion of borders in public or private places could influence the 
perception of the users about how private the information exchange within those 
borders could be. The perception of information being public could be limited to the 
boundaries of a particular public setting. For example, in a conference, a member of 
the audience might perceive his/her behaviour as public to all other people in the 
conference room, but not so for remote-communicators accessing the conference via 
the Internet.   

The second factor, Information Receiver, helped to understand user’s perception of 
whom or what (a non-human entity) could be receiving or manipulating his/her data. 
Adams and Sasse recognized that the more the system informed about who could 
access relevant information or what information could be made available, the more it 
could increase the users’ awareness of the disclosure of information. 

The last factor, Information Usage, helped to understand user’s perception of how 
shared data would be used. It addressed users’ concerns regarding the purpose of the 
shared data (like helping users with a specific tasks), or issues regarding future use 
(like the amount/type of context provided in future access to the data) and issues 
regarding the secondary information being accessed in the future (like an 
embarrassing moment that could be watched repeatedly). 
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In summary, Adams and Sasse emphasized the responsibility that multimedia 
communication systems should have to properly inform users about privacy 
implications. Systems should guide users to build an accurate mental model that could 
correctly represent the situation they found themselves in and the behaviours that 
could be considered acceptable in such situation. Their study focused primarily on the 
design of mechanisms to enforce feedback when necessary preventing users from 
getting wrong assumptions that might lead to unintentional violations of their privacy. 
Their model aimed to inform the design of systems that would be ‘acceptable’ to users. 
It is arguable whether ‘acceptable’ is a predictable state in the design phase, as users 
of mediated technologies are constantly developing norms and mechanisms, while 
using the system, to fit their needs over time (Palen and Dourish, 2003). This model 
seemed to overlook the need of users to coordinate, in collaboration with the system, 
an acceptable privacy state at any moment. Without coordination, even if a user built 
an accurate mental model of the system’s behaviours, he/she could only opt out if 
he/she disagreed with what the system offered. 

2.2.3 Discussion 
The studies described in this section, highlighted the need to properly represent user’s 
and system’s behaviours regarding disclosing and use of information. Such 
representations were described as essential to help users to correctly assess the 
privacy implications of a particular situation. They helped to minimize the negative 
impact that technology could cause in the interpretation of what would be acceptable 
and what would be expected to happen with the information transmitted by and 
through the system.  

Both studies recognized the relevance of social representations as cues to facilitate the 
recognition of private situations and the understanding of what behaviours would be 
expected or acceptable. Adams and Sasse expressed their concerns towards the ease 
by which systems could disclose secondary level information without acknowledging 
about it to the owners of the information. Similarly, Bellotti and Sellen indicated the 
need to provide proper feedback to represent the privacy implications of system and 
users’ behaviours. Such representations would make technical solutions more 
sensitive to the social mechanisms developed by people. Besides feedback, the 
authors also identified the need to support users developing the necessary mechanisms 
to control their own and others’ (including the system) privacy behaviours while 
interacting. 

Even though both studies recognized the importance of social norms and practices to 
design effective privacy solutions they did not aimed at designing a solution that 
would allow users to socially manage their privacy needs and behaviours. Assuming 
that users would develop their social mechanisms outside the technical settings, the 
presented studies provided designers with socially informed guidelines and mental 
models with which they could be able to anticipate privacy violations in the design of 
technical solutions.  

While it is important that designers become sensitive and aware of people's needs and 
skills for managing privacy at an interpersonal level, these studies remained 
theoretical and analytical. In the context of a specific application, they proposed 
interesting criteria and guidelines but there was not much help for designers as how to 
meet them.  
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These models also failed to address the fact that privacy is a dynamic and dialectic3

process (Altman, 1975) where individuals could engage in interactive practices to 
coordinate privacy needs that might not be necessarily consistent from one situation to 
another. While they helped to identify conflicts, these models seemed silent regarding 
the design of interaction mechanisms to help individuals to conjointly manage and 
resolve potentially conflicting privacy needs occurring during mediated interaction. 

This thesis develops a descriptive model that guides the design of technical solutions 
that support users to develop their own mechanisms for privacy negotiation during 
mediated interpersonal interactions.  

The development of such model requires a solid understanding of the social 
mechanisms people use, and their every day social skills and practices regarding the 
coordination of interpersonal privacy in social communication. In the next section, the 
work of Altman (1975), who developed a definition of privacy rooted in social 
psychology, is introduced. 

2.3 Social approach to Interpersonal Privacy 
In this section the studies of Altman, Petronio, Palen and Dourish, and Boyle and Greenberg 
are presented.  

Altman’s study (1975) laid on historic foundation introducing the concept of privacy 
borders regulation. Petronio (2003) extended Altman’s definition by adding the 
collaborative aspect of privacy regulation. Palen and Dourish (2003) contributed with 
a theoretical model to understand interpersonal privacy boundaries in mediated 
settings. Finally, Boyle and Greenberg (2005) identified solitude, confidentiality and 
autonomy as the interpersonal privacy borders individuals want to control in a video 
mediated setting. 

2.3.1 Social psychology definition of Privacy – Altman (1975) 
Altman’s definition of privacy provided a basis to conceptualize privacy in the 
context of social behaviours and social needs. Altman defined privacy from a social 
psychology perspective as: 

“an interpersonal boundary process by which a person or a group regulates 
interaction with others…” (Altman 1975, p.6) 
“selective control of access to the self or to one’s group…” (Altman, 1975, 
p.18) 

He described privacy as a dynamic and dialectic process, through which an individual 
would regulate his/her privacy borders between the self and the environment in order 
to meet interpersonal privacy needs. Continuous regulation of their privacy borders 
would allow people to achieve different states of privacy, which could adjust within 
the extremes of solitude and crowded states. Depending on the situation, people might 
wish for more or fewer interactions with the environment, generating a continuous 
process of adjusting privacy borders while interacting with others. 

 
3 The dialectic nature identifies privacy as an interactive and collaborative regulation process. 
Individuals shape their regulation of privacy depending on their own expectations and experiences and 
the ones of the people they interact with. 
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Altman’s model acknowledged that individuals would continuously modify and re-
assess their borders in response to the stimuli of the environment and their own needs 
for interaction. Altman argued that a failure to achieve a desired privacy state by 
means of border regulation could cause negative effects. An open border that was 
never crossed could cause an undesired feeling of isolation, for example, when Pete 
called Anne and she was not home, or when Anne was prevented from receiving 
Pete’s signals because of the presence of other people. A closed border that was 
crossed could violate the wish to be alone, for example, when Anne turned away from 
Pete to avoid interaction, but Pete ignored the cue and interacted with Anne in a way 
that could not be avoided. 

Figure 2.1: Altman’s model of privacy borders regulation. At the left 4 desired states of 
interaction between user (U) and environment (E); at the right 4 undesired states of 
interaction 

Figure 2.1 shows how this boundary regulation process could result in desired and 
undesired states of interaction with the environment. The figure uses a continuous line 
to represent an individual’s border that is closed to the environment (preventing any 
interaction) and a dashed line when the border is opened (allowing interaction to take 
place). When a person attempts to initiate an interaction with someone in the 
environment, this is shown as an arrow pointing from the person (U) to the 
environment (E) and vice versa. The diagrams of Figure 2.1 show the possible cases 
of desired and undesired outcomes for an attempt to interact: 

(1) Person (U) is open for interaction and accepts the request from the environment 
(E). Example: (U) opens the door and lets someone else (E) in. 

(2) (U) seeks isolation closing her borders for interaction and succeeds in doing so, 
preventing (E) from interacting with her. Example: (U) is managing to avoid 
spam from (E). 

(3) (U) seeks for interaction opening his/her borders to (E) achieving the desired 
interaction. Example: (U) calls (E) and establishes a conversation. 
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(4) The plausibility of (U) to be contacted by (E) is protected because his/her borders 
with (E) are closed. Example: glancing away and avoiding unwanted conversation. 

(5) (U) seeks to avoid interaction but fails to prevent (E)’s attempt. Example: (E) 
barges in a closed door. 

(6) (U) is opened for interaction but does not establish the desired level of interaction 
with (E). Example: (U) invites (E) for communication, but (E) does not engage. 

(7) (U) seeks isolation closing his/her borders but fails to avoid obligations to interact 
with (E).  Example: (U) was hoping to avoid (E), but had to spend an evening 
together. 

(8) (U) seeks to interact with (E) but does not establish the desired level of interaction. 
Example: (E) was not home when (U) called. 

2.3.2 Privacy as a collaborative activity – Petronio (2003) 
Petronio (2003) developed a descriptive framework to describe private information 
management. The Communication Privacy Management framework characterized 
privacy disclosure as a rule based process. Petronio explained how individuals 
collaboratively construct rules that define their expectations and obligations towards 
the information disclosed. The rule-based system she proposed depended on three 
management processes:  

– The Privacy Rule Foundations process set criteria to explain the way privacy rules 
would develop; attributes to explain how people would learn and negotiate rules, 
and a description of the quality of those rules. 

– The Boundary Coordination process provided a set of operations to explain the 
way people would use rules to collectively manage their boundaries. 

– The Boundary Turbulence process provided a set of reasons to explain situations 
where boundary coordination would go wrong and rules become asynchronized.  

This framework recognized collaboration as a crucial aspect in these processes, 
reflecting the active role that both discloser and recipient played over the information 
shared. The framework explained that the decision of an individual to disclose private 
information was based on an implicit or explicit contract within the parties involved. 
In that contract the parties mutually agreed on their responsibilities over the 
information disclosed, so they became co-owners of that information. The contract 
defined the rules to describe the rights and obligations each person should have over 
the co-owned information.  

Petronio mentioned the importance of supporting people’s understanding of signals 
outside the exchange of information, as they could provide cues of when would be the 
right time to disclose information, to whom, how, etc.  She argued that this implicit 
information was crucial in the assessment of disclosing private information as it 
provided a better chance to satisfy communicators’ needs while protecting them 
against potential privacy risks. 

Petronio’s framework helped to explain and understand how people coordinate the 
disclosing of private information to satisfy their needs of communication while 
guaranteeing minimal risks regarding lack of control and vulnerability. Her approach 
was instructive to apply in the domain of mediated communication as it considered 
the perspective of all communicating parties and acknowledged the disclosure tension 
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that could arise from potential conflicting interests. The Communication Privacy 
Management framework extended Altman‘s definition of privacy, recognizing the 
collaborative nature of privacy through which two actors would coordinate their 
intentions and expectations based on implicit/explicit rules.  

2.3.3 Genres of disclosure – Palen and Dourish (2003)  
Palen and Dourish provided a first conceptual framework regarding technology and 
privacy in the domain of ubiquitous computing. They recognized issues regarding 
interaction as the primary privacy concern of users of mediated communications 
systems, such as minimizing embarrassment when personal information was 
broadcasted unintentionally, protecting territory from undesired access and staying in 
control of their availability to interact with others. Their definition of interpersonal 
privacy management reflected the dynamic and dialectic nature of this process: “a 
process of give and take between and among technical and social entities - from 
individuals to groups to institutions - in ever-present and natural tension with the 
simultaneous need for publicity”.  

Palen and Dourish identified three privacy boundaries that reflected the natural 
tension between conflicting goals regarding privacy in everyday life: 

− The disclosure boundary represented the tension between public and private, 
where individuals not only tried to keep information private, but they also had the 
need to disclose certain information about themselves to maintain a public face. 
The trade-off between public and private also shown the fact that disclosure of 
personal information might help to maintain a degree of safety, just like the choice 
to walk on public streets rather than dark alleys.  

− The identity boundary represented the tension between the self and the other. This 
tension reflected the possible conflicts between the social expectations of how 
individuals should act as part of a social network and the individuals’ own 
preferences to interact. This boundary recognized that the self would be defined in 
reaction to the intended recipient (what Palen and Dourish called recipient design), 
so different others would be treated differently. The introduction of mediated 
communication might damage the balance between the self and the other, as it 
could obstruct the ability of users to understand and anticipate how one’s actions 
appear to others. 

− The temporal boundary represented the tension between past, present and future, 
where past events would be used to design current actions, and future events 
would serve to reflect not only on immediate but also on potential future 
circumstances. 

The authors introduced the concept of genres of disclosure to characterize how 
privacy management should integrate individuals’ settings of expectations around 
technology and privacy representations into recurrent social practices. Genres of 
disclosure should help users of ubiquitous technologies establishing correct social 
expectations, to guide the interpretability of one’s actions, and to consider the 
dynamics of technology and social practices. For example, in teenagers’ use of Instant 
Messaging (IM) at home, teens preferred IM over the phone to communicate with 
their circle of friends, because they seized the opportunity to establish communication 
with their peers without parents noticing it (Palen and Dourish, 2003). In this case 
teenagers could set their expectations to be able to advertise their publicity and 
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availability to their friends in their virtual space while in their physical space at home 
they expected to minimize parental attention. 

2.3.4 Privacy described by control of borders – Boyle and 
Greenberg (2005) 

The Privacy Vocabulary introduced by Boyle and Greenberg was based on Altman’s 
study and aimed to build a lexicon describing the social and cooperative 
characteristics that a privacy-preserving media space should support in order to be 
successful. Boyle and Greenberg described the process of privacy regulation in terms 
of three interpersonal borders:  

− Solitude represented the control of “interactional borders”, the access to the self. 
Solitude mechanisms described how individuals represented their privacy borders 
to reach a desired level of interaction (interpersonal distance) in a spectrum where 
failure was indicated by the extremes of crowding (others have granted too much 
access to the self) and isolation (one cannot interact with others).  

− Autonomy represented the control of “self-definition borders” that determined 
one’s behaviours while expressing one’s identity. Autonomy mechanisms 
described how individuals defined the type of interaction they were willing to 
engage in, whether collaborative or individualistic. It addressed the control over 
one’s own behaviour, whether to preserve it (one always does as one wishes) or 
constrain it (one adapts one’s behaviour and appearance to conform to group 
expectations).  

− Confidentiality represented the control of “informational borders”, the access to 
personal information regarding aspects such as fidelity, amount, quality, etc. of the 
information disclosed.  Confidentiality mechanisms described how individuals 
adapted the presentation of the self, defining the quality of the interaction by 
means of the level of disclosure of personal information. The control of access not 
only referred to restricting it but also to granting access to some information. 

2.3.5 Discussion 
The literature presented here depicted a progression of studies that focused on the 
psychological and social aspects of interpersonal privacy management in 
communication technologies.  

As extensively argued by Altman, the regulation of privacy borders could be 
characterized by verbal and non-verbal behavioural mechanisms. These mechanisms 
could be important aspects to understand the regulation of social interaction looking at 
both input (e.g. regulating who visits, being observed) and output (e.g. disclosing to 
another) aspects of privacy.   

While Petronio put forward the view on collaboration and extensively discussed the 
nature and the existence of privacy rules, her theory did not describe by which process 
privacy borders and corresponding privacy rules were formed. As such, applying it 
helped to alert designers of the importance of supporting a collaborative privacy 
regulation process; but concrete solutions to do this were missing. For this purpose a 
more detailed account of such collaborative processes needs to be developed. 

With the concept of genres of disclosure, Palen and Dourish applied the definition of 
interpersonal boundaries in ubiquitous computing technology, but their framework did 
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not help to understand how privacy intentions would be communicated when 
disclosing awareness. 

Finally, Boyle and Greenberg defined a space to understand users’ preferences 
regarding privacy borders control in mediated communication. The three identified 
border controls contributed to describe users’ concerns regarding their interpersonal 
borders, however the descriptions represented the regulation of borders as primarily 
an individualistic activity rather than a collaborative one. 

In the next section, the theory of Common Ground is introduced to understand the 
social aspects present in the coordination of face-to-face activities of communication. 
The theory contributes with a number of components and principles to describe how 
individuals mutually agree on their interests to communicate.  

2.4 Social Communication approaches to privacy 
This section introduces the social communication theory of Common Ground as a basis to 
describe privacy collaborative coordination practices.  

2.4.1 Grounding in communication – Clark and Brennan (1991) 
Clark and Brennan introduced the concept of grounding in social communication 
activities and its implications for supporting effective conversation in mediated 
settings. The grounding process identified communicators’ needs to evidence both 
understandings and mis-understandings of their contributions in achieving an effective 
conversation.  

The concept of grounding defined effective conversations as communication activities 
where individuals understand each other, so the recipient should:  

(a) notice that something was said;  

(b) hear what was said;  

(c) know what was said;  

(d) understand what was meant.  

The process of grounding then implied:  

(1) Making sure that the recipient understands what the initiator4 said;  

(2) Making sure the initiator knows the recipient understood;  

(3) Making sure the recipient knows the initiator knows the recipient understood;  

(4) And so on.  

The development of grounding would generate common ground5, defined as the 
information that individuals know that they all know. It could take the form of 
representations of common cultural and social history, public history of the interaction, 
and current public state of the interaction. As interaction unfolded it accumulated 
common ground. 

 
4 In Common Ground initiator and recipient are particularly associated to speaker and listener (or 
addressee). 
5 In this thesis a syntactic distinction is made to represent a semantic difference between ‘Common 
Ground’ as the theory and ‘common ground’ as the representations of shared knowledge developed by 
individuals through the grounding process. 
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To develop common ground initiators would check for positive and negative evidence 
of understanding to make sure that their audience (recipients) had understood them. 
Negative evidence would be reflected by communicative acts that indicated problems 
in the conversation, such as repeating the last sentence said by the other to confirm its 
meaning. Positive evidence would be represented by communicative acts that 
indicated understanding, such as continuers (‘yeah’, ‘mmhm’, etc.), relevant next 
turns (meaningful answer to a question), and continued attention (initiator could 
assume understanding if recipient was still paying attention to what initiator was 
saying). 

To explain why people would not just clearly say what they mean, Clark and Brennan 
argued that individuals tried to minimize the collaborative effort spent to achieve 
understanding. Minimizing effort would lead to more efficient conversations but it 
might negatively impact the effectiveness of communication. For example, if time 
pressure obliged the initiator to minimize efforts of understanding, he might make 
errors that he might have to repair later, which might lead to higher cost of 
communication. 

During conversation people were considered to be cooperating towards a collective 
shared purpose, which was to reach a meaningful conversation. A shared purpose 
defined the content of a conversation, which influenced the criteria chosen for 
grounding: different content required different grounding techniques. For example, a 
conversation could refer to objects and their identities to support a particular purpose, 
therefore such objects should be grounded to achieve a common understanding on that 
content.  

In addition, the chosen media also influenced grounding. Media supported different 
techniques to ground the meaning of object as well as the content. To ground meaning, 
typical techniques observed were: alternative descriptions of the object (‘that young 
gentleman from the park’), indicative gestures to the object (‘you mean this one 
[pointing]?’), and referential instalments (‘take the spout – the little one that looks 
like…’). To ground an understanding of the verbatim content of what was been said, 
common techniques were: verbatim displays (repeating a phone number); instalments 
(cutting information into pieces, for example an address, to receive verbatim displays 
after each piece is presented); and spelling. 

Grounding constraints described how the technical features of the medium could 
have an effect on the development and use of common ground. Such constraints 
explained how different media techniques required different levels of effort from 
individuals to achieve grounding in a conversation. Systems should try to feature 
these constraints to facilitate grounding; the more features missing in a system the 
more costs initiators and recipients would have to incur to ground communication (see 
Table 2.2) 

Clark and Brennan concluded that grounding was essential to communication; that 
communication was a collaborative activity that required coordinated actions of 
everyone involved; and that both content and medium influenced grounding. The 
notion of grounding introduced by the authors contributed to the description of 
interpersonal privacy coordination as a process to ground intentions to interact.  
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Table 2.2: Grounding constraints: features to facilitate grounding; Costs of grounding: 
the absence of constraints is associated to costs for speakers and addressees to ground 
Grounding constraints Costs of grounding 
Co-presence 
Users are near each other, and can point at 
objects in common ground 
Visibility 
Users can see each other; this allows 
gestures, facial expressions 
Audibility 
Users can hear each other, and use natural 
language 
Co-temporality 
Users can expect to receive a timely reply; 
interruptions or delays are significant 
Simultaneity 
Users can send and receive at the same time; 
allows interruption, backchannel feedback 
Sequentiality 
User contributions are strictly ordered, and 
cannot get out of order 
Reviewability 
Users can look at the past history of the 
conversation 
Revisability 
Users have the option of editing their 
contributions before they commit to them 

Cost of formulation 
Deciding what to say 
Cost of production 
Effort to say it 
Cost of reception 
Effort to hear it 
Cost of understanding 
Effort to understand it 
Cost of start-up 
Effort to start a conversation 
Cost of delay 
Impact of a delay 
Cost of asynchrony 
Impact of loss of sequence  
Cost of speaker change or multiple speakers 
Deciding when to turn 
Cost of display, pointing at, graphical input 
Effort to signal a representation 
Cost of errors 
In production or in understanding 
Cost of repairs 
Effort to fix misunderstandings 

The following sub-section provides a brief description of the elements of the Common 
Ground theory to investigate what are the human behaviours and motivation to 
achieve successful grounding in the description of interpersonal privacy coordination. 

2.4.2 Overview of the theory of Common Ground 
The theory of Common Ground (Clark, 1996), also known as the contribution theory, 
conceived that all communication activities could be described as joint actions where 
communicators contribute to the development of common ground representations. 
The theory developed an extensive description of how social communication activities 
were conjointly coordinated on the basis of a contribution model where individuals 
exchanged presentations and reactions of meanings and understandings in order to 
communicate. A set of communicative contribution principles described the 
motivations and mechanisms that individuals developed to coordinate their 
communication activities. 

Clark’s theory described language use outside its written form. His theory was 
motivated by examples from face-to-face communication involving both verbal and 
non-verbal behaviours. He described social communication as a purpose of language 
use, which would be manifested in joint actions where initiators and recipients would 
act depending on each other to coordinate initiators’ meanings and recipients’ 
understandings. Meanings and understandings were then expressed through joint acts 
of one party signalling and the other recognizing what the first party meant. Joint 
actions accumulated common ground such as assertions of a presupposition, promises, 
questions, apologies, requests, and declarations.  
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Joint activities were ruled by the principle of least collaborative effort:
communicators in a joint activity tried to express no more than what they perceived as 
sufficient for advancing the current communication. Coordination action reflected 
individuals’ behaviours to progress in their communication goal. To solve 
coordination problems individuals checked for coordination devices, which were 
unique signals mutually recognized to coordinate their expectations. For something to 
be a coordination device it was expected to be a shared basis for a piece of common 
ground6. Those shared basis were defined by Clark as “...a great mass of knowledge, 
beliefs, and suppositions they [communicators] believe they share” (Clark 1996, 
p.12). Therefore, shared bases were either evidence shared by the cultural community 
people belong to or evidence from people’s direct experiences with each other. 
Contributions were ruled by a principle of cooperation; individuals in a conversation 
were assumed to act together to achieve a common goal (that of making the 
communication happen).  

The Common Ground theory described conversations as purposeful but unplanned 
activities, which reflected an opportunistic approach in planning the next contribution. 
The structure of a conversation emerged because of the principles that governed a 
successful joint activity. The progress of a conversation was described by the concept 
of the action ladder. The action ladder represented four levels of shared actions, 
identified as necessary for an effective conversation. It described the joint actions 
necessary for the grounding process to be successful (see Table 2.3).  

This model could be comparable to the layered protocol model of HCI (Taylor, 1988a, 
1988b). The layered protocol identified a number of levels on which an interaction 
could take place, using the lower levels to support the communication occurring on 
the upper levels. Looking at low-level events such as button clicks, the protocol 
identified the physical effort that was associated to trigger such events. Therefore the 
costs associated to perform a high-level task could be estimated by identifying the 
physical effort of the low-level events necessary to carry on that task (Brinkman, 
Haakman and Bouwhuis, 2007). 

Table 2.3: The action ladder 
Level Initiator A Recipient B 
4 A is proposing a joint project w to B B is considering A’s proposal of w

3 A is signalling that p for B B is recognizing that p from A 

2 A is presenting a signal s to B B is identifying signal s from A 

1 A is executing behaviour t for B B is attending to behaviour t from A 

To ensure the success of joint projects, the initiator and the recipient tried to create for 
each signal, a joint construal of what the recipient understood about the intentions of 
the initiator. In other words, success of joint projects built a common understanding of 
what the initiator was to be taken to mean by the recipient. To achieve a joint 
construal, communicators tried to ground what they did together at all levels of 

 
6 In strict sense, common ground, shared basis, and coordination device are synonyms, however they 
represent different coordination activities in the grounding process. Common ground refers to the initial 
state where extant knowledge is assessed; shared basis refers to the actual process of establishing 
understanding of a piece of knowledge; and a coordination device represents the resultant artefact of 
the grounding process. 
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communication (action ladders); therefore grounding should apply to signalling and 
recognizing behaviours, presenting and identifying behaviours, executing behaviours 
and attending to them.  

Grounding was also ruled by the principle of joint closure, which stated that 
“[communicators] in a joint action try to establish the mutual belief that they have 
succeeded well enough for current purposes” (Clark, 1996). Grounding implied the 
use of contribution pairs, a two-phase activity of presentations and acceptances by 
which communicators tried to reach closure for each signal. Grounding also identified 
the use of at least two tracks. Track-I signals to communicate the main content of the 
communication, and track-II signals to provide the means to coordinate the process of 
communication in track-I. Communicators used track-II signals (also called collateral 
signals) as signalling methods outside the main track of communication, to coordinate 
their meanings and understandings. With every presentation, contributors produced 
track-II signals to project the type of evidence of understanding that they considered 
to be valid, economical, and timely enough for current purposes.  

Coordination not only should develop the right mechanisms to guarantee a correct 
match between meanings and understandings, it should also shape some of the most 
intimate features of social life such as, feelings, emotions, identities, etc. Joint 
commitment described how self-respect and considerateness rules were used to 
maintain equity and face (Goffman, 1967) in coordination activities. 

2.5 Applications of Common Ground in mediated 
communication 

This section introduces three relevant studies that apply Common Ground in mediated 
communication. They show how elements of the theory (although developed in the context of 
face-to-face interaction) can successfully explain aspects of coordination in mediated settings.  

2.5.1 Channels, conversation, cooperation and relevance – 
McCarthy and Monk (1994) 

McCarthy and Monk (1994) developed a pragmatic resource-based framework that 
distinguished three resources of communication to help users define the possible 
interpretations of an utterance: multiple channels (from Conversation Analysis theory), 
structuring of communication (from Speech Act theory) and implicit contracts of 
cooperation and relevance (from Common Ground theory). The authors discussed 
how such resources could be supported by mediated communication settings and 
identified relevant design implications. 

The first resource identified the use of complementary channels (track-II signals) to 
convey different aspects of the same message. These aspects might be perceived as 
informatively redundant but psychologically positive since they might reduce 
cognitive effort of understanding, for example, saying something about an item one 
was pointing at: ‘That one [indicating], on the table’. Mediated communication, 
aiming for simple and effective systems, might restrict the capacity of complementary 
channels, unlikely to affect the task outcome (effectiveness) but probably hindering 
the efficiency of the process itself. From a design point of view, mediated 
communication should support multiple-channels as they could provide users with 
opportunities to enhance information with parallel signals. 

The second conversational resource identified the structuring of utterances.
Adjacency pairs (for example questions and answers) were recognized as structures of 
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utterances that might facilitate grounding by repairing errors (gives mechanisms to 
reveal misunderstanding), turn takings, and recipient design (utterances that are 
designed with the recipient in mind). Design issues regarding structuring of utterances, 
pointed at the tension in providing a high degree of interactivity to support recipient 
design, while at the same time maintaining relaxed interaction to support temporal 
freedom in channels where information lasts over time. Further, the structuring of 
utterances in any medium was identified as dependent on the scarce resources, 
affecting the coupling of text and context, and the pace of feedback in mediated 
communication environments. Therefore, instead of providing a global structuring to 
manage the process of communication, mediated communication should support local 
structuring where communicators can synchronize their own behaviours using 
enriched contextual information. 

The last conversation resource identified the mechanisms that helped optimising the 
overlap between two utterances: cooperation and relevance. Cooperation was defined 
as an implicit contract that motivated all conversational activities, thus behaviours in 
the conversational context could be assumed to be cooperative unless there were 
evidence of the contrary. The relevance of an utterance represented the utterance’s 
contribution to communicators’ conversational goals: initiators uttered statements that 
were relevant to their goals, while recipients interpreted utterances under their own 
perception of the goals of the conversation. The design issues related to cooperation 
and relevance, indicated that the support of formalized conversation methods 
undermined a cooperative contract as it aimed to promote a self organizing approach 
to human social systems. On the contrary, supporting a relaxed structure could 
increase both individual and group competence. Shared context should be supported, 
as well as making current cognitive environments available, and facilitating the 
development of a common purpose in the conversation. 

Finally, the authors also recognized the presence of other factors that might influence 
the interpretation of utterances like how an information-based framework was not 
considered appropriate to address interpersonal factors related to the affective 
dimension of communication. 

This study demonstrated that communicators in mediated communication were 
willing to engage in collaborative practices through designing and producing 
contributions that were relevant to the intended audience. However, the study only 
covered the coordination of content in conversations, which provided a different 
perspective than the one being proposed for this thesis, to focus on the communication 
process rather than its content. 

2.5.2 Outeraction mechanisms – Nardi, Whittaker and Bradner 
(2000) 

Nardi, Whittaker and Bradner (2000) operationalized the coordination mechanism 
developed by users of mediated communication, by defining the concept of 
outeraction mechanisms. Outeraction mechanisms described the signals outside the 
business of the communication that individuals produced to ensure the progress and 
achievement of their intentions to communicate.  

The authors identified several manifestations of outeraction in the use of Instant 
Messaging applications that supported the negotiation of availability, such as 
preambles to determine the preparedness of recipients for interaction in that specific 
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media or another media, and plausible deniability by which recipients denied their 
presence, ignoring incoming messages without offending the sender. 

This concept overlapped with the Common Ground model of tracks, where track-II 
signals related to what Nardi et al. defined as outeraction. Track-II signals provided a 
broader definition (not only concerned to the presence or absence of text) of the 
outeraction process. In the specific context of initiation of conversation, track-II 
signals described the coordination of initiating communication as result of a social 
negotiation about whether and when two persons would be willing to talk. 

2.5.3 Ambiguity – Aoki and Woodruff (2003) 
Aoki and Woodruff (2003) discussed how communication systems should allow for 
ambiguity to let individuals manage their self-presentation to their social network 
controlling their own face and respect for others. They identified the social 
implications of grounding unresponsiveness and claimed that ambiguity played a 
crucial role in establishing that grounding: “the success of face-work [grounding] is 
not its truth per se but that it is accepted by the parties involved” (Aoki and 
Woodruff, 2003). The preference for providing “ambiguous” explanations about 
certain (less collaborative) behaviours could better support grounding than no 
explanation at all. The authors observed that ambiguous explanations as grounding 
mechanisms were considered acceptable, even if they were not reflecting the truth. 
Aoki and Woodruff proposed an illustrative framework with ideas of what ambiguity 
could be in the design of mediated systems.  

Begole, Matsakis and Tang (2004) identified that an important aspect to preserve 
ambiguity when supporting grounding is to guarantee coordination mechanisms 
during the development of common ground. They developed the Lilsys system that 
aimed to support grounding automatically. The system offered a sensor-based solution 
supporting grounding by detecting evidence of presence and social engagement of its 
users helping them to acknowledge each other’s availability. Based on awareness 
information the system helped users to be socially accountable when producing their 
next presentation for interaction. However, the automatic solution to record and 
process awareness information provided too precise information, which hindered 
ambiguity. The more precise the information of an activity was the more difficult it 
was to coordinate how it should be read in different contexts. Begole et al. recognized 
the need of the recipient to provide feedback regarding the appropriateness of 
initiator’s guess to interrupt. 

These studies identified ambiguity as a crucial social mechanism for the success of the 
grounding process. The development of common ground representations should leave 
space to allow for multiple meanings, so grounding could occur on the basis of 
ambiguity. 
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2.6 Summary 
In this chapter several theories regarding managing interpersonal privacy in mediated 
settings were introduced. They provided frameworks and models to describe privacy 
as a social construct in mediated communication. Privacy borders regulation, 
collaborative practices, interpersonal privacy boundaries, solitude – confidentiality – 
autonomy, and the developing of common ground are considered the main 
contributions of these theories for the modelling of privacy as a collaborative 
coordination process of interpersonal borders. 

In Chapter III these concepts are operationalized on the basis of three main 
components of the Common Ground theory: contribution pairs, signalling and 
grounding. The Privacy Grounding Model (PGM) is introduced and revised. The 
model describes how individuals represent the necessary interpersonal privacy borders 
to coordinate their needs and expectations regarding their interaction with others. In 
Chapter IV a case study provides evidence for the validation of PGM. 
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3.1 Goal of the Privacy Grounding Model 
In this section the contribution of the Privacy Grounding Model is described and exemplified 
with an analogy to the genotype-phenotype distinction in genetics. 

In any communication activity, whether face-to-face or technology mediated, 
communicators share the same goal: to reach a common understanding of each other’s 
intentions to communicate. In order to guarantee that the content of communication is 
mutually understood, it is necessary to jointly coordinate the process by which that 
content is communicated. 

This thesis proposes to describe interpersonal privacy practices as part of the 
coordination process in any communication activity.  

Interpersonal privacy coordination aims to establish understanding of communicators’ 
intentions to interact. In accordance with the theories of Altman (1975), Petronio 
(2002) and Palen and Dourish (2003), this thesis underlines the dialectic and dynamic 
nature of privacy, and aims at informing solutions that support the social capabilities 
of communicators to coordinate their privacy related needs.  

The proposed Privacy Grounding Model (PGM) envisions the need to provide a 
generic characterization of the elements and social practices that describe 
interpersonal privacy coordination activities. The model is not intended to deal with 
antagonistic privacy invasion, as the proposed theory assumes that a collaborative 
component is present in close-related communities where its members conjointly try 
to resolve their privacy needs. Based on Clark’s theory (1996) the model captures that 
signalling and grounding are relevant practices that describe communicators’ 
collaboration activities to coordinate each other’s communication (privacy) needs. 

To exemplify the generic contribution of PGM in the description of human behaviours 
towards privacy, an analogy with biology is used to draw a parallel with the 
distinctive levels of genotype and phenotype7 in DNA analysis. 
The genotype-phenotype distinction describes the heredity and development of 
organisms. In the Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Lewontin (2004) defined 
genotype of an organism as “the class to which that organism belongs as determined 
by the description of the actual physical material made up of DNA that was passed 
to the organism by its parents” and the phenotype of an organism as “the class to 
which that organism belongs as determined by the description of the physical and 
behavioural characteristics of the organism, for example its size and shape, its 
metabolic activities and its pattern of movement.” (Lewontin, 2004). 

One interesting implication of this distinction is that an organism’s genotype is the 
major influencing factor of its phenotype but it is not the only one. For example 
identical twins despite sharing the same genotype do not have the same phenotype 
(though it may be very similar). Figure 3.1 illustrates this distinction in the context of 
human health. 

 
7 The terms genotype and phenotype are used with no intention to establish a scientific relation between 
them and PGM. The purpose to use them is that they would help to schematize a classification of types 
and tokens of human behaviours applied in privacy coordination to allocate the contribution of this 
model within that classification. 
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In mediated communication, the development of technical systems is like the 
evolution of genotypes. Consider systems like the early chat program IRC (Internet 
Relay Chat) and the current IM (Instant messaging) applications. Features from one 
system reappear in later systems, e.g. IM inherits the asynchronicity of text messaging 
from IRC. The actual use of these systems is like the growth of phenotype. This 
happens in a context where social structure, physical distances, etc. act as an 
ecological niche, in which very specific behaviours are developed locally and grow as 
practices, conventions, mutual understanding, little tricks, etc. The distinction is 
essential. Whereas the developers can only offer technical mechanisms, the users 
bring the system to life, and it is during this actual usage (during life) that the 
appropriateness of the technical mechanisms unfolds into successful negotiations on 
interpersonal privacy and effective communication. It is like the genes, only during an 
individual’s life the pro’s and con’s of the genes appear: domestic dogs with thick fur 
in tropical climate turn out to provide suboptimal protection against the heat.  

Figure 3.1: Left – Genotype Phenotype distinction; Right – PGM’s analogy 

In terms of the genotype-phenotype distinction, PGM provides the vocabulary to 
describe the phenotype of interactions in mediated settings, i.e. the practices, 
conventions, little tricks, etc. that users develop during a system’s life in a dialectic 
and dynamic way. The ACTG alphabet of Watson and Crick8 in DNA analysis is like 
the bits and bytes of the technical developers. But PGM is a vocabulary to describe 
the social and personal conventions, habits, events, acts of system usage: the actual 
behaviours that relate to privacy coordination. 

Targeting the description of the phenotype of privacy coordination is expected to have 
important design implications to support the generic aspects of privacy practices. This 
design knowledge aims at supporting users to build their own mechanisms depending 
on how they perceive and control privacy. To develop a model that provides a generic 
description of the coordination behaviours of privacy in mediated settings, social 
theories of both privacy and communication provide the necessary components to 
standardize such a description. 

 
8 The authors of the first publication (1953) that described the double helix structure of DNA, bounding 
pairs of A:T and C:G phosphate backbones components. 
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3.2 Theoretical contribution to PGM 
This section outlines the elements of Common Ground (Clark, 1996) and borders regulation 
(Boyle and Greenberg, 2005) theories to operationalize the collaborative aspect of 
interpersonal privacy coordination and to define the space of the interpersonal borders 
regulation in mediated environments. 

3.2.1 Common Ground models and principles applied to PGM 
The theory of Common Ground (Clark, 1996) identifies communicative models and 
principles to describe the communication activities in face-to-face situations at 
different levels of detail (see Chapter II for an overview). For the purposes of 
modelling privacy coordination in mediated communication, PGM selects the 
elements and principles of CG regarding aspects of social communication that can be 
generalized to a mediated setting. 

The following script is an extract from Clark’s book that provides a conversation 
between a client (Clark) and the pharmacy counter (Stone), which is used here to 
illustrate the elements of Common Ground relevant to interpersonal privacy 
management: 

[1] Clark walks up to a counter and places two items next to the cash register 
[2] Stone is behind the counter marking off items on an inventory 
[3] Clark looking at Stone, catches her eye.  
[4] Stone, meeting Clark’s eyes: “I’ll be there” … 
[5] … Clark, noting her search, points at the two items on the counter between 

them: “These two things over here”  
[6] Stone nods, takes the items, examines the prices on them, and rings them up on 

the cash register … 
[7] … Stone: “Twelve seventy-seven”  
[8] Clark: “Twelve seventy-seven”  

A basic premise in the Common Ground theory is that any communication activity 
can be described as a collaborative coordination process where two or more entities 
engage in joint activities. The ultimate goal of joint activities is to reach agreement on 
the intentions and understandings that individuals try to communicate. Even in 
situations that might be considered as adversarial, e.g. a debate or an argument, 
communicators are cooperating to make sense of each other. So while people might 
not be sharing motives and tasks and are not cooperating at the level of intentions and 
actions, they are considered to be collaborating to achieve a meaningful 
communication. 

Joint activities are described by a sequence of contribution pairs where 
communicators coordinate their intentions to interact. The contribution pairs consist 
of presentations to signal intentions to communicate and acceptances to signal 
understandings of those intentions. In other words, in a contribution the initiator 
presents an utterance to express an intention and the recipient gives evidence of 
understanding of that presentation. Initiations, turn-takings and closings are examples 
of such joint actions that are instrumental for coordinating face-to-face situations.  In 
the script the sequences [1] to [6] represents a sequence of contribution pairs where 
Clark presents his intentions to buy two items and Stone reacts understanding such 
intention. 
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A second fundamental element in Common Ground theory refers to the signalling 
process that individuals use to create representations of their privacy borders. Clark 
emphasized the distinction between the (at least) two signalling tracks where 
communication occurs. Track-I signals relate to the content of communication, while 
track-II signals provide the means to coordinate the process of communication in 
track-I. Coordinating the process involves a series of actions undertaken by 
communicators to ensure that signals in track-I are presented at a proper time, in a 
proper way, etc. so that they are understood correctly. It is in track-II that the initiator 
asks for confirmation to initiate conversation and the recipient provides evidence of 
understanding regarding initiator’s intention. For example, when given a reference 
number over the phone, the initiator could use multiple instalments to spell number by 
number, expecting that the recipient would repeat (for purpose of confirmation) each 
number as soon as it has been spelled.  

Four characterizations of track-II signals guarantee lightweight presentations and 
acceptances. These characterizations describe track-II signals as:  

− Brief so track-II signals provide limited information and with few variations in the 
way they are presented. 

− Distinctive from track-I signals meaning they are easily identified as process and 
not content related. 

− in the Background so that track-I signals are always prominent. 

− Simultaneous to track-I signals implying that track-II signals are presented without 
interfering with representations of content.   

In the script the signal such as catching Stone’s eyes [3], pointing at the items [5], and 
nodding [6] are track-II signals used to indicate progress in the coordination process. 

The last element, the process of grounding is described as the process of developing 
new common ground or using existing representations of common ground as 
coordination devices (i.e. signals mutually recognized by communicators to 
coordinate their expectations). Communicators need to share and develop common 
ground representations so they are accessible as existing agreements by which 
coordination can be based on. Clark identified three basic common ground 
representations that communicators can use as a shared basis to commonly agree on 
their intentions and understandings: 

− Conventions represent any custom or practice that could be associated with the use 
of a communication protocol. They define the way communicators interact with 
each other, e.g. turn taking, acknowledging receipt, waiting for someone to finish, 
etc. 

− Current representations represent any external demonstration of track-I signals, 
which all communicators can see, such as, pointing at, indicating, demonstrating, 
etc.  

− Shared previous events represent any information related to previous events that 
have been shared by all communicators. 

Representations of common ground can serve as coordination devices so people can 
cooperatively ground their communication needs. In the script, Clark is using existing 
common ground for his representation in [5], assuming that it is only necessary to 
point at the two items to indicate that he wants to buy such items. Stone is developing 
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common ground with her representation in [6] where by the action of taking the items 
and registering them in the cash machine she is grounding that she understood that 
Clark wants to buy these items. 

These three components of the Common Ground theory, collaboration, signalling and 
grounding, are used as the basis for developing PGM. They characterize coordination 
of privacy as part of the communication contribution model emphasizing on the 
interactions (behaviours) that individuals engage in to develop common ground of 
their communication activities. 

PGM omits elements of Common Ground that describe specific aspects of spoken 
dialogue. These elements add too much complexity to mediated settings, which are 
recognized as a simpler structure of communication dialogues. For example, the 
model of action ladder, which in detail characterizes the progression of verbal actions 
to communicate, is considered as too complex. Instead the model of contribution 
pairs offers a more appropriate description of communication activities as sequences 
of presentations and reactions. Another element that PGM omits is the model of 
signalling methods that describes different coordination mechanisms to support the 
content of a verbal conversation, such as: demonstrating, indicating, and describing. 
Instead, the concept of tracks is preserved in PGM providing a more general 
distinction to characterize collateral signals from the primary communication signals.    

Regarding the principles of Common Ground, PGM follows most of them to explain 
communicator’s motivations to coordinate. With the exception of three principles 
related to layering (layering meaning, imagination, and appreciation) and two 
principles related to utterances (choice and repair) the remaining fifteen principles are 
directly or indirectly applied in the model. The principles that are directly connected 
to PGM’s description of signalling and grounding are the ones related to the 
components common ground representations and grounding shown in Table 3.1.  

The principles of common ground representations indicate that people are able to 
justify their common ground assuming that each piece meets the conditions that are 
shared and understood by everyone; PGM identifies signalling and grounding as the 
basis to meet these conditions. Two of the principles of grounding, the least 
collaborative effort and the projected evidence, indicate people’s motivation to do the 
least necessary to reach common understanding. People use track-II signals to project 
their evidence of understandings; PGM describes signalling and grounding as track-II 
coordination signals to collaboratively establish common understanding.  

Not included in PGM are the concepts of grounding constraints and costs of 
grounding (Clark and Brennan, 1991) introduced in Chapter II. They present a list of 
eight aspects in communication (e.g. visibility, audibility, simultaneity) that influence 
the grounding process. The constraints and costs of grounding could function as 
guidelines in the design of signalling and grounding mechanisms, as they provide a 
low-level characterization of the coordination process. However, for the development 
of PGM the track-II characterizations (brief, distinctive, background, simultaneous) 
are used instead, as they provide a simpler and more appropriate account to develop a 
generic description of signalling and grounding. 
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Table 3.1: The Common Ground principles used in PGM (Clark, 1996) 
Component Principles 

Jo
in

ta
ct

io
ns

“Language is used for doing things.” (p. 3) 
“Language use arises in joint activities” (p. 
29): is the means to the joint activities  
“Joint activities advanced mostly through 
joint actions” (p. 59). The coordination of 
individual actions by two or more people 
makes a joint action  

The principle of joint salience “The ideal solution to a 
coordination problem among two or more agents is the 
solution that is most salient, prominent, or conspicuous 
with respect to their current common ground” (p. 67) 
The principle of synchrony “In joint actions, the 
participants synchronize their processes mainly by 
coordinating on the entry times and participatory actions 
for each new phase” (p. 86) 
The principle of processing time “People take it as 
common ground that mental process take time, and that 
extra processes may delay entry into the next phase” (p. 
89) 

C
om

m
on

gr
ou

nd
re

pr
es

en
ta

tio
ns “Two people’s common ground, is in 

effect, the sum of their mutual, common or 
joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions” 
(p. 93)  

The principle of justification “In practice, people take a 
proposition to be common ground in a community only 
when they believe they have a proper shared basis for 
the proposition in that community” (p.96) 
The principle of shared bases “For something to be a 
coordination device, it must be a shared basis for a piece 
of common ground” (p.99) 

M
ea

ni
ng

an
d

un
de

rs
ta

nd
in

g

“Many joint actions are communicative 
acts, through which people get others to 
understand what they mean” (p. 125) 
“Signalling is of interest only because it is 
used in advancing the joint activities 
people are engaged in” (p. 191) 

Principle of signal recognition “Signalling and 
recognizing in communicative acts are participatory acts” 
(p. 130) 
Cooperative principle “Make your conversational 
contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it 
occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk 
exchange in which you are engaged” (p. 140) 

Jo
in

t
pr

oj
ec

ts “A joint project is a joint action projected 
by one of its participants and taken up by 
the others” (p. 191) 

Principle of joint construal “For each signal, the 
speaker and addressees try to create a joint construal of 
what the speaker is to be taken to mean by it” (p. 212) 

G
ro

un
di

ng

“To ground a thing is to establish it as part 
of common ground well enough for current 
purposes” (p. 221).  “On this hypothesis, 
grounding should occur at all levels of 
communication” (p. 221) 

Principle of closure “Agents performing an action 
require evidence, sufficient for current purposes, that they 
have succeeded in performing it” (p. 222) 
Principle of least effort “All things being equal, agents 
try to minimize their effort in doing what they intend to do” 
(p. 224) 
Principle of opportunistic closure “Agents consider an 
action complete just as soon as they have evidence 
sufficient for current purposes that it is complete” (p. 224) 
Principle of joint closure “The participants in a joint 
action try to establish the mutual belief that they have 
succeeded well enough for current purposes” (p. 226) 
Principle of projected evidence “With every 
presentation, contributors use signals in track-II to project 
the type of evidence of understanding of type x (or 
stronger)” (p. 249) 

Jo
in

t
co

m
m

itm
en

t

“but joint actions take the commitment of 
all the participants.” (p. 289). “It is one 
thing to propose a joint project and quite 
another to establish a joint commitment to 
it.” (p 289) 

The equity principle “In proposing a joint project, 
speakers are expected to presuppose a method for 
maintaining equity with their addressees” (p. 295) 
Principle of greatest obstacle “All else being equal, two 
people trying to establish a joint purpose will try first to 
overcome the greatest, or most likely, obstacle to 
reaching it” (p. 308) 
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3.2.2 Controls of interpersonal privacy borders 
PGM is designed to describe privacy as a regulation of interpersonal borders in 
mediated communication settings. The model is framed using the Privacy Vocabulary 
(Boyle and Greenberg, 2005) to represent the regulation of privacy borders. Boyle and 
Greenberg discussed the contribution of the vocabulary analysing in particular its 
effect on Video Media Spaces (VMS), however they developed it to be applied to any 
technologically mediated communication system. 

The vocabulary (introduced in Chapter II) identifies three control modes that describe 
the regulation of privacy borders in mediated settings: solitude, confidentiality and 
autonomy. Each privacy control represents a number of mechanisms people use to 
regulate their borders in face-to-face conversations. Boyle and Greenberg examined 
how well these controls were supported in mediated settings like VMS.   

Regarding solitude, the vocabulary highlights the following controls: 

− Attention and distraction: in face-to-face settings individuals control their 
attention to the available information about others to prevent undesired distraction. 
In VMS, video transmission increases the frequency and amount of available 
information, which require users to spend additional effort to attend to it and 
create more chances of undesired distraction. 

− Verbal and para-verbal controls: in face-to-face settings individuals have different 
needs to signal availability. Verbal mechanisms are used for explicit and 
heavyweight signalling of availability, while para-verbal controls (gestures, body 
movements, pitch, etc.) are used as implicit and lightweight mechanisms to signal 
availability. In VMS, besides the video link, there is limited support for para-
verbal controls, which makes the signalling process, most of the time, more 
explicit and heavyweight than desired. 

− Personal space and interpersonal distance: in face-to-face settings individuals are 
constantly coordinating their personal boundaries through behavioural and 
physiological responses, which are imbued with social meanings. VMS does not 
provide continuously and socially meaningful mechanisms limiting users to 
dynamically control their personal boundaries. 

− Affordances of space for solitude: in face-to-face settings individuals coordinate 
their space for interactivity and accessibility developing various modalities within 
their space. VMS limit the modalities to interact to only audio and video, with few 
and disconnected ways to coordinate levels of engagement. 

In addition, using Westin’s four privacy states (Westin, 1967), Boyle and Greenberg 
defined the spectrum of social interactions that individuals use to control their state of 
solitude. Westin decomposed solitude control in four privacy states: solitude to 
represent total isolation; intimacy to represent the isolation of a small group from 
others; anonymity to represent that someone can be physically co-present but does not 
expect to be recognized by others (lost in the crowd); and reserved to represent the 
state by which one can ignore the presence of others who are nearby. 

Regarding confidentiality, the vocabulary highlights the following controls: 

− Sensitivity: in face-to-face settings individuals control the access to information 
about themselves that is perceived as highly critical for maintaining one’s image. 
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In VMS sensitivity increases as video increases the disclosure of sensitive 
information. 

− Fidelity: in face-to-face settings individuals control the precision and accuracy of 
how realistic information about themselves is represented to different audiences. 
Individuals might, for example, be wary of showing their mood or emotional 
states to all potential audiences. VMS may support high fidelity video disclosure; 
therefore users may need to lower fidelity when necessary. The persistence of 
mediated information also affects the perceived fidelity as fidelity changes over 
time or when transmitted to different people. 

Regarding autonomy, the vocabulary highlights the following controls: 

− Self-definition and identity: in face-to-face settings individuals control their 
behaviours to express self-definition and identity. Mainly due to technical 
constraints, VMS provide limited choices for communicators to choose when and 
how they can participate in the community, affecting their autonomy control. 

− Pseudonimity: in face-to-face settings individuals create and maintain multiple 
identities to interact within their different social worlds. VMS in particular hinder 
the management of multiple identities as video often fully discloses one’s identity. 

− Role conflict between social worlds: in face-to-face settings individuals adopt 
different roles in different social worlds. Role conflict occurs when two previously 
non-overlapping social worlds collide (parents visiting son at his college 
dormitory) and one is pushed to play both roles simultaneously (the son is 
confronted with the roles of ‘teen’ and ‘son’ in front of his roommates). VMS 
increase the chances of overlapping social worlds, therefore people are likely to 
find themselves in unnatural situations where their social roles coexist. 

These three privacy controls (solitude, confidentiality and autonomy) are synergistic, 
meaning that encouraging aspects of one may empower aspects of the other two: 
one’s availability disclosure might constrain others to initiate undesired interruption 
while at the same time is likely to help them regulate their autonomy in an informed 
way. Similarly, the symbiosis of the three controls identifies autonomy as the power 
to enact privacy choices of solitude and confidentiality. Therefore solitude and 
confidentiality cannot be guaranteed if autonomy is not guaranteed and vice versa 
(autonomy cannot be guaranteed if there is no solitude and confidentiality control). 

3.3 The Privacy Grounding Model 
In this section the Privacy Grounding Model is introduced. PGM is a descriptive model that 
operationalizes the concept of collaboration in the coordination of interpersonal privacy 
borders. It uses three layers of abstraction where theoretical concepts converge into 
descriptive elements of collaborative behaviours in privacy coordination. 

The Privacy Grounding Model (PGM) takes elements of the theories of Common 
Ground (Clark, 1996) and Privacy Vocabulary (Boyle and Greenberg, 2005) to 
provide a theoretical foundation of the social communicative aspects of interpersonal 
privacy coordination. PGM aims at identifying the mechanisms that support the 
generic aspects of interpersonal privacy coordination. It assumes that the more 
subjective and context dependent aspects (such as users privacy needs and preferences) 
would naturally derive and evolve from the interaction between users and the 
proposed mechanisms. 
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The structure of the model provides three levels of abstraction that connect theoretical 
concepts of coordination (components) with the description of their identified 
behaviours (mechanisms and characterizations) as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The first 
three components (collaboration, signalling and grounding) represent the Common 
Ground elements introduced in PGM. The last component (regulation) represents the 
context (the base) in which the model is designed for: the regulation of privacy 
borders. The descriptive aspect of the model aims at operationalizing the components 
of interpersonal privacy coordination in terms of behavioural mechanisms, and 
providing generic characterizations of them.  

Figure 3.2: The Privacy Grounding Model (PGM) 

In section 3.3.1, the first layer of the model is present to describe the components of 
collaboration, signalling and grounding in the regulation of privacy. In section 3.3.2, 
the second layer describes the mechanisms as the devices by which communicators 
operate each component to coordinate privacy borders. Finally in section 3.3.3, the 
third layer represents the characterizations of the model, which provide a 
comprehensive description of the mechanisms in the coordination process. 

3.3.1 Components  
At the highest level of abstraction PGM combines three Common Ground 
components to describe interpersonal privacy coordination in the context of the 
regulation of privacy borders:   

– Collaboration represents the dialectic aspect of privacy coordination: privacy 
coordination takes place through joint actions, in which actors conjointly 
contribute to the presentation and understanding of their privacy intentions.   

– Signalling represents communicators’ actions to signal their intentions to interact. 
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– Grounding represents the communicators’ actions to reach common understanding 
of their signalled intentions. 

At this level the regulation of privacy is represented by the social activities that 
communicators engage in to develop coordination devices as grounded 
representations of privacy borders. The process of grounding privacy implies that the 
development of coordination devices is dynamically achieved by the community and 
not by the system itself. In Figure 3.3 the elements of collaboration, signalling and 
grounding are modelled to describe the social activities in the generation of 
coordination devices.  

Figure 3.3: The grounding of privacy: users generate privacy borders representations, 
engaging in collaborative practices of signalling and grounding. This process results in 
coordination devices, which reflect the development of sufficient common ground for 
communicators to understand their privacy borders representations. 

Members of a networked community collaborate by presenting their privacy borders 
through the different channels available. For example, borders could be represented 
by information shared through video broadcast, in chat messages, or by online status. 
To indicate the opening or closing of a privacy border the communicator should 
guarantee that others see and understand that representation. Signalling and grounding 
help people to make those representations become shared and mutually understood by 
others: 

– By signalling, individuals communicate their intentions regarding interpersonal 
privacy of their borders representations.  

– Grounding helps individuals develop common ground that establishes a shared 
understanding over those intentions. A border representation that has been 
signalled and grounded successfully becomes a coordination device, indicating 
that the meanings and implications of such representation have been shared and 
understood by the parties involved.   

Table 3.2 shows one scenario of the privacy signalling and grounding process.  
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Table 3.2: Signalling and grounding scenario 
Scenario Signalling and Grounding 
Anne, a media space user, blurs her video image to 
represent her closed border for interaction. 

Pete sends a message to Anne: ‘you looked blurred!’. 

Anne signals the intentions of her blurred video with a 
message: ‘I need time to read’. 

Pete reacts with a message ‘I hate reading’. 

Anne signals a more explicit explanation ‘I am busy 
reading’. 

Pete grounds Anne’s intentions blurring his own video with 
a message ‘I am also reading’. From now on they use 
blurring as a coordination device. 

Anne is signalling borders                                                
d d

Pete is signalling borders                                                        

Anne is grounding meaning 

Pete is grounding understanding               

Anne is grounding meaning      

Pete is grounding understanding => 
coordination device 

3.3.2 Mechanisms  
At the second level, PGM describes the social mechanisms associated with signalling 
and grounding in the regulation of privacy borders. These mechanisms support:  

– Collaboration through pairs of presentations and reactions. To describe 
collaboration the model identifies contributions pairs as the joint activity where 
both initiators and recipients collaboratively use pairs of presentations and 
reactions to represent privacy intentions and communicate understanding of those 
intentions, respectively. A coordination activity consists of at least one 
contribution pair, but it usually involves a sequence of contribution pairs where 
communicators present and react to privacy meanings and understandings until an 
agreement has been reached. For example, Pete, an online user in a room chat, 
presents his availability for communication by selecting the representation of his 
online status to ‘available’, but triggers no explicit reaction. Then he decides to 
use a more explicit representation ‘I am back’, which triggers a reaction from 
Anne: ‘any news?’ indicating her understanding of his availability. In this 
example, Pete used two contribution pairs to coordinate his intention to initiate 
conversation. First he used an implicit presentation of his availability, which was 
coupled with an empty reaction from Anne that could be perceived as omission of 
response, rejection to Pete’s intention or ignoring Pete’s signal. Later, he used an 
explicit presentation of his availability, which was successfully coupled with an 
explicit reaction from Anne by which they could develop a shared understanding. 

– Signalling of intentions through track-II instances. To describe signalling the 
model refers to the track-II signals9 that communicators use to represent their 
privacy needs when engaging in interaction with others. For example, Pete signals 
his intentions for interaction by updating his online status, changing his presence 
name in the buddy list or sending a chat message. Different signal represents 
different levels of effort to be produced and attended to. 

– Grounding privacy intentions through common ground representations. To 
describe grounding the model refers to the use of common ground representations, 
which contain the necessary shared knowledge for communicators to reach a 
common understanding of the meanings of their privacy representations. For 

 
9 Other terms used in this thesis to represent track-II signals are : coordination signals, collateral signals 
or secondary signals. 
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example, social rules, shared experiences and shared representations of a situation, 
work as shared knowledge that establishes understanding of that situation and 
helps members of one community to behave in a socially acceptable manner. 

3.3.3 Characterizations  
At the third level, the characterizations, typifies the social interaction space of 
contributions pairs, track-II signals, and common ground representations for 
coordinating solitude, confidentiality and autonomy privacy borders. The 
characterizations reflect the choices made by communicators to develop collaboration, 
signalling and grounding mechanisms to coordinate privacy. The choices depend on 
the goal expected from the mechanisms and on the amount of effort communicators 
want to invest.  

Table 3.3 maps the goals of each component and their mechanisms with the efforts 
and choices identified in the characterizations. 

Table 3.3: The characterization of PGM’s components 
 Goal Effort Choices 

Collaboration 
Using contribution pairs to 
communicate privacy 
borders 

Level of engagement 
to exchange 
contribution pairs 

Presentations, reactions 
and repairs 

Signalling 
Using track-II signals to 
indicate intentions of 
privacy borders 

Intentionality to 
communicate privacy 
intentions 

Peripheralness, 
simultaneity, brevity and 
distinctiveness of the 
coordination signal 

Grounding 
Using common ground 
representations to achieve 
common understandings 
of privacy borders  

Develop or use of 
common ground to 
achieve understanding 

Conventions, previously 
shared events, external 
representations 

These choices characterize individuals’ effort to coordinate privacy regarding each 
component: 

– Collaboration choices are characterized by the use of proposals as presentations of 
intentions to initiate interaction, and acceptances or repairs as reactions to 
communicate agreement or to fix a previously produced presentation, respectively. 
Repairing a presentation implies adapting the meanings of an existing presentation 
by adding a new presentation. For example, consecutive instalments could be used 
to repair a presentation by adding more detailed information, until the first 
reaction is presented. The following chat scenario represents an example of Pete 
using repair:  Pete says: Hi!; Pete says: I’m back!; Pete says: are you home?, Pete 
says: do you have a minute?, Pete says: just need a minute with you to coordinate 
tomorrow’s meeting; Anne says: Sure! Let’s meet. 

The effort of collaboration indicates the shared motivation of participants to 
collaborate in their contribution activities. The principle of least collaborative 
effort is manifested in communicators’ strategy to coordinate their contributions. 
In line with Clark’s theory, the model states that communicators engage in an 
assessment process where they estimate to develop the least necessary common 
ground needed to achieve understanding in the exchange of contribution pairs.  

– Signalling choices are characterized by the four characterizations of track-II 
signals: brief, distinctive, background and simultaneous. The descriptive aspect of 
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the model suggests the use of the following terms to provide a comprehensive 
description of the signalling characterizations: brevity, distinctiveness, 
peripheralness and simultaneity.

To guarantee that presentations and reactions are understood correctly, 
communicators plan and adjust the effort that is assumed as necessary to 
successfully represent their coordination signals. Communicators assess whether 
they can rely on existing representations to incidentally contribute to the 
coordination process or if they need to intentionally signal their contributions:  

– Incidental signalling describes situations where the signal is produced as a 
side effect of an external action, meaning that the signal is incidentally 
produced, e.g., the automatic change of online status to ‘away’.  

– Intentional signalling refers to situations where planned actions are executed 
to become signals; therefore the signals are deliberately produced, like for 
example sending a message ‘I am back’.  

The choice to use incidental or intentional signalling depends to a varying extent 
on the reaction of the communication partner, which is essentially a form of 
grounding. This reflects a strong connection between the actions of signalling and 
grounding. Signalling not only is responsible to create/present a privacy 
representation but to make it a shared device, which it already indicates progress 
in the grounding process. 

Typically in mediated settings, intentional track-II signals are less brief, less in the 
background, less simultaneous but more distinctive than incidental track-II signals. 
They are commonly used when implicit grounding effort (based on existing 
common ground representations) has failed. 

– Grounding choices are represented by the three common ground representations of 
the Common Ground theory: conventions, shared events and external 
representations.   

To ensure that grounding is achieved, communicators assess whether they need to 
develop common ground and incur in additional effort, or whether they can use 
extant 10  common ground and therefore minimizing the effort needed for 
grounding: 

– Developing common ground means that communicators consider extant 
common ground as insufficient representation of their privacy borders; 
therefore additional effort is required to achieve a common understanding of 
their representations. 

– Using common ground means that communicators assume that extant common 
ground is sufficient as shared representations of their privacy borders. 
Communicators utilize existing representations as a shared basis for presenting 
and understanding their privacy borders. 

It is of special interest for PGM to characterize the development of external 
representations of common ground in the context of Awareness Systems. External 

 
10 A distinction is made between “existing” and “extant”. This thesis uses existing to refer to the 
temporal sense of presence of a signal in mediated communication while extant is used to refer to a 
more permanent existence (like knowledge still in existence, not lost). 
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representations in Awareness Systems would be any awareness signal, which are 
often outside the communication channels (track-I). In particular, PGM aims to 
describe the signalling and grounding used over existing awareness 
representations to become common ground. In the video example introduced 
earlier, signalling and grounding mechanisms used over a blurred video 
representation could develop a common ground representation of one’s non-
availability intending to keep others from initiating undesired interactions.  

Conventions and previously shared events although crucial in the development of 
common ground are considered less relevant with respect to the scope of 
examining interactive coordination mechanisms. Their development and use have 
little manifestation in the actual interaction with Awareness Systems as they often 
occur outside the domain of mediated communication. For example, if someone 
uses previous experiences to decide not to talk to a friend later than 10 p.m., that 
decision does not require interactive mechanisms to coordinate it.  

3.3.4 Conclusions 
PGM emphasizes the design of flexible and interactive mechanisms that respond to 
communicators’ needs for lightweight and effective collaborative practices to reach 
the necessary common understanding of their privacy intentions. 

The PGM model illustrates the importance of signalling and grounding mechanisms to 
develop common ground on the basis of privacy borders representations. Signalling 
and grounding support the collaborative coordination process by providing 
lightweight mechanisms to establish a common understanding even in cases when 
someone is breaching a misunderstood border. For example, if Pete initiates 
communication with Anne even after she has blurred her video to represent 
unavailability, she could react on Pete’s video to signal and ground her unavailability. 
Alternative, the system could somehow highlight Anne’s blurring effect to Pete, so he 
could make a better guess of Anne’s availability status. 

This vision is supported by Lederer et al. (2004) who identified the importance of 
understanding the privacy implications of everyone’s behaviours to act in a socially 
responsible way while maintaining their personal privacy. Their definition of personal 
privacy aligns with the description presented in this thesis of interpersonal privacy, as 
they focus on users’ social behaviours and interactive mechanisms to address the 
disclosure of personal information.  

Lederer et al. identified five pitfalls that designers of Awareness Systems supporting 
privacy should avoid. These pitfalls can be seen as design guidelines to implement 
systems that support users creating and maintaining their personal privacy borders, by 
helping them to understand systems’ implications and to intuitively act to influence 
them.  

The first two pitfalls point at the problem of designing systems that try to hide the 
flow of information. This likely contributes to users’ misunderstanding of the 
system’s privacy implications. PGM emphasizes the importance of supporting the 
development of common ground representations to establish a shared understanding 
of disclosure behaviours and their privacy implications.  

The remaining pitfalls refer to the impact of the system over users’ actions, that 
influences privacy implications in three ways:  
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− By means of minimizing the emphasis on configuration over action. Systems 
should “enable users to manage privacy as a natural consequence of their 
primary actions involving the system” (Lederer et al., 2004). PGM identifies the 
use of track-II signals to support in a natural way the understanding of primary 
actions, as they occur in parallel to users’ primary actions in the system.  

− In preventing the lack of coarse-grained control. Systems should “provide an 
obvious, top-level mechanisms for halting and resuming the disclosure of 
personal information” (Lederer et al., 2004). PGM recognizes the use of coarse-
grained controls such as delays, omissions, video off, or any other means for 
sustaining plausible deniability. However, the model also identifies users’ need for 
lightweight signalling and grounding techniques so such controls become 
coordination devices. 

− By reducing the inhibition of social practices. Interactive mechanisms for privacy 
regulation should support “users in transferring established social practices to 
emerging technological contexts.” (Lederer et al., 2004). PGM describes privacy 
coordination as a process where users develop social practices to build their 
common ground and help them to understand their representations of privacy 
borders. 

Beyond the avoidance of the pitfalls mentioned by Lederer et al. (2004), PGM goes a 
step further in characterizing the dynamic and dialectic nature of the mechanisms used 
to coordinate privacy borders.  

A limitation of mediated communication technologies that has been previously 
described discussed that representations of collaboration are not always as visible as 
in face-to-face settings. Collocated communicators can use a ‘verbal’ silence as a 
reaction and its understanding can be easily grounded on the basis of other lightweight 
signals such as body gestures (nodding, leaning forward, etc.) or physical actions 
(moving away, opening a book, etc.). These simultaneous signals help others to 
understand the intention of that silence. But in mediated communication, silence is 
hardly presented along with other signals. The lack of simultaneous channels makes it 
difficult for the recipient to ground a silence in a lightweight manner; and for the 
initiator to deduce, in a lightweight manner, the intentions of recipient’s silence. To 
address such situations, PGM elucidates the needs for signalling and grounding that 
allow lightweight signals like a silence to be used as acceptable contributions. 

3.4 Pilot study – coding scheme 
This section describes a study that used the PGM model to analyze interpersonal privacy 
coordination in Awareness Systems, and to verify if the components of the model are a 
sufficient and parsimonious set of descriptors to characterize privacy coordination behaviours 
in communication media. 

The presented field study explored relations of privacy, grounding and awareness. A 
coding scheme was developed on the basis of the PGM model, to identify related 
patterns in the logs obtained from users of an instant messaging system. This study 
helped refine the PGM model and had a formative role for the validation study of 
PGM discussed in Chapter IV.  
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3.4.1 Description 
The general goal of the study was described by the following research question: How 
do community members coordinate privacy in a mediated setting? In particular the 
study focused on examining the behaviours of users regarding the collaborative 
actions they engage in to present their privacy borders. 

The case of study consisted of members of a community of nine post-graduate 
students who were organized in two teams, each team working on a different project. 
Each student had assigned an individual working space, which were distributed across 
different rooms. Teams did not have a permanent location to work on their projects, 
therefore members of each team engaged in collaborative activities using various 
media: Instant Messaging (MSN), email and face-to-face communication. The age of 
participants varied between 25 to 30 years old, including five females and three males, 
all of which held a Master degree in disciplines related to technical and social 
sciences. 

The unit of analysis represented the interaction behaviours that participants engaged 
in to coordinate their interpersonal privacy needs. A unit was defined by a sequence of 
actions, which started with one member’s initiation of interaction and the related 
signals that contributed to the coordination process of that initiation, in other words 
sequences of presentations and acceptances (contributions pairs).  

The data collection used logging techniques to automatically capture participants’ 
interaction and information exchanges within the community. The method of analysis 
was based on coding techniques to describe the instances logged in terms of PGM. A 
coding scheme was developed to represent the elements of the model (see Table 3.4).  

Table 3.4: The coding scheme for the pilot study 

Collaboration Signalling Grounding Regulation 
Intentions Brevity Distinctive-

ness 
Peripheral-
ness 

Simultaneity CG 
representation 

Privacy 
Borders 

Presentation 
Acceptance 
Repair 
 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Conventions 
Shared events 
External 
representations 

Solitude 
Confidentiality 
Autonomy 

The validation criteria determined a set of conditions to confirm that privacy 
coordination was a (a) collaborative, (b) interactive and (c) a regulation process. 
Therefore, the analysis looked for evidence to confirm whether the analyzed units (i) 
were described as a sequence of contributions pairs of presentations and reactions; (ii) 
consisted of signalling and grounding mechanisms to establish a shared understanding; 
and (iii) represented the openings and closings of privacy borders.  

The materials used to conduct the study consisted of an Instant Messaging (IM) 
application and an open source server to log participants’ interactions. The Jive server 
(http://www.igniterealtime.org/) and the Exodus IM client (http://code.google.com/p/ 
exodus/) offered robust and flexible open source tools to set up a server and client IM 
application using the Jabber protocol (http://www.jabber.org/). Exodus provided basic 
chat and awareness functionalities of an IM application: a buddy list with grouping 
facilities, individual and room chats, and the ability to use pre-defined or customized 
status (see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.4: General view of Exodus Figure 3.5: status indications 

Due to Jive server limitations, participants were not able to transfer files or to set 
online status as ‘invisible’ (despite the fact that both functionalities were provided by 
Exodus). Participants could send messages to each other, create public or private chat 
rooms, invite people to chat rooms, block contacts, group contacts, remove contacts, 
and see the message history. 

The procedure of the study consisted of a preparation phase, an installation phase and 
an observation (data collection) phase. In the preparation phase the buddy list of each 
participant was pre-set to contain the members of each participant’s team and a user 
manual was designed describing the main functionalities of the system. In the 
installation phase Exodus was installed on participants’ desktop PC’s and the user 
manual was handed in. During the observation phase participants were asked to use 
Exodus as the primary medium to communicate with other team members for a period 
of eight days (email and face-to-face communication was also possible if necessary). 
Participants had the freedom to add more contacts to their buddy list if desired. The 
data collection was implemented in the Jive server, recording every interaction of 
participants when using Exodus. 

3.4.2 Results 
Logs of instant messaging activities, described interaction signals, system 
notifications and other signals over a period of eight days (see Table 3.5). Interaction 
signals (24%) represented users’ actions (intentional signals) to share information 
with other users, such as public or private chat messages and presence and availability 
settings (online status, presence name, presence picture). System notifications (49%) 
corresponded to information gathered and displayed by the system indicating presence 
and activity of users such as, automatic change of online status, indications of who is 
typing in a chat room, indications of logging on/off, and indications of joining/leaving 
public rooms (incidental signals). Other signals (27%) consisted of information that 
was not broadcasted but internally used by the system and therefore excluded as data 
for the analysis. It included users’ local settings and internal system actions that 
tracked whether interaction signals and system notifications had reached the online 
users.  

Buddy list Preview of earlier 
messages 

Inbox of earlier 
messages 

Public room 

Groups
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Table 3.5: Pilot results - frequency of signals 
Signals Frequency (unit) 
Total logged lines 3781 
Interaction signals (24%) 896 
- Chat 

- One-to-one 
 - Public 
- Others 

- Manual status 
 - Others 1

840 
588 
252 

56 
11 
45 

System notifications (49%) 1838 
- Automatic changes of status 
- Others 2

1027 
811 

Other signals (27%) 1047 
- User settings 
- System internal protocol 

 

1 Presence name, picture, and invitation to a public room. 
2 Typing, online/offline signals, and joining/leaving rooms. 

Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of participants’ contributions regarding chat 
messages. In average participants sent 72.25 one-to-one messages (std. dev. 55.47) 
with four participants above the average (participant 1, 4, 6 and 7). Regarding group 
chat participants sent in average 32.13 messages (std. dev. 42.13) with four 
participants above the average (participant 1, 3, 4, and 5). The high standard 
deviations observed in these interactions reflected the different levels of participation 
of the participants (see Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6: Participants’ chat contributions: one-to-one and group chat 

3.4.3 Analysis  
Logs were analyzed describing the content of the messages using the coding scheme 
presented in Table 3.4. In this section extracts from the logs are provided as examples 
to illustrate relevant findings. The logs were automatically generated. The only 
manual changes included adding the header row, highlighting certain lines of interest 
with two types of grey to distinguish between initiators and recipients, encrypting the 
name of participants by ‘participant X’ where X was a number from 1 to 8, and 
adding the seven coding columns. 

Figure 3.7 until Figure 3.12 illustrate extracts from the data logs to present the 
validating data. They contain the following information: 
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− The leftmost four columns provide context information of every logged event. The 
first column shows the “id” number sequentially assigned to each event to identify 
a conversation unit and to be able to link presentations and reactions in the “meta 
content” column (fourth column). For example, in Figure 3.7 the connection 
signal of participant 4 was coded as a presentation (ID 205), which was reacted to 
by a greeting message (ID 206) of participant 2. The second column shows the 
“time” when the event occurred. The third column shows the “type” of event, 
which could be: a chat between two persons (chat), chat in a public room (group-
chat) and change of availability status (status).  

− The following three columns describe the “content”, the initiator (“from”) and the 
recipient (“to”) of each event. The “content” column represents relevant 
information regarding status and chat events. When a user changes his/her status 
in Exodus (see Figure 3.5) the chosen value is registered in the “content” column, 
which could be: ‘available’, ‘free to chat’, ‘away as a result of idle’, ‘XA 
(extended away) as a result of idle’, or ‘do not disturb’. In the case of chat events, 
the “content” column represents either the actual message typed by a user or the 
action of ‘typing’, which in Exodus was visualized by a text notification at the 
bottom of the chat window. 

− The remaining columns represent the six codes of the coding scheme. For 
Intentions (“Int.”) the possible codes are ‘P’ (presentation), ‘A’ (acceptance), and 
‘R’ (Repair). The next four columns describe the track-II characterizations, brief 
(“Bri”), distinctive (“Dis”), background (“Bac”), and simultaneous (“Sim”) using 
the codes ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ to indicate whether or not a characterization is visible in 
the signal. The possible codes to describe common ground representations in the 
column “CG” are: ‘C’ (Conventions), ‘SE’ (Shared Events) and ‘ER’ (external 
representations). The last column “PB” describes the privacy border using the 
codes: ‘S’ (solitude), ‘C’ (confidentiality) and ‘Au’ (Autonomy). 

The following analysis examined the data identifying confirming and disconfirming 
evidence according to the defined validation criteria. First an overview of the 
identified coordination units is provided and the sensitivity of the data logs to provide 
the required information is discussed. Then evidence regarding collaboration is 
presented to describe the use of contribution pairs. Next, signalling and grounding 
behaviours are described identifying two different coordination practices. Finally the 
regulation of privacy borders is represented in terms of solitude, confidentiality and 
autonomy controls. 

A total of 266 lines were identified as coordination signals of initiations, which were 
grouped in 103 coordination units of analysis. Only 6 initiations, in the entire study, 
did not present a visible reaction (omissions). 

The coordination signals consisted of 233 interaction signals that took form of text 
messages, and 33 system notifications that were (non-text) representations of 
participants’ availability status. Regarding text messages, 76 corresponded to 
presentations, 93 to reactions and 64 to repairs (sequence of messages produced by 
the sender before receiving a reaction from the recipient), out of which 39 
presentations presented one or more repairs. All non-text signals were coded as 
presentations. 

The description of the logs was sufficient to distinguish track-I (‘which article do you 
need?’) and track-II text signals (‘I am back’). It was more difficult to distinguish 
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non-text track-II signals; the logs did not provide sufficient information to reliably 
interpret whether a non-text signal was used for coordination purposes.  

Nonetheless, whenever a non-text signal was produced in the temporal vicinity of a 
text coordination signal, such signal was interpreted as an incidental coordination 
signals as it could be contributing to the coordination process. For example, in Figure 
3.7 the availability representation of participant 4 was considered to be a coordination 
signal as participant 2 most likely used it to initiate a conversation with participant 4. 
Figure 3.8 shows another example, where the idle status representation of participant 
2 was considered an incidental signal that might have helped participant 8 to 
understand why participant 2 delayed her reaction to participant 8’s initiation. 

ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 
205 20:53 STATUS CONNECTION Available P4 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

206 20:53 CHAT 
INITIATING-
206 hihi P2 P4 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

208 20:53 CHAT REACTING TYPING P4 P2 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

210 20:53 STATUS
REACTING-
206 :O P4 P2 A Yes No Yes Yes C Au 

Figure 3.7: Initiations triggered by non-text signal 

ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 
335 12:45 STATUS Available P3 R Yes No Yes Yes ER S

340 13:13 CHAT 
INITIATING-
340 Ok, and now? P8 P3 P No Yes No No ER S

342 13:16 CHAT 
Temporarily 
Away 

Away as a result 
of idle. P3 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

350 13:27 CHAT REACTING TYPING P3 P8 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

353 13:27 CHAT 
REACTING-
340 

yeah, now we 
work P3 P8 A No Yes No No ER S

Figure 3.8: Delays represented by non-text signals 

In conclusion, the sensitivity of the data logs to identify privacy coordination signals 
was limited to text coordination signals. Therefore, non-text signals such as an ‘away’ 
representation was not considered to be part of a coordination unit unless it conveyed 
or provoked another (text-signal) coordination activity in the temporal vicinity 
observable in the logs. 

Table 3.6 presents the data regarding different coordination units. Presentations, 
acceptances and repairs are quantified according to their distinction as track-I (content) 
and track-II signals (coordination). Presentations also distinguish status as non-text 
track-II signals.  

Note that track-I signals are by definition not considered as coordination signals. In 
reality, they are incidentally contributing to the coordination process of a conversation. 
For this analysis, only the track-I signals that represented initiations, reactions to 
initiations and repairs, were included. The conversations that continued after an 
initiation was established were not part of the units of analysis 
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Table 3.6: Frequency of Presentations (initiations), Acceptances (reactions) and Repairs 
distinguishing track-I, track-II and status signals 

Presentations Acceptances Repairs 
Participant Track-I Track-II Status Total  Track-I Track-II Total  Track-I Track-II Total  

1 7 1 4 12 15 6 21 8 2 10 
2 8 1 0 9 2 2 4 7 1 8
3 3 1 1 5 6 1 7 3 0 3
4 23 3 12 38 14 6 20 15 5 20 
5 4 1 2 7 9 1 10 1 0 1
6 14 4 8 26 6 1 7 17 1 18 
7 3 1 2 6 15 2 17 2 0 2
8 2 0 3 5 3 4 7 2 0 2

Total 64 12 32 108 70 23 93 55 9 64 

The contribution pairs identified in the logs provided evidence of collaboration 
practices. The 97 coordination units (excluding the omissions) were represented by at 
least one pair of presentation and acceptance (reaction) to coordinate an initiation. 

Two interesting collaboration practices employed by initiators were observed. They 
used repairs to make their presentations either more informative for the recipient (see 
Figure 3.11), or to emphasize the need for a reaction. From the 39 presentations 
followed by repairs, 8 were used to explicitly express the need for a reaction and were 
represented by text signals like ‘hallo?’, ‘nudge nudge’, ‘yuhuu’.  

Another instance of collaboration showed how initiators could coordinate their 
presentations based on a recently displayed representation of the recipient’s 
availability. In 12 cases a presentation of initiation was sent immediately after the 
system displayed an updated representation of recipient’s availability (see Figure 3.7). 
In a less frequent scenario, initiators showed instances of collaboration as they 
accepted delayed reaction from recipients with an ‘away’ representation. This was 
observed in a couple of cases where the initiator did not use repairs to get a recipient’s 
reaction but instead he/she waited for the recipient to be available again to reinitiate a 
conversation (see Figure 3.8). 

Regarding recipients, in addition to the fact that most presentations were reacted on 
almost immediately, another collaborative practice was observed. In 13 acceptances, 
recipients used very short messages such as ‘moment’, ‘checking’, ‘hmmm’ as first 
reactions to initiations represented by a question. These instances were interpreted as 
coordination signals given that recipients used them to acknowledge that they were 
working on an answer and that soon an answer would be presented to the initiator. 

Another practice of collaboration was observed in five occasions, which were not 
related to initiations or an immediate reaction. These situations represented the use of 
text signal to intentionally support a non-text representation of availability. For 
example, Figure 3.9 shows a sequence of text and non-text coordination signals that 
participant 4 used to present her availability. She added two text signals to 
intentionally add meaning to an existing non-text representation of her availability.  
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ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 

2500 14:15
GROUP-
CHAT  leaving…bye! P4 Room P No Yes No No ER S/C

2505 14:15 STATUS Log-off room  P4 Room Re Yes No Yes Yes ER S 
2510 14:17 STATUS Log-in Room Available P4 Room Re Yes No Yes Yes ER S 

2544 14:17
GROUP-
CHAT  Here I’m back! P4 Room Re No Yes No No ER S/C

2554 14:18
GROUP-
CHAT  hello? P4 Room Re No Yes No No ER S 

Figure 3.9: Intentional signals - Reinforcing existing awareness representations. 

In summary, several practices were observed to be representations of collaboration. In 
all cases, evidence showed a mutual effort by initiators and recipients to facilitate the 
understanding of their intentions by adding an explicit meaning to their existing 
representations. This confirmed the need for mechanisms to support communicators 
establishing a common understanding of their privacy intentions and at the same time 
minimizing their collaborative effort. The use of explicit and implicit representations 
distinguished different needs of participants to signal and ground their interpersonal 
privacy borders. Text-based track-II signals represented intentional openings and 
closings of privacy borders while non-text signals and track-I text signals were 
incidentally used as privacy borders representations.  

In some cases communicators chose to intentionally signal their borders, so they could 
explicitly ground their intentions and understandings with others, to coordinate the 
initiation of a conversation. In total 44 text signals were used as intentional 
coordination signals, which were characterized as non-brief, not in the background 
and non simultaneous but distinctive to track-I signals.  

In other situations communicators considered that extant, shared representations of 
awareness were sufficient to incidentally signal and ground their availability borders. 
For example, when the initiator relied on an existing representation of recipient’s 
online status, to initiate a conversation, he/she (the initiator) was incidentally 
grounding that ‘You know that I can see that you are online; therefore I expect a 
reaction from you’. A total of 32 non-text representations were considered as 
incidental signals, which were described as brief, in the background and simultaneous 
but not distinctive. Also in this category the 189 signals of track-I text signals that 
incidentally represented initiations, reactions and repairs were included. Table 3.7 
shows examples of incidental and intentional signals used as awareness-based 
representations to coordinate participants’ availability. 

Table 3.7: Examples of incidental and intentional coordination signals 
Intentional signals Incidental signals 
“I’m back” 
 

“Sorry, I was in a meeting” 
 

“Hey, look at my video” 

Online status 
 

“Hi!” 
 

“It works!” 

Of particular interest was the use of utterances such as ‘hi’, ‘hey’, ‘hello’, etc., to 
incidentally signal and ground intentions to initiate a conversation. A total of 16 
initiations started with such an utterance: 7 units corresponded to ‘hi’-‘hi’ 
presentation-reaction pairs (see Figure 3.10) and 10 units to ‘hi’-repair pairs where 
repairs were content specific (see Figure 3.11). Regarding ‘hi’-repair cases, a ‘hi’ was 
sent to initiate interaction without waiting for a ‘hi’ reaction but immediately sending 
a track-I signal to start the exchange of content. Such ‘hi’ presentations did not affect 
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directly the coordination of initiation as content was transmitted even though a 
reaction did not occur yet. However, the additional effort required to produce them 
could reflect the need to control one’s face or to be seen as behaving in a socially 
appropriate manner (politeness). Such behaviour is later discussed in the analysis of 
autonomy control. 

ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 
4659 16:14 CHAT REACTING TYPING P4 P1 P Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

4663 16:23 CHAT 
REACTING-
4621 hi P4 P1 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

4665 16:23 CHAT REACTING TYPING P1 P4 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

4667 16:23 CHAT 
REACTING-
4621 hi P1 P4 A Yes No Yes Yes ER S

4669 16:23 CHAT REACTING TYPING P4 P1 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

4671 16:23 CHAT 
REACTING-
4621 

Are you ready 
with the videos? P4 P1 A Yes No Yes Yes ER S

4673 16:23 CHAT REACTING TYPING P1 P4 P Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

Figure 3.10: Initiation – Representations of implicit openings (‘hi’ is considered an 
incidental signal) 

ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 

654    11:54 CHAT 
INITIATING-
654 hello@ P3 P8 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

656 11:55 CHAT 
INITIATING-
654 

hey, your light 
looks different 
than M’s which 
looks different 
than J’s P3 P8 R Yes No Yes Yes ER C

658 11:55 CHAT 
INITIATING-
654 weird P3 P8 R Yes No Yes Yes ER S

676 12:12 CHAT REACTING TYPING P8 P3 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE  

Figure 3.11: Initiation – Repairs used to add more information to a presentation 

Regarding the characterization of coordination signals as common ground 
representations, most signals were coded as developing external representations. In 
most cases this description was sufficient, however it did not characterize situations 
when signals might have also used existing representations to ground initiations. This 
was observed in initiations that were triggered by a recent update of recipient’s 
availability. The data collection provided sufficient information regarding the 
system’s representations to analyze the development and use of common ground in 
the system. However the coding scheme needed an additional descriptor to reflect the 
use and not only the development of such representations.   

The openings and closings of chat conversations represented presentations and 
reactions of solitude borders. These representations illustrated how group members 
initiated, engaged in or deflected communication with others. For example, solitude 
instances such as implicit openings (Figure 3.10), engaging strategies such as using 
repairs to get someone’s attention (Figure 3.11) and explicit representation of closing 
ongoing conversations (Figure 3.12). 
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ID Time Type Meta Content Content From To Int Bri Dis Bac Sim CG PB 

1225 17:09 CHAT 
REACTING-
989 I’m going home P7 P8 P No Yes No No ER S/C

1227 17:09 CHAT 
REACTING-
989 

See you 
tomorrow P7 P8 Re No Yes No No ER S

1229 17:09 CHAT REACTING TYPING P8 P7 A Yes Yes Yes Yes SE S 
1231 17:09 STATUS Unavailable P7 P8 P Yes No Yes Yes ER S

1234 17:10 CHAT 
REACTING-
989 see u! P8 P7 A Yes No Yes Yes ER S

Figure 3.12: Closing – Explicit representations 

Regarding confidentiality, the limited number of channels offered by Exodus 
restricted the options of participants to expand or limit the access to their personal 
information. Therefore, confidentiality control could only be observed in text-based 
signals used to explicitly represent some information about the self. The observed 
confidentiality signals disclosed information about work progress (‘I am still busy 
with the article’) or information regarding one’s availability (‘I am going home’). 
Confidentiality control was used not only to disclose but also to request information 
from others (‘what are you busy with now?’). Figure 3.12 shows how one initiator (P7) 
disclosed some context information about her intentions to disconnect from the 
system. She opened her confidentiality borders by disclosing information about her 
whereabouts (she is going home) indicating her inability to respond to subsequent 
messages. She did this, despite the fact that her status would automatically indicate 
offline few seconds after she would log off the system, incidentally conveying the 
same information regarding her unavailability for further interaction. This confirmed 
the need for communicators to add intentionality to the system generated incidental 
representations. This evidence adds to the previous discussion when presenting the 
evidence of the use of repair as collaboration practices.  

The logs were less helpful in identifying instances of autonomy control. The 
collected data was not sensitive enough to analyze the intentions that motivated 
communicators to act in one way or another; it was hard to identify whether 
participants were following their own plans or complying with others’ privacy borders 
representations. Nonetheless, some coordination practices showed the use of signals 
as possible representations of respect or politeness, which were indications of 
autonomy control. It was the case of the ‘hi’ initiations described earlier. Despite the 
additional effort to signal a ‘hi’ and the little they seemed to add to the coordination 
process, these signals were commonly used as openings of conversations. They did 
not seem to determine any strong condition about the initiation itself but their 
relevance could have been to save face (because of interrupting others) by showing 
some consideration for the recipient when opening a conversation. This showed 
evidence for the need of social mechanisms to address privacy needs beyond the 
protection of information.  

Boyle and Greenberg (2005) described autonomy as the ‘muscle of privacy’ with the 
power to enact people privacy’s choices in the control of solitude and confidentiality. 
The presented analysis showed that describing autonomy control required an 
understanding of the motivation of communicators to develop and use certain 
collaborative practices. Autonomy seemed to define the driven force to use solitude 
and confidentiality mechanisms with the purpose to control aspects of self-definition 
and identity towards others. Therefore, this analysis suggests that qualitative data is 
necessary to deduce more information regarding control of autonomy. 
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3.4.4 Reflections on the model 
Collaboration and signalling components of PGM were well reflected in the initial 
coding scheme but the grounding component required some adaptations. In the initial 
scheme each instance was coded according to whether it developed common ground 
representations, but observations showed that often instances involve both developing 
and using common ground at the same time. An initiation could be described as 
developing new common ground as it established a new instance to communicate. At 
the same time it could also be reflecting the use of an existing representation, like 
when the initiation occurred right after the recipient’s online status changed to 
available (see Figure 3.7). Therefore, the revised coding scheme replaced the single 
column to describe common ground representations with two additional columns: one 
to code development and the other to code use of common ground. Instances can now 
be coded as both developing and using common ground representations, adding 
context to the grounding process (accumulation of common ground).  

The coding also revealed how difficult it was to model autonomy just from the logged 
data. For the next validation study, it is suggested to collect more information 
regarding the autonomy control by triangulating the data logs with participants’ 
reflections collected through the post-interviews and diary logs. The revised coding 
process is explained in Chapter IV as part of the description of the validation study. 

3.4.5 Conclusions 
This first field study provided empirical evidence that privacy issues in mediated 
communication relate to the coordination of interpersonal borders. Related studies 
(Boyle and Greenberg, 2005; Palen and Dourish, 2003) developed theoretical 
frameworks explaining the relevance of studying privacy as a border regulation 
process, but until now no empirical evidence had been provided for the existence of 
these mechanisms. This study demonstrated that the components of PGM were, 
indeed, manifested in mediated communication and were helpful in describing 
interpersonal privacy borders regulation process in the following way:  

– Contributions pairs described the dialectic and dynamic process of privacy 
coordination by describing the presentations and acceptances that initiators and 
recipients produced to represent their intentions. Presentations and acceptances 
were characterized as collaborative mechanisms that facilitated the understanding 
of communicators’ privacy borders.  

– The four track-II characterizations (brevity, peripheralness, simultaneity, and 
distinctiveness) provided a description of the signalling and grounding process 
and confirmed the distinction between incidental and intentional coordination 
signals. Such distinction could help to differentiate communicators’ needs to 
generate (or to consume) heavyweight or lightweight coordination signals in a 
response to explicitly or implicitly ground a particular signal as a coordination 
device.  

– Common ground representations provided a description of the development or use 
of an existing awareness representation as a coordination device. Depending on 
the communicators’ needs, existing representations of awareness required explicit 
grounding to be understood as solitude borders or to be considered a sufficient 
shared basis for indicating privacy intentions. 
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– Signalling and grounding of existing representations described the use of 
mechanisms to facilitate the understanding of such representations as signals 
reflecting one’s privacy borders. The additional effort that communicators 
invested in such mechanisms to present (sometimes redundant) information was 
identified as an instance of collaborative coordination of their privacy intentions to 
interact. In such way, they aim to minimize the collaborative effort needed to 
establish a common understanding of their privacy borders. 

– Solitude, confidentiality and autonomy were described as not fully orthogonal 
privacy controls. Coordinating a desired level of interaction was most likely a 
control of solitude borders, but it could also be a consequence of autonomy and 
confidentiality control.  

In this chapter, the argument has been made on the basis of the PGM model and also 
on first empirical evidence, that users of communication technologies have the need to 
coordinate their interpersonal privacy borders as part of the communicative process 
they engage in. Collaboration, signalling and grounding represent how communicators 
signal their intentions and understandings of each others’ privacy needs grounding 
existing representations of privacy borders to achieve the desired state of interaction.  

In the next chapter a longer and more exhaustive case study is described for the 
validation of PGM as a descriptive model of interpersonal privacy coordination. 
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4.1 Community Bar  
This section introduces Community Bar (McEwan and Greenberg, 2005; McEwan et al., 2006) 
as the instrument used to observe mediated communication practices among participants.  

The Community Bar, an example of Awareness System, was selected as the 
instrument to observe interaction behaviours of a closely tied but geographically 
distributed community in a real environment. Community Bar (CB) was designed as a 
groupware system that supported awareness and casual interaction of small 
communities (McEwan and Greenberg, 2005; McEwan et al., 2006). The system run 
on a desktop PC and it took the form of a bar positioned at the side of the screen, 
always visible even if other applications were set to maximized view (see Figure 4.1). 
The sidebar provided a shared space where users could post and see media items,
exchanging awareness in the periphery of their screens (Cadiz et al., 2002). Media 
items provided awareness information that could take the form of video, text notes, 
web pages, activity indicators, digital photos, etc.  

Community Bar was developed to extend the basic support of casual interaction on 
the basis of two theoretical frameworks: the Locales Framework (Fitzpatrick, 2003) a 
comprehensive theoretical framework about group interaction and the Focus and 
Nimbus (Rodden, 1996) awareness model based on the study of Benford and Fahlen 
(1993) that distinguished awareness controls from the observer and the observed. 

The Locales framework defined the concept of social worlds to represent groups of 
people with a common goal and the concepts of centres and peripheries to represent 
the continuum that characterized individuals’ engagement in social worlds as a 
consequence of their interests and actions at any particular moment. The unit of 
design proposed by this framework was a locale, which reflected the relationship 
between a particular social world, individuals’ interaction needs, and the sites and 
means individuals used to meet those needs. Sites represented the places that social 
worlds used to perform their activities and means represented the artefacts used to 
support activities. The Locales framework was represented in CB by the feature 
‘Places’. Places represented small social worlds, where members of a community 
could dynamically create sites or join existing sites according to their needs to interact 
in sub groups within a community (McEwan and Greenberg, 2005). Users could 
create as many media items as necessary to support their social activities in the Places. 
The design of Places aimed to allow for multiple locales, so people could belong to 
multiple places at the same time. In Figure 4.1 two places are presented: a general 
place named ‘UCE’ to represent the research community and a specific place named 
‘CHIL’ to represent a team project (which is part of the ‘UCE’ community).  

Centres and peripheries were implemented in CB through the design of three levels of 
interaction to allow members to manage their involvement (distance) in one place, by 
moving from awareness to interaction: 

− At the periphery, the bar provided an overview of the places, people and media 
items available in the form of a rectangular tile view.  
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Figure 4.1: Community Bar a desktop-sidebar application
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− Moving the mouse over a tile in the sidebar, a window, the tooltip grande,
appeared next to the tile offering more information and interaction controls (see 
Figure 4.1). For example, a chat’s tile view showed only the last (two to three) 
messages sent, while the tooltip grande of a chat item offered a scrollbar to see 
more messages and a text field to type and send messages.  

− Users could move to a third level, the separate view, to see more detailed 
information and to access more interaction options by clicking on the top bar of 
the tooltip grande view of a media item. For example, a chat’s separate view 
showed a more detailed history of messages providing a timestamp, the sender’s 
full name, an indicator of who was typing at any moment, and a bigger field text 
to write messages (see Figure 4.2).  

The Focus and Nimbus awareness model decoupled the observer and the observed 
behaviours, identifying for each of them the actions to control what to show and what 
to see from each other. Nimbus referred to the actions that a person being observed 
performed to control the information that was perceived of him by the environment. 
Focus referred to the control of the observer to direct his attention to the desired 
information in the environment. The Focus and Nimbus model was represented in CB 
by the focus and nimbus sliders: 

− The Tooltip Grande view offered the focus slider to change the focus of an item 
(see Figure 4.3 as an example of the focus slider of the presence item). The focus 
slider allowed users to adjust the attention they wanted to pay to an item by 
enlarging or decreasing the size of its tile view in the sidebar.  

− The separate view of one’s presence item offered a slider to change the nimbus 
presented to others. The nimbus slider allowed users to adjust their visibility to 
others expanding or limiting how others could see them. Figure 4.4 illustrates the 
five stages of visibility allowed by the slider (from left to right, from minimum to 
maximum): only colour, only name, name and status, picture, video. 

The media items available at the time of the study were: a chat item representing a 
space for public conversations; a presence item representing presence of people 
connected to the system; sticky notes used as public static text notes; a web item to 
publish web URLs; and a photo item to share pictures. Table 4.1 shows the three 
levels of information and interaction provided for these items. Visual notifications 
were provided to inform users about new items and updates of existing items. The 
notification turned the background colour of the tile view of the new or updated item 
brighter until the new information has been seen (by moving the mouse over the tile).  

For the study, a buzz option (alert button) was implemented in the presence item so 
that one could attract the attention of others. Clicking on the ‘Get my attention’ button 
generated a visual notification in the target’s sidebar where the presence’s tile of the 
“buzzer” flashed for a few seconds or until the target user moved the mouse over it. 
Implementation of this option responded to the needs to have more explicit 
mechanisms to coordinate interaction, reported by users of CB. 
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Figure 4.2: Chat item: separate – tooltip – and tile view (left to right) 

Figure 4.3: Tooltip view of presence item. Left: owner’s presence; Right: other’s 
presence 

Figure 4.4: Nimbus control (separate view of owner’s presence item) 

Nimbus 
Slider 
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Table 4.1: Level of Interaction of the Media Items in Community Bar 
Item Tile Tooltip grande Separate view 
Chat Information: shows the 

last two or three 
messages sent 
Interaction: none 

Information: shows more 
messages 
Interaction: provides a scrollbar 
to navigate through history of 
messages; and a text field to send 
new messages 

Information: shows a 
detailed and bigger 
history area of sent 
messages; an indicator 
of who is typing; a list of 
online and offline 
members. 
Interaction: same as 
tooltip grande 

Presence Information: shows 
video or a static picture; 
name and status (online, 
away, busy); an optional 
presence message. 
Interaction: none 

Information: shows a bigger 
display of the video or picture. 
Interaction: The owner can 
change picture, status and 
message. The observer can buzz 
(alert) the owner of the presence 
item to get his/her attention; 
he/she can also invite the owner 
to join an existent place 

Information: shows a 
bigger display. 
Interaction: The owner 
can change his/her 
nimbus setting; (de) 
activate video display; 
blur video display. No 
extra options for the 
observer. 

Sticky 
note 

Information: shows the 
text of the note (as soon 
as it is being typed) 
Interaction: none 

Information: same as in tile 
Interaction: the owner can edit 
the text 

Information: same as 
in tile 
Interaction: the owner 
can edit the text 

Web  
Item 

Information: shows a 
thumbnail of the website 
Interaction: a click on 
the thumbnail accesses 
the website. 

Information: shows snapshot, 
URL, and optional name 
Interaction: no extra options 

Information: same as 
in tile 
Interaction: the owner 
can edit the name and 
the URL address. 

Photo 
Item 

Information: shows a 
thumbnail of the last 
photo. 
Interaction: it allows to 
drag and drop image files 
to the tile 

Information: snapshot plus name 
of the image file 
Interaction: none 

Information: full size 
photo 
Interaction: browse 
between photos 

Referring to Nardi, Whittaker and Bradner (2000), CB media items were classified 
into content (interaction) and outeraction channels. The content channels support the 
exchange of significant information allowing users to share topics for discussion, i.e. 
to express track-I signals. The outeraction channels allowed users to to communicate 
parallel information regarding their availability and participation in the system 
allowing users to share awareness information, i.e. to express track-II signals. Table 
4.2 presents the classification of information and interaction supported by the media 
items in CB regarding content and outeraction channels. 
Table 4.2: Classification of CB media items’ interaction 
Content Channels Outeraction Channels 
Chat 
Photo item  
Sticky note 
Web item 

Alert 
Presence messages 
Status 
Video, picture 

Note that the described relation between channels and tracks reflected the design 
goals of the system but they could be used otherwise. A content channel could be used 
to present track-II signals, and an outeraction channel could be used to present track-I 
signals.  
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4.2 Case study 
In this section the case study conducted to validate PGM is described. Interaction behaviours 
of a community of 15 people using Community Bar were observed over a period of 28 days.  

4.2.1 Objective 
This study aimed at finding empirical evidence to confirm or reject the ability of PGM 
to describe the coordination process of privacy borders in a mediated setting. The 
observations focused on participant’s behaviours regarding their interaction in CB, 
with the purpose to describe the collaborative actions to represent their privacy 
borders. The validation criteria looked for confirming and disconfirming evidence that 
(a) privacy coordination was a collaborative process and (b) that privacy coordination 
signals were grounded.  

The analysis aimed to verify that collaboration, signalling and grounding were present 
in the coordination practices regarding privacy. It also aimed to derive first design 
implications from the model to inform the implementation of interpersonal privacy 
collaborative mechanisms. 

4.2.2 Participants 
The case of interest for this study had to represent a small community of experienced 
users of CB that had already established (a) a basic knowledge around the system use 
and (b) practices and patterns of use. This was necessary to ensure that the focus of 
the study could evolve around participants’ interaction practices without being 
influenced by the novelty of the system.  

A community that satisfied this requirement were the creators of CB and their 
research community, who by the time of this study had been using the system for 
more than two years. The wide variety of this community provided a group of 
experienced and novice users without too strong connections with the development of 
the tool. Only three out of the thirteen participants were involved in the development 
of CB, while two others had been involved in the design of the Notification Collage 
(Greenberg and Rounding, 2001), CB’s predecessor. The remaining eight members 
did not have any direct involvement in the development of CB.  

The experimenter was not a member of this community: her involvement and 
presence at the site was only for the purpose of setting up, conducting, observing and 
analyzing the study. The experimenter limited her interaction with the community to 
formal/informal activities outside what happened in CB with the purpose to minimize 
possible influences in participants’ behaviours when observing their interaction with 
the system. The role of the experimenter as an offline observer included the following 
tasks:  

– During the first month to gain information about the community, its members and 
their relation with CB, eight semi-open interviews were conducted with members 
of the community;  

– During the second and third month (design, implementation and execution of the 
study) the experimenter limited her participation to work and social activities with 
the community outside CB;  

– During the last month the experimenter conducted eleven interviews to discuss 
participants’ experience with CB during the 28 days under observation.  
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This set up tried to minimize interactions between the experimenter and participants 
during the study weeks, so participants’ behaviours in CB would be minimally 
affected (discussion about the methodologies chosen is provided in section 0). 

The fifteen participants were part of a small cohesive academic group: eleven of them 
worked at the same research laboratory, three were former graduate students now 
working for other companies or institutions (two of them in different cities) and one 
member was an external researcher contacting other members of the community only 
occasionally. The eleven collocated members consisted of one Professor and ten 
Master and PhD students, out of which five were under the Professor’s direct 
supervision. All members, except the external researcher, used the system prior to the 
study, ten of them frequently and four intermittently.  

The collocated group regularly gathered for work-related activities such as weekly 
group meetings, and every two weeks meetings with other related groups of the same 
community. These formal activities were complemented by numerous collaboration 
instances conducted in less formal ways such as, casual conversations in the corridor, 
visits to each other’s desks, chats on CB or MSN and voice chats using tools like 
Skype or GTalk. They usually lunched together, gathering at a dinner table located in 
the lab. They also organized frequent social activities in and outside the university 
campus, such as going to the movies, holiday’s celebration (Thanksgiving, Christmas), 
computer games contests, etc.  

The members of the collocated group showed different patterns of physical presence 
in the lab. The general pattern was to come to the lab everyday and some participants 
even on weekends. Only four participants telecommute two days a week (Tuesdays 
and Thursdays). The group used different times to get in and out the lab during the 
day (depending on their academic and personal activities), and often most of the 
group was there at lunchtime. Most Master and PhD students stayed until late in the 
evening, where they regularly engaged in work, sports or other social activities. 

In the early times of CB, the community used the system mainly because of research 
interest on a participatory design approach. Over time the needs of using CB evolved, 
and at the time of this experiment, members of the community used CB on a 
voluntary basis with the main purpose to benefit from its video capabilities and to 
engage in brief work or socially related interaction. The telecommuters, like the 
Professor, showed special interest in using CB as a tool that gave them the possibility 
to easily reach other colleagues and students.  

Most participants used CB to connect with their colleagues continuously but not 
exclusively. The public nature of the system (everything is broadcasted to everyone) 
and its restricted audience (limited only to the research community) forced most 
participants to use other communication media besides CB. Email and Instant 
Messaging (IM) applications allowed CB users to engage in more private (one-to-one) 
channels of conversation as well as to reach a larger number of people.  

4.2.3 Settings 
The setting for this study consisted of the development and installation of an adapted 
version of CB on participants’ desktop PCs. The adapted version, besides offering the 
standard functionalities of CB, also offered an alert option, a diary log item and a data 
logger implemented to collect qualitative and quantitative data regarding participants’ 
interactions in CB (a detailed description of the methods is provided in section 4.2.4).  
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The use of a webcam to provide a video presence, was recommended but not 
obligatory. Most participants had web cameras already installed at their desks, and the 
ones who did not could optionally request one. Only four participants did not use a 
webcam during the study: two because of technical problems or work environment 
restrictions; two because of personal choice. Participants were asked to use CB as 
usual, with the flexibility to use other communication media if needed. 

4.2.4 Data collection methods 
The data collection was designed using four different sources of data to gather 
qualitative data regarding users’ interaction practices, their understanding of privacy 
representations in the system, and their reflection on privacy related issues. 

The CB data logger was implemented to collect data in the field, over time and 
referring to actual rather than simulated use. It was the less intrusive data collection 
technique for CB users. Although users were aware that their interactions in CB were 
logged, they did not notice the logging process. It was implemented as a client of CB 
that registered participants’ interactions with the system and stored them in a comma-
separated value (CSV) text file. Each line of the logs represented one interaction event, 
which was described by eight fields. Figure 4.5 illustrates the structure of the logs: the 
five left columns present the contextual information regarding an event and the 
remaining three right columns present the content information, which varied 
depending on the type of event. 

Context information (event identifiers) Content information (event descriptors) 
Line Date User Item Place Subject Action Sub-action 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Snapshot [image+JPG] 

gr
ee

n

[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Status automatic Online/away 

[id] [id] [id] Chat [id] Item Message [text] 
[id] [id] [id] Web [id] Item Shared content [text] 
[id] [id] [id] Sticky [id] Item Shared content [text] ye

llo
w

[id] [id] [id] Photo [id] Item Create [image+JPG] 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Message [text] 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Nimbus [number+display] 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Status manual Online/away 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Picture [image+JPG] 
[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Connnection On/off 

pu
rp

le

[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Place Place access Join/leave 

pi
nk

[id] [id] [id] Presence [id] Person Alert To: [user] 

Figure 4.5: CB logger structure 

The data logger captured a total of thirteen event types. In Figure 4.5 the thirteen 
events are shown in the ‘Action’ column:  

– Snapshot event captured changes in the video of the users connected to CB. The 
logger used an algorithm to compare the difference between two consecutive 
snapshots and stored the images with noticeable differences. 

– Status automatic event captured the system-generated updates of users’ status 
from ‘online’ to ‘away’. 

– Chat message event captured the sender, the content, and the time a new message 
was sent. 
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– Shared content (web and sticky) events captured the sender, the content and the 
time a web URL or sticky note was created or updated. 

– Create (photo) event captured the sender, the content, and the time a new picture 
was dragged into the photo item. The logger stored the file image and the local 
path of the picture. 

– Message event captured the content and the time a presence text was added or 
updated. 

– Nimbus event captured who changed his/her nimbus, when it was changed and its 
new value. The logger stored a numeric value (1 to 100) and a description of the 
visual result of the new nimbus, which could be: only status, status and name, 
static picture, video. 

– Status manual event captured the sender, the content, and the time a user changed 
his/her status. 

– Picture event captured the sender, the content, and the time a presence-picture was 
changed. The logger stored the file image and the local path of the picture.  

– Alert event captured the sender, the target user, and the time the option was used.  
– Connection event captured when the user logged on and off the system. 

– Place access event captured when the user joined or left a place in CB and the 
name of the place. 

The colour coding classified the logged events in four different categories. Green 
represented presence presentations generated by the system. Yellow represented 
exchange of information generated by users. Purple represented presence 
presentations generated by users. Pink represented the alert option, the only 
interaction that was one-to-one (between two people) and not to the whole group. 

Diary logs were used to capture in-situ reflections of participants’ experiences with 
the system. This technique offered the advantage of a prolonged data collection 
(Rieman, 1993), which was conducted in participants’ natural environment and with 
no intervention of the experimenter. It encouraged participants to report experiences 
temporally close to the studied phenomenon. 

The diary was implemented as a media item in CB, similar to the chat item, but with 
one end controlled by the system. The item prompted general and event-related 
questions to encourage participants’ contributions (see Appendix A.1). It randomly 
selected a general question every hour and automatically sent it to all users. In 
addition, event-related questions were prompted only to the participants involved in 
an event the moment such event occurred. Participants could type their answers, 
which were then sent as private information and stored directly in the server.  

Finally, interviews and direct observations were conducted to obtain contextual 
information of the community, its members, and their interaction with CB. Direct 
observations were conducted in the first month and aimed to collect ethnographic 
insights regarding the community, its structure and the type of relationships between 
its members. To support these observations, exploratory interviews were also 
conducted to eight members of the community, both users and non-users of CB.  

Post-interviews were conducted one week after the observation period was concluded 
(the fourth month). They consisted of semi-structured open questions (see Appendix 
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A.2) aiming to obtain participants’ reflections regarding their interactions and privacy 
concerns during their experience using CB, with special focus on the following issues: 

– Interaction styles: these questions aimed to collect participants’ reflections of the 
functions supported by CB, such as the use of places, the periphery display, the 
transition between different levels of interaction, the nimbus and focus controls, 
and general comments about CB as a system supporting awareness and interaction 
in a mediated setting.  

− Privacy practices: participants were asked to report their benefits when online and 
offline CB; about the easiness and effectiveness to asses others’ reachability in CB; 
the use of social rules to assess acceptable behaviours; and whether collaboration 
was considered necessary to achieve a satisfactory use of the system.  

The interviews were recorded, transcribed and analyzed using two techniques from 
Miles and Huberman (1994): 

− Contact summary sheets (Miles and Huberman, 1994, pp. 51) were created to 
identify different usage contexts, situations concerning privacy regulation borders 
and privacy concerns (see results in Appendix A.3).  

– A partially ordered meta-matrix at case-level display (Miles and Huberman, 1994, 
pp. 177) was generated to build a map of participants’ reflections concerning 
violation of privacy borders. The matrix helped to visualize the commonality 
between participants’ perception of what they considered desired and undesired 
privacy situations, and the privacy borders they intended to coordinate. 

4.2.5 The coding scheme 
The coding scheme represents the PGM mechanisms and their characterizations. 
Figure 4.6 shows the model (left), which is mapped to the respective codes (right).  

Contribution pair 
Presentation 
Reaction 
Repair 

Track-II characterization 
Brief Distinctive Background Simultaneous 
+ + + +
- - - -
+/- +/- +/- +/- 

Common Ground representation 
CG� (development) CG (use) 
Yes/No Yes/No 

Privacy Borders 

Solitude 
Confidentiality 

Autonomy 

Figure 4.6: The PGM coding scheme – shows the codes for each of the eight columns 
that represent the characterizations of the four PGM mechanisms. 
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Contribution pair represented the mechanism of the collaboration component, and it 
characterized a signal as a presentation, a reaction, or a repair. A presentation 
characterized a signal that could initiate further interaction. A reaction corresponded 
to the signal that provided a response to a presentation either for coordination or 
content purposes. A repair represented a signal sent by the initiator to add, fix, or 
change a previous presentation before a reaction was received. 

Track-II characterizations represented the mechanisms of the signalling component 
used to characterize the coordination signals as brief, distinct, in the background, and 
simultaneous to track-I signals. They were described using a three-point scale, ‘yes’ 
(+), ‘no’ (-) or ‘to some extent’ (+/-).

Developing and using of common ground representations (CG � and CG 
respectively) represented the mechanisms of the grounding component and they 
characterized whether a signal was developing and/or using common ground 
representations. From the pilot study (section 3.4) it was concluded that the grounding 
process was primarily regarding external (existing) representations in the context of 
mediated communication, and that conventions and shared events hardly related to 
interactions with the system. Therefore there was no need to specify the type of 
common ground representation in this analysis. Instead, this analysis coded whether 
the signal was developing a common ground representation or using an existing one.  

Privacy Borders represented the mechanisms of the regulation component and they 
characterized the type of interpersonal privacy border represented by the contribution 
pair. Solitude represented signals related to availability. Confidentiality represented 
signals indicating self-presentation (excluding availability). Autonomy represented 
signals that demonstrated independence of communicator’s behaviour.  
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4.2.6 Procedure 
To validate PGM, data logs were coded. The coding aimed at analyzing the 
collaboration, signalling, and grounding aspects of privacy borders coordination. The 
unit of analysis was defined as sequences of presentations and reactions that 
represented a coordination unit. Therefore, each coordination unit corresponded to an 
initiation and the associated signals related to its coordination. Data triangulation 
helped to relate coded patterns with participants’ attitudes and reflections on their 
behaviours in CB. 

The initial coding scheme and the coding process were refined after the pilot study 
described in Chapter III. The updated procedure included a second coder, a training 
session and a two-phase coding session to guide the coders. 

The motivation for Phase 1 was (a) to identify the instances of privacy borders 
regulation process to indicate that privacy was coordinated, and (b) to reduce the data 
to relevant signals for the analysis conducted in Phase 2. 

In Phase 1 both coders worked with the entire data set to agree on a subset that 
represented the privacy coordination instances to be coded in the second phase. Three 
consecutive steps comprised the process of identifying instances of privacy borders 
representations:  

(1) Identification of initiations from content channels;  

(2) Identification of first reactions of the identified initiations in (1); 

(3) Identification of outeraction channel signals (alert, online status, presence 
message and video) related to the initiations in (1) and reactions in (2).  

The outcome of this phase defined a set of signals coded as initiations, reactions, 
omissions, delays, presence/availability information and triggers: 

– Initiations: referred to content channel signals that prompted a question, posted a 
comment, etc. to get others’ attention. Initiations also considered alert signals 
although they came from an outeraction channel. 

– Reactions: referred to content channel signals that responded to an initiation. 

– Omissions: referred to initiations that did not provoke a visible reaction. 

– Delays: referred to reactions that were sent later than ten minutes after the 
associated initiation was produced. The purpose to identify delays was to check 
whether they could be a cause for explicit coordination of interpersonal privacy. 
The intermittent nature of chat conversations in mediated communication 
suggested that any reaction separated from its initiation less than ten minutes 
should not be counted as a delay. From the pilot observations, most sequences of 
reactions were signalled in less than ten minutes between each reaction. In many 
cases when reactions were longer than ten minutes a need to acknowledge such 
delays (‘sorry! I am back now’) was observed.  

– Presence/availability information: referred to outeraction channel signals that 
directly or indirectly related to the identified initiation, reaction, or delay. For 
example, an initiation could make an explicit reference to someone else’s video, 
or an initiation could be indirectly triggered by a change of one’s status. 

– Triggers: referred to presence/availability information that activated an initiation. 
For example a connection signal indicating that A had logged in to the system 
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might cause B to send a question to A. To consider that the representation of B 
triggers A’s initiation, the initiation had to follow B’s representation within the 
first minute. 

This description helped coders to identify privacy signals characterizing the relation 
with other signals, and identifying coordination units. The two coders discussed their 
results and agreed upon a common subset to code in the next phase, where all the 
signals that were not identified as privacy coordination signals in the first phase were 
removed 

In Phase 2, the data subset from Phase 1 was rearranged so that related coordination 
instances were presented in a sequence. The purpose of Phase 2 was to describe the 
privacy signals identified in Phase 1 based on the coding scheme. 

Cross-checking was used in the coding process (Miles and Huberman, 1994) to 
increase the reliability of the analysis. For cross-checking, the data set was split in 
five spreadsheet files of an approximately equal number of data-lines. Each file was 
coded, discussed, and fine-tuned by both coders. After coding each file the main coder 
(the author of this thesis) checked for disagreements between coders’ outcomes by 
writing down the arguments regarding her choices next to the respective sequence. 
Afterwards, the second coder revised the arguments and recoded her agreement or 
disagreement in the file. Finally, both coders gathered to discuss the remaining 
disagreements. Inter-coder reliability was calculated before and after the checking 
process using the Miles and Huberman formula (1994, pp. 64): 

ntsdisagreemeagreements ofnumber total
agreements ofnumberyreliabilit

+
=

The formula was recommended as a way to gain a quick feedback of the level of 
agreement the coders reached at different stages of the coding activities in order to see 
if coding could proceed or whether the procedure needs to be reconsidered. Miles and 
Huberman considered an intercoder reliability of 80% acceptable after the first 
iteration, and eventually agreement should be higher than 90%. 

The analysis also examined the coded contribution pairs with respect to whether they 
could be described as incidental or intentional signals. Signals that would not be 
described as distinctive (−) would be defined as incidental signals, as they would not 
explicitly conveying the coordination purposes of the representation. The more 
distinctive the representation would be (± and +) the more intentional it would 
communicate the purposes of the coordination activity. For example, a content signal 
that only contributes to the content of the conversation is incidentally coordinating the 
initiation and reaction of that contribution. The following instantiation shows a 
content presentation that uses a question to add some intentionality to the initiation, 
which is responded by a content reaction that incidentally indicates that the proposed 
initiation has been understood and accepted: 

Simon: Hey Carl, have you finished the review? 
Carl: Not yet. I am in the last section. 

In a different scenario, signals that would contribute to the process of the conversation 
instead of its content would be defined as intentional signals as they would explicitly 
coordinate the initiation and reaction of the contribution. The next example shows the 
same content-based initiation based on content but this time it is responded by a 
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reaction that intentionally indicates that the communication cannot be immediately 
established: 

Simon: Hey Carl, have you finished the review? 
Carl: one moment… 

Coordination signals in outeraction channels would be mostly described as incidental 
signals. In the following two examples the same signal, Carl’s greeting11, represents 
an incidental signal as a reaction to two different presentations:  

– An incidental presentation of Simon’s online status:  

<Simon’s status signals a change from away to online>   
Carl: Hey Hi Simon!      

Simon: Hi! 

– An intentional presentation of Simon’s online status: 

Simon: Hi I’m back!   
Carl: Hey Hi Simon!      

The coded data was then triangulated with information gathered through diary logs 
and interviews. One relevant aspect considered in the triangulation was the effect of 
grounding on ambiguity. In the triangulation the relation between delayed responses 
and ambiguity would be further examined. 

Ambiguity of coordination signals was described as the possibility to associate 
multiple meanings to representations of privacy borders. For example, plausible 
deniability could be supported as a social mechanism if availability could be 
represented on the basis of the duality of meanings. So an ‘away’ representation of 
status could signal that someone turned just away, turned away for already a long 
period, or was just back. Grounding intentionality should “protect” ambiguity by 
supporting the dynamic aspects of privacy where the meaning changes depending on 
different situations.  

4.3 Results 
The data logs were divided in eight three-hours blocks clustered in pairs as morning, 
afternoon, evening and night intervals. Morning intervals began at 06.00; afternoon at 
12.00; evening at 18.00; and night at 00.00. Figure 4.8 (p.85) illustrates the 35 days of 
logs (from the 30th of November 2005 to 28th of December and from the 6th to the 10th 
of January 2006), where a total of 257 blocks were recorded, capturing 771 hours of 
CB activity. Missing data caused by server problems were identified in two different 
periods (15 blocks in total): from 12.00 on the 7th to 12.00 on the 8th day, and from 
18.00 on the 15th to 09.00 on the 16th day (represented in the figure by horizontal 
white spaces and a cross). From the 30th to the 05th of January no data was recorded 
due to holiday’s season.   

Figure 4.8 (p.85) also shows the number of people logged onto CB during each block. 
Most of the empty blocks (without logged users) corresponded to the Christmas 
 
11 A greeting was considered a content signal as it was a common ‘business’ interaction in systems like 
CB 
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holidays, and night intervals. On average, three people were logged on CB per day, 
with peak attendance of 8 users during weekdays between 09.00 and 18.00. In the 
afternoon intervals (from 12.00 to 15.00) 6 to 10 people were online. The figure also 
shows that the logging activity was not restricted to working hours, which was 
reflected by a concentration of people in the evening intervals.  

Further analysis revealed that daytime group membership differed from the evening 
group on most days. It was possible to observe clear transitions between logged 
members in afternoon and evening hours. Daytime and evening ‘groups’ also 
presented differences regarding their CB activities. For example, analysis of content 
in chat items and responses in diary items suggested that daytime activity tended to be 
work focused, while evening activity typically had more interactions centred on 
socializing and playing (e.g. computer-networked games). 

4.3.1 Signals frequencies 
A total of 471 hours of logging activities spanned over 35 days and resulted in 32960 
lines of logged data. After removing the data noise (repeated lines, data referring to 
internal system behaviours and testing data) a total of 25308 lines were left for coding. 

Table 4.3 presents the frequency of the observed variables during the study period. 
Signals were classified as either system notification or user interaction. System 
notification signals (96%) represented information that was broadcasted automatically 
by the system, like video, automatic change of status and online/offline indicators. 
User interaction signals (4%) represented information generated by explicit user’s 
actions in the system. 
Most of the user interaction signals occurred in the content channels (92%), where 
chat message12 was the prominent signal observed (98%). The remaining 8% of user 
interaction signals corresponded to intentional signals in the outeraction channel with 
presence message (32%), nimbus (22%) and alert (19%) being the most frequently 
used. 

Table 4.3: Frequency of signals 
Signals Frequency (unit) 
Total coding lines 25308 

System notification 24260 
Video 
Automatic Status 
Online/Offline 

21975 
1922 

363 
User Interaction 1048 
In content channels

Chat 
Photo, sticky notes, web 

In outeraction channels
Presence message 
Nimbus 
Alert signal 
Invitations 
Manual Status 
Presence picture 

960
945 

15 
88

28 
19 
17 
12 

8
4

12 Every sent message corresponds to one line in the logs, regardless of its length in text. 
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The diary logs entries indicated that 2603 questions were asked, with a rate of 15% of 
questions being answered (see Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4: Diary logs entries 
Diary logs entries Frequency (unit) 
Total 
Questions 
Answers 

2999 
2603 
396 

The data collection was reduced to events occurring during 28 days, after removing 
days with less than 1 hour of interactions. Days were clustered in consecutive weeks 
(including weekends), with the exception of Week 4, which included five days of 
December 2005 (21st to 24th and 29th) and two days of January 2006 (the 6th and 9th). 
The average number of logged users during the first three observation weeks was 
stable (8.14, 7.43 and 6.57 users respectively), but it dropped down considerably in 
the fourth week to 3.57 users due to holiday season.  The peak attendance was 11 
users logged at the same time observed in week 2 and week 3. 

Chat messages were observed to be increasing in the first 3 weeks where the highest 
average of messages sent per day was 48.57 in Week 3. An opposite effect was 
observed with the diary entries, which decreased every week, with a highest average 
in Week 1 of 29.29 entries. The content-related information exchanged, other than 
chat, was evenly distributed although their use was significantly lower compared to 
the chat messages. For example, the next most used content channel was the sticky 
note in Week 1, with an average of 0.57 per day. Outeraction channels were relatively 
less used. Figure 4.7 (p.85) shows the low number of instances of signals in 
outeraction channels generated by CB users. In average they were used less than 2 
times per week. 

4.4 Analysis – PGM validation 
This section presents the analysis of the coded data regarding coordination devices with 
respect to the four components of PGM: collaboration, signaling, grounding, and the 
regulation of privacy borders.  

Section 4.4.1 presents the general results of the data coded, providing a description of 
coordination units in terms of contributions pairs (proposals, acceptance, repair), 
track-II characterizations (brief, distinctive, background, simultaneous), common 
ground representations (development or use), and privacy borders (solitude, 
confidentiality, autonomy). 

In section 4.4.2, describes the collaboration aspects of privacy coordination in terms 
of contributions pairs. The section reflects on the coding of incidental and intentional 
contributions and on interview results regarding community, group and individuals 
preferences to collaborate. 

Section 4.4.3 describes the signalling aspects of coordination in terms of track-II 
characterizations. It further reflects on channels and intentionality to signal privacy. 

In section 4.4.4 describes the grounding aspects of coordination in terms of the 
development and use of common ground representations.  

Finally section 4.4.5 describes the borders regulation process of privacy in terms of 
solitude, confidentiality and autonomy. 
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4.4.1 Coding analysis  
In this section extracts of logs were used to illustrate the results of the coding process. 
First a brief description of the visualization of the extracts is presented followed by of 
the results of the coding analysis. 

Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.19 (page 93 and 94) illustrate the extracts of the logs used for 
the analysis. Although the logs were automatically generated, the extracts presented 
here were adapted to improve the legibility: a header row was added, signals were 
colour coded according to the scheme in Figure 4.5, participants’ name were 
encrypted as ‘P X’ were X was a number from 1 to 15 to identify each participant, 
which sometimes was followed by an ‘@’ and a text to indicate the location of the 
telecommuters. Furthermore, the seven coding columns were added as described in 
section 4.2.6. Finally, a black bar on the video snapshots was added to protect the 
participants’ identity when necessary (note that a blurred image was an effect 
intended by the participants, not a manipulation of the experimenter).  

The colour-coded scheme did not have a direct relation with the coding scheme used 
in the analysis. The colours were meant to facilitate coders in identifying the different 
types of signals in the logs, but these categories were not orthogonal to the coding 
scheme. Therefore, coders could assign different codes to equal coloured signals. 

The log extracts were structured in thirteen columns: the left six contained 
information regarding the signal (same as in the pilot study) and the right seven 
corresponded to the revised codes, represented by: 

– “C.P.” to characterize coordination pairs, using the codes ‘P’ for proposal, ‘A’ for 
acceptance, and ‘R’ for repair;  

– “Br”, “Di”, “Ba”, and “Si” to indicate brevity, distinctiveness, peripheralness 
(background), and simultaneity respectively, using the codes ‘+’ for yes, ‘–‘ for no 
and ‘±’ for to some extent;  

– “CB �” and “CB ” to represent the developing and using common ground 
respectively, using the codes ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ depending on whether the signal was 
developing/using existing common ground representations or not. 

The outcomes from the first coding phase identified a set of 522 coordination signals 
from the initial set of 25308 signals presented in Table 4.3.  

A total of 119 coordination units were coded out of which 109 were chat and 10 were 
alert initiations. Table 4.5 presents the coding frequencies of Phase 1. From the total 
number of initiations, 22% (19 chats and 7 alerts) were coded as omissions. From the 
remaining 78% initiations 27% were reacted with delay (20 instances). The average 
time of delays13 was 27.8 minutes with a standard deviation of 20 minutes. The 
remaining 41% of the initiations were triggered by signals in outeraction channels. 

Participants’ contributions to initiate communication varied widely. The average of 
initiations per participant was 9, where 5 participants contributed above average and 
counted for 88% of all initiations (P1, P2, P7, P9, and P13). Three participants never 
initiated any conversation (P3, P4, and P6). 

 
13 One delay was not considered in this calculation as it took more than 17 hours (1036 minutes) and it 
affected outside proportion the average and standard deviation. 
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Table 4.5: Phase 1 description of the identified coordination units  (119) 
 Initiation Reaction Delay Omissions Trigger initiation 
Alert 10 0 0 7 0 
Chat 109 73 20 19 0 
Automatic status 0 0 0 0 6
Connection on 0 0 0 0 19 
Presence Message 0 0 0 0 2
Presence Picture 0 0 0 0 1
Video Snapshots 0 0 0 0 13 

In Phase 2 coders were instructed to use the PGM coding scheme (see Figure 4.6) to 
code the resulting 522 signals. Coders were asked to code each signal considering its 
relation with other signals within the same coordination unit.  

The data set was split in five files. Inter-coder reliability was computed before and 
after coders’ agreement on each file. Table 4.6 reports the reliability rates (IR) 
calculated before coders’ agreements, as no mismatches were reported afterwards. As 
observed all codes reported agreement higher than 80%. The privacy border code was 
excluded from the reliability test as in most cases more than one border could have 
perfectly represented one signal and no agreement on one code was possible to make. 
Table 4.6: Inter-coder reliability rates (IR) before coders’ agreements – number of 
agreements (A) and number of disagreements (D) per file (Fx) and code.   
 Collaboration Signalling Grounding 

Contribution Brevity Distinctive Peripheral Simultaneity CG � (dev) CG  (use) 
A D A D A D A D A D A D A D

F1 111 5 93 23 97 19 106 10 95 21 110 6 104 12 
F2 29 0 22 7 18 11 24 5 17 12 12 17 14 15 
F3 46 2 37 11 39 9 46 2 40 8 41 7 33 15 
F4 129 7 101 35 115 21 94 42 100 36 123 13 118 18 
F5 188 5 167 26 169 24 178 15 166 27 186 7 175 18 
Σ 503 19 420 102 438 84 448 74 418 104 472 50 444 78 
IR 0.96 0.81 0.84 0.86 0.80 0.90 0.85 

Table 4.7 shows the result of the coding in the second phase. From the 522 signals 
that were coded, 322 corresponded to presentations, 152 to reactions, and 48 to repairs. 
Participants used a variety of channels to construct these contributions pairs.  

Presentations were primarily represented by chat messages (125, 39%) mostly used to 
initiate a conversation. The second most frequently coded presentation referred to 
signals generated by the system in outeraction channels (21%), which described the 
reference to video links (19) and to automatic generated status (50). Next, were the 
presentations generated by the user in outeraction channels (19%), which described 
the use of presence messages (22), nimbus (14), alert (10), invitation (7), picture (3), 
and manual status change (3). Another signal generated by the user indicated users’ 
connection to the system (19%), coded as presentations of coordination. The 
remaining 2% of signals corresponded to sticky notes, web links, and photo sharing, 
which were coded as presentations to potential initiator of conversations. 
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Table 4.7: Second Phase coding results

Collaboration Signalling Grounding
Proposal Acceptance Repair + − + + + ± + + + − + − + ± + ± − + − − Develop Use

Video Snapshots
19 0 0 2* 0 17 0 0 0 19

Automatic status 51 0 1 0 0 52 0 0 24 49

Connection 56 0 6 0 0 0 62 0 57 51

Place accepted 7 8 0 0 0 0 15 0 15 11

Chat 125 143 26 152 41 0 0 101 143 268

Shared content 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4
Presence
message 22 1** 6 0 0 0 28 1** 29 10

Nimbus 14 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 14 4

Manual status 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 5 3

Picture 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0

Invitation 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7 0

Alert 9 0 7 0 0 0 16 0 16 9

Creation Place 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

TOTAL 322 152 48 158 41 69 152 102 315 428
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The majority of reactions (95%) corresponded to chat messages, while the remaining 
5% represented acceptance of invitations to join a new place. The cell marked with 
(**) in the presence message (Table 4.7) corresponded to one instance of a chat 
conversation, which was wrongly posted by the participant in his presence item. 

Most repairs were chat messages (54%), and user-generated signals (30%) such as 
alerts, presences messages and manual change of status. The remaining 16% 
corresponded to representations of participants’ connection to the system, mostly 
indicating disconnection of the system (momentarily) by sending a message. 

Track-II characterizations resulted in five different representations to describe 
coordination signals. The codes +, ±, and − represented the values ‘yes’, ‘somewhat’, 
and ‘no’ for the codes brief, distinctive, background and simultaneous: 

– The representation + − + + (30%) described content signals in content channels 
mostly represented by text messages (the cell marked with (*) in Table 4.7 
indicated two exceptions of video signals used explicitly as content signals). They 
were light coordination signals (brief, background, simultaneous) as the 
coordination itself was implicitly communicated through the content signal, but 
not distinctive to communicate its coordination purpose. 

– The representation + ± + + (8%) described a particular case of content signals in 
content channels mostly represented by content-related questions, which were 
considered ‘to some extent’ more distinctive as a coordination signal than a plain 
message (without a question mark). 

– The representation − + − − (20%) described signals in content channels that were 
explicitly coordinating interpersonal privacy borders. They were not light 
coordination signals but highly distinctive to communicate its coordination 
purpose. 

– The representation + − + − (13%) described signals in outeraction channels that 
were generated by the system. They were brief and in the background but as 
coordination signals, they lacked the distinctiveness and simultaneity of track-I 
signals. 

– The representation + ± + ± (29%) described signals in outeraction channels that 
were generated by the user. They referred to indicators of availability (online, 
offline, available, busy, etc). They were ‘to some extent’ more distinctive and 
simultaneous than the ones generated by the system. 

Reflecting on the reliability results regarding coders’ mismatches, an explanation was 
proposed to explain the relatively low reliability of the codes regarding brevity and 
simultaneity. The main argument of disagreement reflected the high dependency of 
both codes on the existing related signals. Brevity and simultaneity are defined in 
comparison with track-I signals therefore coders needed to look at the related track-I 
signals to assess how brief or simultaneous a track-II signal was. Ignoring these 
dependencies could cause coders to give a wrong description of brevity and 
simultaneity.  

4.4.2 Collaboration aspects in privacy coordination  
It is important to note that contribution pairs were identified on the basis of intentional 
representations, as they were visible sources of coordination instances compared to 
incidental representations. An incidental representation alone lacked of indications 
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regarding user’s intentions to coordinate. This did not exclude incidental signals from 
being part of contribution pairs. If an incidental representation was related to an 
intentional representation then it was recognized as a contribution pair in the 
coordination process. 

Contribution pairs (presentations and reactions) were identified as intentional 
representations of initiations on the basis of chat text and alert options. Status, 
presence text, and video were also identified as contributions when they related to an 
existing chat or alert signal.  

Figure 4.9 (p.93) illustrates the role of incidental representations as contribution pairs 
to coordinate availability. Participants P10 and P15 had been interacting in an 
intermittent conversation for almost an hour, but right after P10’s video showed that 
another person was present in his office, P15 made a last comment and did not 
continue with the conversation.  

Presentations and reactions were produced using incidental or intentional signals 
depending on how individuals perceived common ground. Participants used 
intentional presentations and reactions when they perceived the need to establish 
mutual understanding of their privacy representations. Alternatively, when they 
assumed sufficient understanding of their representations, incidental presentations and 
reactions were considered sufficient to coordinate their privacy intentions. 
Presentations and reactions were described as incidental or intentional contributions 
of privacy coordination in the following way: 

– Incidental contributions corresponded to contribution pairs which main purpose 
was to exchange content information with no need to explicitly coordinate that 
communication. For example, in Figure 4.10 (p.93), participant P15 based his 
initiation on P13’s representation of his connection to the system. P15 assumed 
that the online status of P13 meant that he was available to receive a question 
without any prior coordination. Similarly, the delayed reaction of P13 was 
incidentally coordinated by the automatic changes of his status, which P13 
assumed to be sufficient to coordinate his delay; therefore he reacted contributing 
directly to the content of the conversation instead of explicitly explaining the 
reasons behind his delay. 

– Intentional contributions corresponded to contribution pairs used to explicitly 
coordinate privacy borders. Two types of intentional contributions were 
recognized: those used to coordinate further interaction and those to coordinate 
understanding of existing representations of privacy borders. Figure 4.13 (p.93) 
illustrates an example of interaction coordination. P10 used a coordination text ‘I 
have a video question for you…’ to explicitly indicate that he was intending to 
initiate interaction with P9. Figure 4.14 (p.94) illustrates an example of privacy 
borders coordination. P9 aimed to coordinate with P1 his lack of understanding 
regarding P1’s blurred video, without any intention to engage in further 
interaction but just to build common ground regarding the meaning of P1’s 
blurred video.  

The coding showed that presentations and reactions were in most cases aligned to 
each other, i.e. incidental and intentional presentations were coupled with incidental 
and intentional acceptances, respectively. However, some cases of incidental 
presentations were followed by intentional presentations instead of incidental 
reactions, to coordinate the understanding of such presentation (as seen in Figure 4.14, 
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p.94). These cases demonstrated how existing privacy representations required 
collaborative coordination to reach common understanding. Similarly, some 
incidental acceptances, such as delays, were followed by an intentional presentation 
like the use of ‘alert’ to coordinate a delay and get the attention of the other (see 
Figure 4.10, p.93). Another example of intentional signals was regarding delays, as 
participants used an intentional signal to inform others about one’s delay (see Figure 
4.13, p.93). 

From the interviews three types of collaboration needs were identified: community, 
subgroups and individuals. It was observed that the community determined the 
expected level of collaboration among its members. In addition, different group 
memberships inside the community specified their needs for collaboration in greater 
detail. Finally, individuals also influenced collaboration practices regarding personal 
needs and preferences. In the next subsections each of these levels are examined in 
more detail. These levels of collaboration could be recognized as one possible factor 
that influences the choices for incidental and intentional coordination. 

At the community level, interviews revealed a general consent from participants that 
their community benefited from CB because of their strong social and work 
connection:  

“You need people who are interested in each other …you can’t have people who don’t 
have a common link …” (Interview Participant 14) 

“I think [CB] only works for certain type [of community] because it only works because 
everyone is on it and everyone contributes [to it]” (Interview Participant 7) 

“So there is need to have a social cohesion and also there is need to have some work 
cohesion and the desire to talk to each other” (Interview Participant 3).  

In line with this belief, participants wanted to use the system in ways, they assumed, 
were beneficial for the community.  Therefore, at the community level participants 
expressed that they intended to keep the community alive by maintaining the 
communication frequent and rich. For example a collaborative contribution expected 
at the community level was the use of video. All participants perceived video as one 
of the most important features of CB as soon as everyone would use it in similar ways:  

“The reason I say to encourage video is because if there was only a bunch of [static] 
pictures it doesn’t provide a whole lot more than IM …when you start getting a bunch of 
people interested in using it I think you really have to emphasize how much more add with 
the video …if there is only one person showing video it’s not going to sustain” (Interview 
Participant 14).  

To benefit from the video presence, members needed to have similar social interest in 
using it, even though that could have conflicted with their personal interests:  

“For me the video is the most important thing …I didn’t like it in the beginning that much 
either, right? So I didn’t have it on a lot and then once you just move to the video I don’t 
know…is there such a big benefit over just an IM client” (Interview Participant 12).  

A set of tacit rules reflected the social expectations that influenced participants’ 
behaviours to present themselves in CB, such as maximizing the use of video and 
keeping presence information rich and updated. Though these rules had never been 
explicitly set as such, participants reported them to be common knowledge among the 
community.  
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Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 

12:14:28 Msg You’re just upset the team1 had to 
catch up to the team2 XD P10 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

Intermittent conversation for almost an hour about hockey between P10 and P15 

12:47:42 Msg He’s a presence even if he doesn’t 
score P10 Chat iLab P + - + + No Yes 

12:50:26 Video P10 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

12:50:59 Msg okay ;) P15 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 
12:55:26 Auto Away P10 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
12:58:22 Auto Away P15 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

Figure 4.9: Video as an incidental representation (XD and ;) are used as emotional signs) 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
10:01:54 Conn On P13 P + ± + ± Yes No 

10:02:32 Msg Hey P13 – I have an idea for the 
social paper P15 Chat iLab P + - + + No Yes 

10:07:20 Auto Away P13 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
11:02:34 Auto Online P13 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
11:15:16 Auto Away P13 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
11:18:50 Auto Online P13 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
11:19:27 Alert To: P13 P15 Presence iLab R + ± + ± Yes Yes 
11:23:32 Msg P3,  Would you phone me? P13 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes No 
11:24:13 Msg P15…um the deadline for GI is 

today at 5pm… P13 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

Figure 4.10: Delays as acceptable coordination devices 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 

14:44:24 Msg hey P15 did you see my wall 
decoration? P10 Chat iLab P + ± + + Yes Yes 

14:59:28 Msg nope…what is it? P15 Chat iLab A + ± + + Yes Yes 

15:00:56 Video P10 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

15:02:53 Msg lol nice P15 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 
Figure 4.11: Chat as an intentional track-II signal; Video as track-I signal. 

Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
16:27:54 Conn On P2@lap Presence iLab P + - + - Yes No 
16:28:40 Conn Off P2@lap Presence iLab A + - + - Yes No 

16:28:54 Msg hey P2 do u want to play macis 
sometime next week? : ) P7 Chat iLab P + ± + + Yes Yes 

17:38:13 Conn On P2@lap Presence iLab P + ± + ± Yes Yes 
17:39:58 Aurto Away P7 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
17:40:33 Msg What’s macis? P2@lap Chat iLab P + ± + + Yes Yes 
17:41:13 Auto Online P7 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

17:41:26 Msg Macis? they're pretty high-lvl 
monsters in the dungeon P7 Chat iLab P + - + + No Yes 

Figure 4.12: Incidental signals to coordinate interaction 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
16:07:09 Msg hey P9 I have a video q for ya P10 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes No 
16:08:31 Msg hmmmm P9 Chat iLab A - + - - Yes Yes 
16:10:29 Auto Away P9 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
16:14:33 Msg would that be good? P10 Chat iLab P + ± + + Yes Yes 
16:40:57 Auto Online P9 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 
16:41:50 Msg (I had to address a bug…couldn’t 

squash it though…I’m back now) P9 Chat iLab A - + - - Yes Yes 

Figure 4.13: Incidental and intentional signals to coordinate interaction 
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Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 

08:41:00 Video P1 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

09:10:22 Msg Are you at home? Is that why 
shields are up? P9 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes Yes 

09:10:33 Msg yah at home but actually forgot 
about shield P1 Chat iLab A - + - - Yes Yes 

09:10:40 Video P1 Presence iLab P + - + - No Yes 

09:10:43 Msg There you are! P9 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes Yes 
09:10:47 Msg Still a tad blurry P9 Chat  iLab R - + - - Yes Yes 
09:10:59 Msg yah I adjusted the focus on the 

camera P1 Chat iLab A - + - - Yes Yes 

Figure 4.14: Intentional signals in content channels to coordinate understandings 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 

10:57:10 Msg P1: ethics for <project> looks fine. 
Minor changes sent  P13 Chat iLab P + - + + No Yes 

10:57:18 Msg great thx P13 P1 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

Figure 4.15: Incidental contributions in content channel. 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
10:57:10 Msg Does anyone know P8 email? P13 Chat iLab P + ± + + Yes No 
10:57:18 Msg P8@mail P1 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

Figure 4.16: Question in content channel used as a more intentional contribution 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
09:56:45 Person I hate macs P9 Presence iLab P + ± + ± Yes No 
09:56:58 Manual Away P9 Presence iLab R + ± + ± Yes Yes 

09:57:38 Msg Hey P9, working on paper. Do you 
want to chat for a bit or … P13 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes Yes 

10:55:11 Msg Hi P13, I was at a meeting P9 Chat iLab A - + - - Yes Yes 
10:55:21 Manual Online P9 Presence iLab P + ± + ± Yes Yes 

11:08:50 Msg 
Hi P9. Actually I haven’t sent it. But 
if you want to talk I am at XXXX. 
Maybe 5 minute duration? 

P13 Chat iLab P - + - - Yes Yes 

11:08:58 Alert To:P9 P13 Presence iLab R + ± + ± Yes Yes 
11:09:03 Msg OK. Just a sec P9 Chat iLab A - + - -   

Figure 4.17: Incidental representations by P9; intentional representations by P13 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
16:44:05 Nimbus 68 [shows only static picture] P12 Presence iLab P + ± + ± Yes No 
16:44:11 Manual Away P12 Presence iLab R + ± + ± Yes Yes 
16:44:17 Msg gone P12 Presence iLab R + ± + ± Yes Yes 

Figure 4.18: Confidentiality and solitude representations of interpersonal privacy. 
Date/Time Action Content User Channel Place C.P. Br Di Ba Si CB � CB 
13:16:59 Auto Online P9 Presence iLab P + - + - Yes No 
13:18:10 Content <link> MS hires Buxton P9 Web  iLab P + - + + No  Yes 

13:19:37 Msg P13 was just mentioned on 
<radio program> just now. P9 Chat iLab P + - + + No Yes 

13:20:05 Msg did you hear the interview? P2@lap Chat iLab A + ± + + Yes Yes 

13:22:49 Msg Yeah they interviewed me last 
week. I missed it! P13 Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

13:22:54 Msg Radio 1? P2@lap Chat iLab A + ± + + Yes Yes 
13:23:17 Msg Yeah that’s radio 1 P14@home Chat iLab A + - + + No Yes 

Figure 4.19: Autonomy representations (post topics of conversation, join existing 
conversations) 
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At the group level two different sub-structures were identified: the core and non-core 
groups, and the collocated and distributed groups. The core group was an extremely 
tight subset, which included the Professor and the five students under his supervision, 
while the non-core group involved all other study participants. The collocated and 
distributed groups divided the community based on the physical distance between the 
people working at the lab and those working outside the lab. Table 4.8 presents the 
characterization of participants regarding group memberships and video settings. 

At the group level participants’ collaboration depended on their membership within 
that group. Members that were outside the core-group due to physical distance or 
technical imparity had to invest more effort and incurred higher costs to keep 
themselves close to the community. Figure 4.13 (p.93) shows an extract where 
Participant 9 had no video and therefore he felt the need to explicitly explain his delay 
to reply to his colleague’s message. In relation to this he reflected:  

“Because people can’t see if there was a visitor [in my office] when people are interacting 
with me and all of the sudden my status change what I need is a very lightweight way for 
me to acknowledge them … that the reason why …I’m away is because there is someone 
else here or my computer is crashing or …” (Interview Participant 9).  

The reported need to acknowledge ‘misbehaviours’ indicated that privacy border 
regulation was not just for allowing or disallowing communication, but it was also 
used to repair damage after a certain communicative attempt was neglected. The need 
to repair could be motivated by politeness, but in most cases the purpose to repair 
related to the need of balancing a situation where less collaborative behaviours were 
used (e.g. not responding a message). The repair provided additional signals so that 
the other could understand and accept such behaviour. This mechanism was also 
observed to handle delays. 

Table 4.8: Participants’ profile regarding different memberships 

Participant Core/non-core 
group 

Collocated/distributed 
group 

Video/non-video 
group 

Participant 1 Core Collocated/home Video/blurred 
Participant 2 Core Collocated/home Video/non-video 
Participant 3 Non-core Distributed Video 
Participant 4 Non-core Collocated Video 

Participant 5 Non-core Collocated Non-video 

Participant 6 Core Collocated/home Video/non-video 
Participant 7 Core Collocated/home Video/non-video 
Participant 8 Non-core Collocated Video 
Participant 9 Core Distributed Non-video 
Participant 10 Core Distributed Video 
Participant 11 Non-core Collocated Non-video 
Participant 12 Non-core Collocated Video 
Participant 13 Core Collocated/home Video/video 
Participant 14 Core Collocated/home Video/non-video 
Participant 15 Non-core Distributed Non-video 

Collaboration also depended on how the different groups recognized and adopted the 
social expectations tacitly defined by the community. The core group had a strong 
common interest to use the system and they recognized collaboration as the optimal 
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conduct to maximize their awareness and interaction benefits. For example, from the 
diary logs, 12 out of 13 answers to the question ‘What are you trying to communicate 
by changing your [nimbus/presence message/picture/status]?’ came from core 
participants (P2, P9, P10, P13, P14), evidencing their frequency and motivation to 
communicate availability. Interviews also showed evidence indicating core 
participants’ interest in collaboration: 

“What I would usually do is a very quick thing like saying I’m phone … usually I kind of say  
I hear you but not now …and sometimes I say I can’t talk now … I usually kind of point to 
the phone in the video so it gets updated” (Interview Participant 13) 

“If I’m at home because I don’t have webcam I will tend to use this [presence message] 
more, and it’s more to give extra information in terms of where I am, if I’m away or 
something like that and that is basically because they don’t have access to video” (Interview 
Participant 14) 

“I noticed P15 was trying to get my attention but I was away.  Now that I am back I 
responded to him and I am in conversation with him” (Diary log, Participant 9) 

On the contrary, the non-core group considered the system more as a passive 
awareness display rather than an active space to establish interaction. As a 
consequence the community expectations regarding the importance of contributions 
conflicted with the non-core group interests of using CB. For example, non-core 
members did not consider it necessary to immediately react to messages sent by others, 
having little interest in the notification of new messages:  

“I haven't noticed [his message] since I haven't wanted to contact him” (Diary log, 
Participant 12) 

While members of the core group were excited about the possibility to overhear 
different conversations and felt more involved in the community, the non-core group 
often reported that conversations that did not involve them were perceived as too 
distracting:  

“Distractive… I guess there were often times where people would write message to each 
other and it wasn’t relevant to me in that case I would rather like not show me but I don’t 
know how to …” (Interview Participant 8) 

“So I don’t even pay attention if there is something new because I don’t care, it wasn’t 
interesting for me” (Interview Participant 12) 

Finally, at the individual level participants’ attitudes and preferences towards privacy 
and interaction also influenced the needs of collaboration within the community and 
the groups they belonged to:  

“…But I think some people try to create the community and others [just] to see it” 
(Interview Participant 6) 

“Differences [in the use of CB] are sources for people to judge others…and discriminate 
others… could be technical differences, differences in behaviour, etc…and usually to 
overcome that differences require a lot of cognitive effort for the party that wants to 
balance them” (Interview Participant 13).  

Participants had to deal with whatever individual differences in behaviour that might 
have conflicted with the general social practices. Those differences, like for example, 
a participants’ decision to not use video, was mostly compensated with an individual 
effort to maintain their desired level of connection with the community; otherwise 
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such participants felt being treated as second-rate citizen and experienced a decrease 
in their privileges as full members: 

“Because not having a webcam does require more effort [for me] to project [my] nimbus” 
(Interview Participant 10). 

“I know that if I didn’t have the video people wouldn’t respond to me in the same way, 
cause I actually did like when I was using CB in Banff long time ago they almost ignored me 
because I didn’t have a video” (Interview Participant 4) 

The decision not to use a webcam affected both the non-video participants as well as 
the video-participants. Video participants reported non-video behaviours as less 
collaborative than expected, having to coordinate other’s lack of full video settings or 
discriminate him/her directing their attention to the ones with full video. Figure 4.10 
(p.93) shows how Participant 15 (non-video) was ignored by Participant 13, and even 
displaced when Participant 13 preferred to first contact Participant 3 (video) despite 
the previous representations of Participant 15 to contact him. Non-video participants 
would suffer from such discrimination even though the reasons of the absence of 
video could be a technical/organizational limitation rather than a privacy motivation. 
For example, home offices added extra social tensions to the use of video, or some 
work settings banned the use of webcam. 

Delays were another example of conflicts between community and individual 
expectations. Participants reported that delays and omissions were acceptable 
coordination devices for the community, which was also observed in the logs where a 
number of presentations did not relate to repairs when a reaction was not received. 
However, participants also reported that delays and omissions were less optimal 
contributions as they generated uncertainty (‘why is she not responding?’). 

Summarizing, the collaboration component of PGM was represented by: 

– Contributions pairs, where incidental and intentional contributions described 
different aspects of collaboration. Incidental contributions described lightweight 
collaboration practices on the basis that a shared understanding existed regarding 
the meanings of existing representations. Intentional contributions described 
heavier collaboration practices on the basis that existing shared understanding 
was considered insufficient, therefore there was a need to develop the necessary 
understanding.  

– Community, group and individual’s interaction needs, which were described 
based on different levels of collaboration. The community defines acceptable 
behaviours to increase the community benefit; groups develop ways to contribute 
in a socially acceptable way but without affecting their desire level of 
engagement; similarly individuals contribute to align to the community 
expectations as well group and individual preferences.  

4.4.3 Signalling in privacy coordination 
The coding analysis identified five characterizations to describe the coordination 
signals. They covered signals from content and outeraction channels as well as 
incidental and intentional contributions.  

According to the Common Ground theory, track-II characterizations describe 
coordination signals in communication activities as: brief, distinctive, in the 
background, and simultaneous to the related track-I signals. A more refined 
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classification of track-II signals was further drawn based on channels and 
intentionality: 

– Channel was used to distinguish the support of content and coordination signals. 
In section 4.1 content and outeraction channels were introduced classifying signals 
regarding the design goals of a system. Content channels were primarily designed 
to communicate content. Outeraction channels, were primarily designed to 
communicate awareness (see Table 4.2 for the list of content and outeraction 
channels offered by CB). In order to produce lightweight coordination signals 
(following the track-II characterizations) it would be expected that a content 
channel would be used to exchange track-I signals (content) and an outeraction 
channel to exchange track-II signals (coordination). 

– Intentionality described the effort required to represent incidental or intentional 
contributions. Incidental contributions used the extant common ground to assume 
a shared understanding of the intentions conveyed in an existing representation. 
They corresponded either to automatically generated representations or to content 
signals incidentally used in initiations of communication. Intentional contributions 
developed mechanisms that explicitly grounded privacy intentions that were 
conveyed in an existing representation.  

The analysis of channels and intentionality aimed to classify the relationship between 
the effort to produce/attend a contribution of interpersonal privacy and the design and 
affordances of the channel chosen to present such a contribution.  

It is important to note the distinction between channels and tracks. Users could use the 
same channel to represent track-I and track-II signals regardless whether it was 
content or outeraction channel. Depending on their coordination needs, individuals 
continuously assessed what the appropriate channel to use for that purpose was. For 
example, Figure 4.11 (p.93) illustrates how P10 used a video representation (an 
outeraction channel) to exchange content (track-I signal) as a conversation. To ground 
his intention, P10 and P15 used the chat channel (a content channel) to signal and 
ground (track-II signals) the access to the content presented in the video.  

From the coding analysis presented in section 4.4.1 the observed interpersonal privacy 
coordination signals were classified based on five characterizations. Figure 4.20 maps 
these characterizations with the intentionality and channel dimensions. The symbols +, 
±, and – are used to represent the track-II characterizations in the same order as in the 
log extracts: brief, distinct, background, and simultaneous. The percentages in the 
chart were calculated for the total number of coordination signals (522).  

 

Figure 4.20: Mapping of intentionality, channels and track-II characterizations (brief, 
distinctive, background and simultaneous) of coordination signals.  
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Looking at Figure 4.20, 63% of the coded contributions did not present all four 
characterizations of track-II signals. They corresponded to three different 
representations, which were classified in three different quadrants in the figure. Two 
of these representations (+ − + +, + − + −) corresponded to incidental contributions 
described as considerably lightweight but not sufficiently distinctive from track-I 
signals. These non-distinctive signals occurred in the content-incidental (30%) and 
outeraction-incidental (13%) quadrants. These signals were used to incidentally 
coordinate privacy. In content channels, they corresponded to initiations contributing 
directly to the content of the communication so that coordination was a side effect of 
the content exchange of information. In the outeraction channels, incidental signals 
were automatically generated to provide awareness, which could eventually be used 
as coordination signals. The third representation (− + − −) corresponded to intentional 
contributions described as distinctive at the cost of not being brief, in the background 
or simultaneous with track-I signals. These distinctive but heavyweight coordination 
signals were classified in the content-intentional (20%) quadrant. They were used to 
explicitly coordinate the initiations for communication. Participants used intentional 
contributions in content channels when ‘distinctiveness’ was considered an important 
condition in their coordination process. In this way they could facilitate the 
understanding of their intentions, by adding additional cost to the signalling and 
grounding process. Figure 4.13 (p.93) and Figure 4.17 (p.94) illustrate situations 
where ‘none’ or ‘to some extent’ distinctive representations of ‘away’ status required 
intentional contributions to establish understanding of a delayed reaction: the ‘away’ 
signal in both cases intended to communicate that P9 was busy and could only react 
later. Another reason to use intentional contributions was in response to the subjective 
meanings of incidental signals. It was observed that most incidental signals did not 
represent a single meaning all the time. For example, in some occasions ‘away’ meant 
‘I am not in my office’ therefore a delay was most likely to be expected, while in 
other situations it meant ‘I am in my office but at this moment my attention is not 
focused on my screen’ so a sooner answer could be expected (see Figure 4.12, p.93, 
where P7, though ‘away’, reacted almost immediately to P2@lap). Therefore, these 
representations had to constantly signal and ground the ‘distinctiveness’ as a 
coordination signal for different purposes. 

The 37% remaining representations presented all four aspects of track-II signals and 
described two types of intentional contributions, which were characterized as + ± + +
and + ± + ±. These patterns described the signals as to some extent distinctive without 
compromising the lightweight aspect of the signalling. Most of them (29%) were 
classified in the outeraction-intentional quadrant with the exception of few signals 
(8%) in the content-intentional quadrant. In the outeraction channel these signals 
corresponded to users’ actions that represented their availability in the system, such as 
the logging indicator, online status, and access to a place. In the content channel, 
initiations that used question-marks were described as adding some intentionality to 
the content exchange.  

The classification of incidental and intentional contributions, track-II characterizations 
and content and outeraction channels resulted in four classes of coordination signals: 

– Incidental contributions in a content channel (+ − + +) were content-based 
messages without explicit representations to coordinate an initiation. In Figure 
4.15 (p.94), P13’s initiation message was intended to directly contribute to the 
content of the conversation, which worked as an incidental contribution to 
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coordinate initiation. In this case P13 assumed P1’s availability as a common 
ground for this purpose. Initiating communication by sharing content signals like 
chat messages, sticky notes, web items and photo items were characterized under 
this category.  

– Incidental contributions in an outeraction channel (+ − + −) were existing 
representations, mostly contributing to awareness information, which 
communicators used to coordinate interaction. Figure 4.9 (p.93) illustrates a 
situation where a video snapshot was considered sufficient to coordinate the end 
of an ongoing conversation. As noted earlier, incidental contributions were coded 
as not sufficiently distinctive coordination signals. Furthermore, outeraction 
channels were designed to be in the periphery. Therefore signals in this dimension 
were likely to be ignored by users as existing representations of privacy borders. 
For example, a video channel was constantly broadcasting information that could 
be used intentionally for a specific coordination purpose, but most often it was 
there to incidentally developing common ground. Video snapshots and automatic 
changes of status that triggered initiation were characterized under this category. 

– Intentional contributions in a content channel were coordination signals 
characterized as distinctive, but not brief, not in the background and not 
simultaneous to the associated track-I signals. Choosing a content channel for 
track-II signalling required a bigger effort for both producing as well as attending 
the signal. They were highly distinctive as presentations of privacy intentions and 
therefore a sounder basis for coordinating privacy needs. Figure 4.14 (p.94) shows  
how P1 and P9 used five intentional contributions (− + − −) in the chat channel to 
coordinate the intentions of P1’s video presentation. Another more subtle 
intentional coordination in this category was characterized by a content message 
using a symbol that could represent intentions to coordinate, like a question mark 
(+ ± + +). In this case, the characterization was lighter than in the first case, as it 
primarily contributed to the content of the conversation but it was to some extent 
more distinctive as a coordination signal (Figure 4.16, p. 94). 

– Intentional contributions in an outeraction channel (+ ± + ±) were characterized 
as brief, moderately distinctive, simultaneous and in the background. They were 
considered as sufficient contributions to ground intentions. For example, a manual 
change of status to ‘away’ could be used as a shared understanding to coordinate 
unavailability. User-generated signals in outeraction channels regarding 
connection (on/off), self-presentation (presence message, nimbus, and picture), 
invitation to places, and alerts were characterized under this category.

Table 4.9 indicates the frequency of the coordination signals in the intentionality-
channel dimension. A chi square analysis (χ2 = 24.3, df = 1, p < 0.0001) showed a 
high correlation between intentionality and channels. The frequencies of the signals 
observed deviated from what might be expected when treating the data as an additive 
model. The calculation showed an increase of about 21% over a random distribution 
of the cells intentional-outeraction and incidental-content. This meant that incidental 
signals correlated with content channels and intentional signals correlated with 
outeraction channels. This reflected the cases in which content-based initiations 
successfully initiate conversation (incidental signals in content channel) and the cases 
in which manual changes of status, presence name, video blurring, log in/out, access 
to place, etc. successfully initiate/trigger conversation (intentional signals in 
outeraction channels). 
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Table 4.9: Frequencies of coordination signals within the intentionality-channel 
dimensions 

 Content  Outeraction  Total 
Incidental 158 69 227 
Intentional  143 152 295 
Total 301 221 522 

This result confirms that participants use incidental signals to coordinate initiations 
based on content exchange, and intentional signals to explicitly coordinate initiations.  

These correlations reflected a tension when choosing the channel and the 
intentionality of their coordination purposes. As observed earlier, in terms of track-II 
characterizations, intentional contributions were described as highly distinctive at the 
cost of brevity, peripheralness and simultaneity; while incidental signals were brief, in 
the background and simultaneous at the cost of distinctiveness. Therefore, choosing 
lightweight channels (outeraction channels) to represent intentional signals might 
have reflected participants’ intention to balance the heavyweight of such 
representations; similarly choosing explicit channels (content channels) to represent 
incidental signals might have reflected participants’ intention to better represent the 
intentionality of such signals. In other words, it was observed that participants were 
constantly balancing how much effort they were willing to put in their coordination 
activities and how effective they wanted to be when presenting signals to coordinate 
their initiations.  

For example, participants’ choice to use incidental signalling as sufficient contribution 
for the coordination of their interactions, reflected an “ideal” situations of signalling 
and grounding, as such choices allowed for lightweight representations of privacy 
borders to establish understanding. However, it was observed that in some cases these 
choices did not guarantee effective signalling and grounding, as the lack of 
distinctiveness in incidental signals required additional grounding effort to establish a 
common understanding of the produced signal. Figure 4.10 (p.93) shows how P15’s 
incidental signal in the chat was not enough to get P13’s attention, so P15 used an 
alert to ground his intentions to reach P13. Another example showed how 
participant’s choice for outeraction channels to produce lightweight representations 
did also in some cases required additional effort as the peripheralness of such 
representations required high signalling effort to become a shared understanding. In 
Figure 4.17 (p.94) P9 manually changed his status to ‘away’, but that was not enough 
to prevent P13 from sending an initiation. P9, later, felt the need to add an explanation 
of his status representation.  

This study confirms that track-II characterizations can be used to describe the 
signalling process to represent privacy borders. The signalling characterizations 
depend on communicators’ needs for grounding intentionality and the channels 
available to represent such a signal. 

Existing representations of shared basis are easily recognized in face-to-face settings 
by using lightweight mechanisms such as proximity, pointing at, etc. However, a 
different situation could be observed with respect to representations supported by 
mediated technology. The lack of parallel channels to support track-II signalling did 
not provide users with light ways to ensure that a representation was indeed attended 
and understood by the intended audience as a coordination device. 
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These observations identified users’ need for grounding intentionality in mediated 
communication. In contrast to face-to-face settings, users of Awareness Systems often 
fail to recognize whether available representations of awareness could be considered 
as coordination devices of interpersonal privacy. According to the shared basis 
principle of Common Ground a representation to be considered a shared basis for a 
coordination purpose, needs to be mutually recognized by all communicators and all 
communicators need to know that is known and understood by others. The concept of 
grounding intentionality is further discussed in section 4.5. 

4.4.4 Grounding in privacy coordination 
From the pilot study it was observed that the grounding process, in mediated systems, 
was primarily intended to establish a common understanding of the existing 
representations to become coordination devices. This included actions that ensure that 
a privacy border representation was shared and attended by everyone and that an 
understanding of such representation had been mutually established. PGM 
characterized privacy grounding in mediated communication by describing how 
existing representations 14  become common ground representations that regulate 
privacy borders. Therefore, the analysis presented in this section looks at the 
development and use of common ground on the basis of representations that are 
available in the system. 

Common Ground theory stipulated that communicators coordinate their interactions 
by developing common ground representations to establish the necessary shared 
knowledge. PGM characterized grounding as the process of developing and using the 
following common ground representations:  
– Common ground development referred to Clark’s definition of grounding, i.e. the 

process by which common ground 15  was accumulated. Developing common 
ground was characterized by the use of intentional contributions by creating 
shared representations to establish a common understanding. For example in 
Figure 4.11 (p.93) P10’s message ‘hey p15, did you see my wall decoration?’ was 
used to coordinate P15’s attention to a presentation that was available in the video 
channel. The message was an intentional contribution to develop an understanding 
that the video, although visible, was indeed seen and attended by P15.  

– Common ground use was characterized by the use of incidental representations as 
coordination devices assuming that a shared understanding of such representations 
had already been established. Figure 4.12 (p.93) illustrates the influence of the 
automatic signals of status and connection to the system, to coordinate 
presentations and delays. For example, participant P7 sent a message to P2@lap 
right after he disconnected from the system. P2’s disconnection signal suggested 
to P7 to wait for an answer until P2 was back online. 

Table 4.10 presents different coordination pairs observed in the study and how they 
describe the grounding process as they developed or used common ground. Figure 
 
14 As explained earlier “shared events” and “conventions” although present in the process of grounding 
privacy, seem to play a tangential role in mediated communication as they are built on a broader scope 
than only the activities concerning the system interaction. 
15 It is important to note the distinction of grounding and common ground: grounding represents the 
process of developing common ground while common ground itself represents the knowledge 
participants shared through conventions, current representations and shared events.  
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4.17 (p.94) shows how P9 used incidental representations to communicate 
information about himself as well as his momentary unavailability to interact in CB. 
P13, on the other hand, decided to use intentional coordination signals to initiate 
interaction. While P9 was away P13 did not insist on reaching P9’s attention, but as 
soon as P9 was back online, P13 used message and alert signals to coordinate 
initiation. 

Table 4.10: Contribution pairs characterized by whether they develop and/or use 
common ground representations (CG).  

Contribution pairs Developing 
CG  

Using  
CG  

An intentional contribution (P10) coordinated by an 
intentional contribution (P15). See Figure 4.11 (p.93) 

An incidental contribution (P1) coordinated by an 
intentional contribution (P9). See Figure 4.14 (p.94) 

is 

Yes Yes/No 

An incidental contribution coordinated by an 
incidental contribution. See Figure 4.10  (p.93) 
(initiation); Figure 4.15 (p.94) 

An intentional contribution (P13) coordinated by an 
incidental contribution (P1). See Figure 4.16 (p.94) 

is 

No Yes 

Summarizing, needs for grounding intentionality were manifested from the following 
observations: 

– Incidental contributions in outeraction channels based on system-generated 
signals (video snapshots and automatic status change) likely required intentional 
contributions to build common ground and to become coordination devices. 

– Intentional contributions in outeraction channels, such as controls in the presence 
item (blur and nimbus) served as representations of privacy borders, however, 
they sometimes required explicit grounding to better communicate the meanings 
of such representations as coordination devices. 

This study confirms that most privacy borders representations using outeraction 
channels required to ground their intentionality. Their meanings as privacy border 
representations were likely to be misunderstood or to be unnoticed.  

Incidental contributions in content channels, such as initiations based on content-
based signals often served as lightweight representations of initiation and reactions 
would in a lightweight manner continue the exchange of content. Only in cases in 
which the signal of availability in an outeraction channel failed to represent a delayed 
reaction, then explicit grounding was needed. 

Only intentional contributions in content channels (chat), such as ‘are you at home?’ 
and alerts, were always considered sufficiently grounded as coordination devices, 
although in most cases at the cost of lightweight.  

4.4.5 Regulation of privacy borders in privacy coordination 
From the coding analysis it was not always possible to identify only one privacy 
border for each coordination signal. The difficulty to assess which border was being 
coordinated, was due to the fact that participants’ intentions were hidden from the 
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logs and only an educated guess could be made after triangulating data from 
interviews and diary logs.  

Results from the data triangulation confirm that participants’ coordination activities 
aimed at regulating their needs for interaction (solitude), information about 
themselves (confidentiality), and their identity within the community (autonomy).   

The most common example was the representations of presence messages. In all 
cases these representations were considered as coordinating confidentiality borders 
since participants used them to disclose extra information about their whereabouts: “I 
hate macs” (Participant 9); “Camera is not working” (Participant 13); “Late night me” (Participant 12); 
“Drinking eggnog” (Participant 13). Communicators used these signals to increase the 
shared knowledge about themselves with no clear intentions to coordinate interaction 
(although they could potentially trigger interaction). However, in many occasions the 
content of such representations was also intended to communicate availability 
information, which could be seen as ways to coordinate solitude borders: “Two hours of 
skate skiing (till 1pm)” (Participant 13); “Reading” (Participant 4); “Back to work” (Participant 13); 
“gone” (Participant 12). Through these signals communicators gave the opportunity to 
others to make an educated guess of when to interact.  

From outeraction channels participants used nimbus, blurring options, and non-
video option to intentionally coordinate confidentiality of their video signals. 
Confidentiality coordination was also observed in the presence messages and in the 
chat channel. These controls allowed participants to adapt their self-representation16.
In fact, they were used by participants to increase or decrease the amount of 
information about themselves presented in the system.  

The alert function was primarily used to coordinate solitude. Often it was used to 
repair a previous initiation of interaction emphasizing the need to get other’s attention. 
Figure 4.10 (p.93) shows how P13 after a long waiting for P15’s reaction, used the 
alert to emphasize the intention of his first message to request P15’s attention. Less 
often, participants manually changed their status to ‘away’ and then turned it back to 
‘available’ as a representation of solitude borders. 

The presence message was used for some participants to control solitude by keeping 
others updated of their activities informing in the case someone wanted to contact 
them.  

“If I really wouldn’t want to be contacted I would probably change it [presence message]” 
(Interview Participant 12) 

Other participants used presence messages as a way to control confidentiality by 
adding more fidelity to the self-representations available in CB.  

“My [self] projection needs to be reinforced so I use all the features [offered] … it seems 
to me that some people use it [presence message] to state the obvious … I’d like to 
provide something more ” (Interview Participant 9) 

16 Control of self-representations is explained by the need to control confidentiality: the fidelity of self-
image. 
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Delays and omissions were also identified as coordination devices used to control 
solitude17. These devices seemed to be acceptable practices as no visible reparations 
were made during a delay (Figure 4.13, p.93 shows P9 waiting for P10’s reaction). 
Yet conflicting evidence was found in the interviews: participants reported that 
‘waiting’ and ‘delaying’ was perceived as a frustrating experience, indicating the need 
to support grounding of intentionality of such signals. Participants explained that, 
when expressing their unavailability by delaying a reaction there was no possibility to 
ground such an intention without incurring too much effort. Similarly, when 
confronted with a delay they did not have enough information to decide whether to 
wait or to insist to get the desired attention. 

“What I need is a very light way for me to acknowledge them ‘I am here but there is this 
reason why I am not responding” (Interview Participant 9) 

“It bothers me sometimes [waiting] … I respect the fact that he’s working but I guess I like 
to know why he doesn’t respond right away and I don’t get that information … I don’t 
know if he hasn’t noticed my message or he noticed it but he is in the middle of something 
and chose not to [respond]” (Interview Participant 1) 

The possibility to blur one’s video, or not to use video provided evidence that 
autonomy control was an acceptable practice and well supported by CB. In addition, 
participants could coordinate their autonomy (identity) through mechanisms such as 
delays and omissions. Another representation of autonomy control is illustrated in 
Figure 4.19 (p.94). The figure shows how participants joined a conversation without 
being directly related to the topic of conversation, but contributing to its content in 
different ways. Other examples include the use of video to make jokes about each 
other, or the use of chat representations to include jokes in others’ conversations.  

A parallel could be drawn between this finding and the analysis of CB in a related 
study (Romero, McEwan, and Greenberg, 2007). In the study it was indicated that the 
controls of self-representation, such as nimbus and blurring, offered functionality that 
did not match with the awareness participants intended to develop. For example, 
moving the nimbus slider in most cases seemed too cumbersome to dynamically 
represent different levels of people’s unavailability. 

Further, autonomy control using incidental contributions like delays, omissions or 
non-video representations, evidenced the need to repair the damage caused to others, 
as such representations might cause frustration and uncertainty to others.  

4.4.6 Conclusions 
In the previous sections the role of the PGM components as descriptors of 
interpersonal privacy coordination was verified. PGM components described the 
process where (existing) representations of privacy borders required lightweight 
signalling and grounding mechanisms to become common ground. Signalling a 
privacy border ensured that its representation became a shared knowledge, so it could 
be recognized by everyone as a privacy border. Grounding a privacy border ensured 
that its representation was mutually understood, so that everyone could use it as 
common ground in the coordination process.  

 
17 The coordination devices of delay and omission could also be explained by the need to control 
autonomy: the willing to do as own wishes.                                 
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Particularly, conclusions demonstrated that outeraction channels in Awareness 
Systems provided relevant information to represent privacy borders. However in most 
cases communicators needed lightweight mechanisms to intentionally signal and 
ground the privacy implications of such representations. A trade-off was identified 
between the use of outeraction channels and the presentation of intentional 
coordination. It seems necessary to add interactivity to outeraction channels to keep 
their lightweight characteristics as well as to provide opportunities to coordinate the 
intentionality of their signals. 

The collaboration component of PGM characterized coordination signals as sequences 
of presentations and reactions. Regarding their intentionality different levels of 
collaboration were described. If the needs for coordination required special actions, 
collaboration was represented by a sequence of intentional presentations and reactions 
to develop the necessary common ground representations. If there was no need for 
explicit coordination, collaboration was represented by a sequence of incidental 
contributions using existing common ground representations to base their shared 
understanding. For example, if a logged user was busy, he might incidentally rely on 
the automatic ‘away’ or ‘idle’ representation of his online status to coordinate his 
desire for solitude. If someone was trying to reach him anyway, he might then use 
intentional signals to explicitly indicate his unavailability to others.  

It is important to note that both incidental and intentional contributions were 
considered collaborative practices as soon as both communicators were sharing the 
same understanding. In general, the use of incidental contributions was considered 
less collaborative if a shared understanding was not been established. Similarly, the 
use of intentional contributions when the other party did not seem to need them, was 
also considered as less collaborative. For example, Pete assumed that Anne needed 
more information about his intentions to contact her, as she was not responding his 
presentations. Anne assumed she had sufficient information but was not able to react 
immediately. As her intentions were not properly shared, Pete added more intentional 
messages, but Anne considered them as less collaborative than if Pete would wait for 
her reaction.  

Another aspect to clarify was that collaboration was analyzed regarding the process 
and not the outcome of the coordination activity. In CB, no unsatisfactory outcome 
was observed regarding less collaborative contributions, as no visible indication of 
discontent was formulated during a conversation (e.g. “why you are not responding?”). 
Nevertheless the use of less collaborative signals such as delays and omissions, 
although socially accepted, generated distress at an individual level18.

4.5 Implications of PGM – grounding intentionality 
In this section the concept of “grounding intentionality” is defined, and a discussion of its 
relation with the need for ambiguity is presented. 

Grounding intentionality was defined as a process in the coordination activities of 
interpersonal privacy in which individuals established a common understanding of the 
coordination purposes of existing (borders) representations. For example, to use a 
 
18 This relates closely to an observation by McCarthy and Monk 1994 referring to the restricted 
capacity of channels in mediated communication compared to a face-to-face situation. They stated that 
the limitations of mediated channels might not affect the task outcome itself but it would hinder the 
effectiveness of its process, mostly affecting the cognitive load of the individuals involved. 
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blurred video as a privacy coordination signal, its representation as a coordination 
signal had to be shared and understood by everyone.  

The following analysis examined the coordination signals − + − − (102 signals) 
observed in the intentional-content quadrant of Figure 4.20, which corresponded to 
track-II signals in the chat channel. The aim was to examine in more detail the process 
of grounding intentionality supported by that these signals.  

To analyze these signals as contribution units, their contribution was examined 
looking at the first pair in a coordination sequence. Four categories were identified 
explaining how these signals were used. Figure 4.21 shows the four categories, each 
corresponding to a contribution pair which is represented in between brackets: the 
top-signal represents the presentation and the bottom-signal the reaction or repair.  

 

Figure 4.21: Classification of intentional contribution units in the chat channel (- + - -) 

A total of 52 contribution units were initiated using a presentation/acceptance pair 
within these four categories. Therefore, 52 out of the 102 intentional signals 
corresponded to the first pair of the coordination unit and the other 50 belonged to 
related pairs inside a unit.  

The first category (12 units) represented the explicit coordination of someone else’s 
(video) representation to understand what was the intended interaction of that 
representation, e.g. ‘why are you blurred?’. The second category (9 units) represented 
the explicit coordination of signals like alert or connection to understand the 
implication of interaction, e.g. ‘Did you ping me?’. The third category (13 pairs) 
represented the explicit coordination of one’s availability within a conversation, e.g. ‘I 
was in a meeting’. The last category (18 pairs) represented the explicit coordination of 
other’s availability using text coordination signals to initiate a conversation, e.g. ‘I 
want to ask you a question’. It was represented in by only one signal in Figure 4.21, as 
it was the only category where the explicit coordination was initiated without 
referring to any existing representations, like for example, ‘hey P1 are you there?’, or 
‘is P14 at home with you?’. The reactions to such initiations varied but in most cases 
they continued the coordination with answers like ‘yes’, ‘I was in a meeting’, etc. 

The three top categories in Figure 4.21, represented 65% of the total contribution pairs 
and described how text-based track-II signals were used to ground intentionality of 
existing representations. In categories 2 and 3, the initial contribution pair described a 
pair of presentation and repair in which the track-II signal could be the presentation or 

Br Di Ba Si 
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the repair. For example, a track-II intentional signal could repair (emphasize) an 
outeraction presentation, like an ‘available’ status followed by a message ‘I am back’. 
Or a track-II intentional presentation was observed by an outeraction representation, 
like a message ‘I am gone’ followed by an ‘offline’ signal. 

Observations of the use of alerts as initiation signals showed how such representations 
were used as grounded coordination devices, however they could also require some 
grounding effort to be correctly understood. A total of sixteen alerts were recorded: 
ten were used to initiate, and six to repair (insist on) a previous presentation. A total 
of nine reactions to those alerts were recorded, in which four were used to ground the 
alert. 

When observing face-to-face situations, the explicit process to ground intentionality 
seems unnecessary. The richness and the quality of track-II signals in such settings, 
support the use of incidental joint actions to iteratively reach the necessary grounding. 
For example, the presence of someone entering a public room can be grounded by 
incidental signals like steps, a cough, and opening/closing door, at what the others 
present in the room can react to with a welcome gesture, a glance or the lack of signal 
which grounds that the presence of other has been unnoticed. Considering that 
multiple channels are an expensive and not always an appropriate requirement in the 
design of peripheral communication technologies, it seems necessary to provide 
lightweight mechanisms to ground available representations. Grounding intentionality 
distinguishes the signalling and grounding aspects of track-II signals to support the 
development and use of coordination devices from existing representations:   

(a) Lightweight mechanisms should support the signalling of existing representations 
so they could be shared by the intended audience.  

(b) Lightweight mechanisms should support grounding of the existing representations 
so their meanings as interpersonal privacy borders could be mutually understood 
by the intended audience. 

For example, in CB, video representations were described as incidental contributions 
lacking any lightweight mechanism to support the signalling and grounding of such 
representations as interpersonal privacy borders. Although video was visible to all CB 
users, there was no easy way (in addition to text) to ensure that shared attention was 
given at one’s video for coordination purposes. In addition, the controls offered to 
change video settings (blur effect, shield lens, angle view, etc.) did not represent the 
awareness that wanted to be communicated, hindering the common understanding of 
such changes as privacy borders. 

Another example was the use of status representations as privacy borders. Figure 4.13 
(p.94) illustrates a delay represented by a set of incidental signals (automatic changes 
of status from ‘online’ to ‘away’), which seemed to be insufficient to signal and 
ground ones’ unavailability for communication. P10 sent a message to P9, despite the 
status representation of P9’s as ‘away’. This situation was later noticed by P9, who 
assumed that his ‘away’ representations were not enough for P10 to ground his 
temporary absence; therefore he intentionally signalled and grounded his absence to 
acknowledge his delay.  

Acknowledging delay allows an individual to have control over his availability while 
at the same time being collaborative through minimizing others’ uncertainty about the 
meaning of his/her representation. The initiator was then able to use this shared 
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knowledge and coordinate recipient’s intention to interact. In CB, recipients 
acknowledged a delay by explicitly writing a message: 

I kind of say “I hear you but not now” … sometimes I say “I can’t talk now” (Interview 
Participant 13) 

If I didn’t want to reply I just ignore it or send a quick “I’ll be back” (Interview Participant 8) 

Nevertheless, participants reported that these coordination devices did not provide 
lightweight means for the recipient to signal and ground intentions of a delay without 
incurring in an unwanted interaction: 

When I’m connected to my Mac I don’t have keyboard access but I have two mice, so if 
there was a button or a [mouse] gesture to let people know “I’m here but there is this 
reason why I’m not responding” I would appreciate that (Interview Participant 9) 

Therefore, an important requirement of grounding intentionality indicates that 
minimizing uncertainty of others should not discourage the development and use of 
coordination devices. Representations should be flexibly signalled and grounded, to 
respond to special personal needs where an extremely lightweight signalling and a 
less informative grounding (more ambiguity) could be necessary: 

Usually I feel highly compelled to respond immediately, most to everybody I feel like I 
should respond right away, though some times when I choose not to, then I will try to 
make it look like I’m not in my computer by having my IM go away so the person thinks I 
just left, so I do have these little tactics… (Interview Participant 15) 

4.5.1 Ambiguity 
In CB grounding on ambiguity was represented by a freedom of action. Any 
behaviour was acceptable. For example, participants were able to use less 
collaborative behaviours as acceptable coordination practices of their initiations, such 
as, turning on or off the video channel or minimizing an image of themselves, or not 
responding immediately to a message. However, lightweight mechanisms were 
missing to help communicators ground their intentions of such behaviours without 
breaching their needs of interaction. In the following quote, participant 4 reported that 
he did not mind that the recipient was not responding, but he wanted to know why. 

“It’s definitely frustrating to don’t know if people are really responding … you see in the 
video that they are actually looking at the screen … so you want to get a hold on them 
cause you know that they are there but sometimes they don’t respond … so I’m like “why 
don’t they respond?” (Interview Participant 4) 

The study confirms that CB allowed for a variety of socially accepted behaviours that 
offered sufficient ambiguity to develop different ways of grounding within the 
community. From a design perspective, it is crucial to support grounding 
intentionality while allowing some degree of ambiguity. 
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4.6 Discussion 
In this section a brief discussion on the methodology used for the validation study is 
presented.  

The research methodology used in this study followed the triangulation framework of 
Mackay and Fayard (1997) to consolidate the findings based on theory, observations 
and design practices (see Chapter I).  

The analysis presented in this study examined interpersonal privacy management as a 
coordination process using PGM’s components, mechanisms and characterizations. 
The three layers of the model allowed the researcher to move from general to detailed 
levels of descriptions of individual’s privacy behaviours within a community. In 
addition, interpersonal privacy needs were examined looking at different levels of 
expectations defined by the community as a whole, by the sub-groups within the 
community, and by the individual.  

The type of social interaction that could exist between the experimenter and the 
participants might have influenced the data collected. Therefore, the data collection 
techniques used in this study sought for minimizing these interactions while collecting 
rich qualitative and quantitative data: 

– The experimenter conducted observations during the four months of setting up, 
conducting and debriefing the study. During that period the experimenter was 
physically located in the main working area interacting on a daily basis with most 
of the participants. This helped to gather information of individual and social 
aspects of the community and their relation with the use of the Community Bar. 
During the four weeks of conducting the study, the experimenter limited her 
interaction to face-to-face encounters without participating in the virtual 
community supported by CB. 

– Amongst the four data collection techniques used, the data logger was the least 
intrusive. The logger tool operated in the background recording all interactions 
that occurred in the system with a minimal effect on participants’ behaviour. 
Despite the fact that participants gave consent for logging, it was possible to 
observe engagement in private conversations indicating that they were not 
consciously aware of the logging activity. 

– Diary logs to some extent affected the way participants experienced CB. 
Participants were instructed to provide answers to the prompted questions with the 
freedom to ignore questions at any time. They could also type in the diary any 
experience they might like to report at any moment. The system was designed to 
repeat questions, in order to sample participants’ reflections over time. This 
caused that once participants had reported an event, they felt annoyed to get the 
same question again as their experience seemed not to change over time. After the 
first week, participants began to ignore repeated questions, which affected the 
quantity of answers provided. However, the collected diaries proved to provide 
valuable insights allowing to understand the intentions behind certain actions, 
which would not have been possible to capture from the data logs alone and which 
were more accurate than the reflections obtained from post-interviews. 

– Post-interviews collected participants’ reflections over the related hypotheses and 
theories by confronting them with specialized terminology related to privacy and 
the PGM. Although participants had no expertise in the topic of privacy or 
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Common Ground, they were all researchers in the areas of CSCW and Groupware, 
and therefore sensitized to theories of awareness, control mechanisms and other 
related works, which made them able to reflect on their practices using the terms 
and concepts described to them. 

Following Yin’s framework, data triangulation and a second coder were used for data 
analysis to increase the reliability of the findings. The presented study analyzed three 
sources of data: conversational content, participants’ interaction behaviours using CB, 
and their attitudes and reflections about their interactions in CB. This triangulation 
helped to confirm the presence of social collaboration in privacy coordination 
practices, but also allowed to identify the nuances in people’s need for coordination. 
Participants sought for balancing collaboration between the needs for coordination 
and the social and individual effort they were willing to invest.  

Alternatives to PGM were not explicitly considered during the validation study, as 
most well-known alternatives like legal and security privacy solutions seemed to not 
fit in the context of interpersonal privacy studied from a social perspective. The 
proposed approach looked for social theories where collaboration was considered a 
fundamental assumption to describe interpersonal privacy coordination as a border 
regulation process based on signalling and grounding mechanisms. The case study 
used for the validation represented an intimate community to ensure collaboration. 

In Chapter V an experiment is described that provides empirical evidence that 
coordination activities in the domain of mediated communication are also 
collaborative. It evaluates the effect of social and technical conditions on the 
collaborative practices of users of mediated communication systems. 

 





Chapter V 
5 Collaborative Coordination 

in Mediated Settings 
 

This experiment19 aims to test the need for collaboration comparing 
different social and technical conditions in mediated communication. 
Interpersonal privacy is studied in the context of interruption 
behaviours. The experiment provides relevant evidence regarding 
communicators’ preference to regulate their privacy borders 
collaboratively through manual coordination or let their borders being 
automatically regulated by a system. In addition, the experiment also 
aims to identify design implications to support the coordination of 
interruptions. 

This chapter reports primarily on the discussions regarding 
collaborative behaviours and system preferences. The social conditions 
and differences between initiators and recipients addressed in the 
experiment are further discussed in Romero et al. (2007b). 

19 This chapter is based on the paper: Romero, N., Matysiak Szóstek, A., Kaptein M. 
and Markopoulos, P. (2007) Behaviours and Preferences when Coordinating 
Mediated Interruptions: Social and System Influence. In Proc ESCW 2007 
(September 24-28) 
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5.1 Related work 
In this section studies related to interruption management in Awareness Systems are 
discussed, questioning the social implications of two technical approaches: manual and 
automatic support. 

A variety of behaviours in handling interruptions have been previously noted (Altman, 
1975; Sproull, 1984; Jett and George, 2003; González and Mark, 2004; Minassian, 
Muller and Gruen, 2004). In a face-to-face situation, when initiating an interruption 
the initiator usually decides whether to interrupt or not by assessing the recipient’s 
availability status through verbal and non–verbal clues produced by the recipient 
him/herself (e.g., does one appear stressed or relaxed?) and through signals gathered 
from the environment (e.g., is one present or absent?) (Sproull, 1984; Kendon, 1990; 
Hudson et al., 2002; McFarlane and Latorella, 2002). The decision to whether 
continue or to withdraw from the interruption may be further based on the nature of its 
subject. The initiator may decide to abandon a trivial question if the recipient appears 
busy but may be less considerate about potential costs to the recipient when dealing 
with an issue of greater importance or urgency. Once the interruption has been 
initiated, the recipient has a choice of how to deal with an incoming communicative 
attempt. He/she can choose between immediately handling, postponing or rejecting an 
interruption and also between providing a comprehensive or a partial answer 
(Goffman, 1967; Clark, 1996). An adequate behaviour is often motivated by the social 
and professional relationship between the actors (Kendon, 1990; Patil and Lai, 2005). 
It is also contingent upon other aspects such as a recipient’s own time–pressure or the 
next activity planned (Hudson et al., 2002; Adamczyk and Bailey, 2004; Bailey and 
Konstan, 2005; González and Mark, 2005).  

In the case of handling mediated interruption, two approaches could be contrasted: an 
automatic and a manual approach. In the automatic approach, the system should take 
the role of an interruption mediator so that both actors could fully rely on its 
performance. For example, the Personal Reachability Management Systems (PRMS) 
offered an automated availability management system that minimized recipients’ 
effort when dealing with undesired communicative attempts by shifting effort upon 
the initiator (Reichenbach et al., 1997). Processing an interruption request was 
automated and based on what the initiator had specified as the context of the 
communication attempt and what the recipient had pre-defined as criteria for 
interaction agreement.  

Regarding manual approach, the system Push–to–Talk (Woodruff and Aoki, 2003) 
implemented a set of outeraction mechanisms that allow users to manually coordinate 
their availability without interfering with the lightness of the communication protocol. 
With their system NEGOTIATOR, Whitaker and Wiberg (2005) showed how manual 
availability management might create social tension for the interacting parties. 

Apart from the benefits of each system there were also costs associated to ill-timed 
interruptions as well as effort to provide relevant context for reachability management. 
McFarlane (2002) experimentally compared different ways for coordinating 
interruptions in a computer–based multitasking context. Experiment subjects were 
asked to play a ‘Jumpers Game’ as their primary task, in which they had to save 
virtual game characters jumping from a building. While playing this game they were 
frequently interrupted by another task. McFarlane noted that participants’ 
performance improved after they were allowed to control their interruptions by 
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choosing the right moment for them to occur. The author concluded that in order to 
support mediated interruptions users should get access to mechanisms that allowed 
them assessing and announcing appropriate interruption moments. 

Dabbish and Kraut (2004) extended McFarlane’s experiment and investigated the use 
of awareness displays as instruments for supporting interruption coordination. They 
examined how awareness displays influence the choice of the interruption moment, 
how sharing a common goal increases their success ratio and, how the richness of 
presented information affects the interruption handling behaviour. They too used the 
‘Jumpers Game’ as a primary task for the recipient and introduced an ‘Image 
Guessing’ task for the initiator. To complete their task successfully initiators 
frequently needed help from their assigned recipients. The results of this experiment 
showed that if the interacting parties share a common goal (Clark, 1996), initiators 
were more likely to display collaborative behaviour towards the recipient: they were 
more prone to assess recipient’s availability (Begole, Tang and Hill, 2003; González 
and Mark, 2004) and time–pressure (Adamczyk and Bailey, 2004; Bailey et al., 2005) 
before initiating the interruption.  

In this experiment, two social conditions were examined addressing a shared-goal and 
a non shared-goal relationship in the office environment. A team condition was 
defined from Dabbish and Kraut (2004) as “being in a group with another person 
and having outcome interdependence”. A group condition was defined from 
Chrysanthis, Stemple and Ramamritham (1990) as “In the group, people can perform 
their tasks concurrently and independently, while interacting cooperatively to 
achieve own objectives”.

Next to the social relationship between actors, the presented experiment also 
compared the manual and automatic approach to handle interruptions. The automatic 
system managed availability of the recipient (Reichenbach et al., 1997) by filtering the 
flow of interruptions, while the manual system provided participants full control over 
their interruptions (Nardi et al., 2000). The impact of these two system types on the 
behaviour of interruption actors was examined regarding the two social conditions 
described above. This experiment added knowledge to current literature from an 
experimental assessment to test the impact of two system types and two social 
relationships on the behaviours of the interruption actors. 

5.2 Experiment description 
In this section a detailed description of the objective, settings, participants, procedure, 
materials, data collection is presented. Besides, a set of definitions is introduced together with 
the hypotheses to be tested. 

5.2.1 Objective 
The experiment had a two–fold objective. Firstly, it aimed to assess if the presence of 
a shared goal equally motivated initiators and recipients to display collaborative 
behaviours when dealing with interruptions. Secondly, it aimed to test the effect of the 
automatic system to motivate more collaborative behaviours in the case of the 
absence of a shared goal between the interruption actors. It was expected that an 
automatic system in particular situations might restrict individuals in their 
coordination practices. In such situations, even individuals who were not sharing a 
common goal, might engage in collaborative activities to overcome the automatic 
behaviour of the system.  
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5.2.2 Setting 
The two system conditions were implemented to represent two management supports 
of incoming interruptions. A manual system allowed all interruptions to get through to 
the recipient, so that the recipient had to decide whether to accept or reject each 
interruption request. An automatic system filtered interruptions that were ill-timed 
according to the availability of the recipient to attend interruptions (measured by the 
performance of the task he/she was asked to do); it also automatically notified the 
initiator that his/her interruption had been rejected. The common structure of the two 
systems was defined so that neither system intervened with the initiator’s decision to 
initiate interruption; therefore both systems provided their users an abstract awareness 
display representing the status of the recipient (Dabbish and Kraut, 2004).  

The setup of the experiment aimed to create “an abstract help-seeking situation, in 
which two parties are collaborating” (Dabbish and Kraut, 2004). It created a 
scenario where an initiator of interruptions (the asker) could interrupt a recipient to 
seek for help regarding his/her own task and a recipient (the helper), who was 
engaged in a different task, could choose to answer immediately or reject a request for 
help.  

5.2.3 Participants 
In the experiment participated 35 males and 25 females (41 – 20 to 30, 17 – 30 to 40, 
1 – 40 to 50 and 1 – 50 to 60 of age). Their professions concentrated mostly in the 
fields of research and education: 25 participants worked in academia, 7 in industry, 26 
were students and 2 were unemployed. They had different educational backgrounds: 
technical (26), design (18), psychology (3), economics (4) and others (8). Their 
educational level varied between: undergraduate (20), graduate (28) and PhD (12). 
Participants presented various nationalities and all were non–native English speakers. 
Most participants (42) reported having more than two years of experience using 
English on daily basis; the rest of the participants reported an experience between one 
and two years. All except one assigned pair were complete strangers to their partners 
in the game. In the familiar case the pair reported to be acquainted but had never 
worked together neither before, nor were they in any way professionally or socially 
linked. 

5.2.4 Design and procedure 
The experiment was a 2x2 mixed–subject design. The within subject factor was the 
system condition, which offered (i) a manual or (ii) an automatic approach to handling 
interruptions. This condition was randomized to avoid an order effect. The between 
subjects factor was the social condition, which identified two social relationships: the 
Team condition representing people sharing a common goal and the Group condition 
representing those who did not share a common goal but assumed social reciprocation. 
Six sessions were planned with ten participants each, three sessions under the Team 
condition and three sessions under the Group condition. 

Participants were asked to play a game, in which one initiator and one recipient could 
win a prize of 25 euros each, for each of the six sessions conducted. Participants were 
divided in pairs and randomly assigned to their roles of initiator or recipient, and to 
the team or group condition. The initiators and the recipients of each pair were placed 
in separate rooms so that they could not interact with each other in any other way than 
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through the game. Each pair played two rounds of the game: one using the automatic 
and another using the manual system (the order was randomised).  

The game began with an exploration phase, during which players could become 
acquainted with the screens and controls of both roles. The screens and controls of 
initiators and recipients can be seen in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively. During 
the actual game, each round lasted ten minutes. At the end of the second round a focus 
group was conducted. 

In the team condition, each initiator–recipient pair competed against other pairs; their 
scores were summed up and the best pair would win the prize. In the group condition 
each initiator and each recipient competed individually with other initiators and 
recipients respectively; their individual scores were summed up, and the best initiator 
and recipient would win the prize.  

To create a feeling of a social reciprocation (Perlow and Weeks, 2002), participants in 
both conditions were told that there would be a second phase of the game, in which 
they would swap their roles of initiators and recipients. 

5.2.5 Materials 
In each round of the game the initiator received an article divided in pages, with four 
missing words per page. The number of pages (five to six) was sufficient for the ten 
minutes given in one round. He/she had to fill in those missing words scoring points 
for each correct answer entered. The initiator could access to hints for each of the four 
missing words in a page. Each hint showed a list of words were one corresponded to 
the correct word and the other(s) were synonyms. Each hint provided a different level 
of difficulty: for the first word the hint contained only two words to choose from 
while for the fourth word the hint contained five words. Each word therefore scored 
differently depending on the level of difficulty that the hint provided. The word with a 
hint of two words scored two-points, while a word with a hint showing four synonyms 
and one correct word scored five-points. The initiator could confirm the chosen word 
with the assigned recipient who had access to the complete article, but who was busy 
playing a quiz game. The initiator could check recipient’s progress and guess his her 
availability to help by recalling the awareness display. 

The recipient had to answer ten trivia questions by listing six related items (e.g., ‘List 
six European capitals’) and had one minute per question. Within one question, each 
correct item scored more points than the previous (so the first item filled in scored one 
point and the sixth scored six points). After one minute a new question was displayed. 

Both Automatic and Manual system provided participants with an abstract awareness 
display constructed out of two progress bars: the task bar that represented the progress 
of the recipient’s task and the time bar that showed how much time was left for 
him/her to finish answering each question (see Figure 5.1). 

The task bar displayed six blocks each for each of the item the recipient needed to 
answer in each question; a coloured block represented a filled item. The time bar 
displayed six blocks each representing 10 seconds; a coloured block represented 10 
seconds passed. The awareness display was updated every ten seconds; it reset once 
the recipient received a new question. The white blocks in the task bar indicated the 
number of items not filled in; the white blocks in the time bar indicated the second left.  
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Figure 5.1: Left: the awareness display represents a timely interruption – the task bar is 
ahead of the time bar meaning that the recipient advances with the task and experiences 
a low time–pressure; Right: the awareness display represents an untimely interruption – 
the time bar is ahead of the task bar meaning that the recipient stays behind the task and 
experiences a high time–pressure. 

The colour transformation from red to green in the task bar reflected the release of 
pressure to provide the six items. The more items filled in the less pressure 
(greener/lighter boxes) was indicated. Similarly, the colour transformation from green 
to red in the time bar reflected the increase of time pressure. The more seconds passed 
the more pressure (more coloured/darker boxes) was displayed. 

Figure 5.2 shows the initiator’s screen that was divided in two areas. The lower area 
contained the consecutive paragraphs of the article with missing words and a form to 
enter the chosen answers, with a ‘Next’ button to submit the words and move to the 
next paragraph. The upper area contained (from left to right) a form for sending 
questions, a timer and two buttons: the ‘Progress Display’ and the ‘Option Display’. 
The ‘Send Question’ form was constructed out of a list with four numbers that 
represent the four lines containing missing words and a text field for entering the 
chosen word.  

The initiator sent a question by pressing the ‘ask Helper’ button. The reaction of the 
recipient was shown at the same place on the screen and could be removed by using 
the ‘Close’ button. The timer displayed the remaining time for each round in minutes 
except the last minute, which was displayed in seconds.  

The ‘Option Display’ button showed the hints of the missing words of that page for 
ten seconds.  The ‘Progress Display’ showed the awareness display of the recipient’s 
task and time progress, also for ten seconds.  

Figure 5.3 shows the recipient’s screen that was also divided in two areas. The upper 
area displayed the quiz questions and provided a text-field wherein the six answers 
should be entered, a timer and the awareness display representing the recipient’s own 
progress bar. In the lower area the list of submitted answers was displayed.  

When the initiator’s question arrived, the upper area changed so that two buttons 
replaced the quiz: ‘Answer’ and ‘Reject’. If the recipient chose to reject the question 
then the quiz was reactivated and the initiator received an “Ask later” reaction. If the 
recipient decided to answer, the lower area of the screen was replaced by the same 
paragraph that the initiator had with lines numbered and missing words marked in 
brackets. The upper area was then replaced by the initiator’s question (e.g., Is ‘earth’ 
the correct word for line 2?). The recipient could either answer “Yes”, if the selected 
word was correct or “No” if the word was incorrect. Optionally, he/she could enter the 
correct word in the text field below, thus providing (with some extra effort) a high–
value response. 
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Figure 5.2: The initiator’s screen – the upper area contains (from left to right) a section 
to ask questions (button ‘ask Helper’) and receive answers from the recipient, a button 
‘select synonym’ to display the words to choose from, a button ‘check progress’ to 
display the status of the recipient and a count-down timer; the lower area provide the 
article and the fields to enter the missing words. 

Figure 5.3: The recipient’s screen – the upper area contains (from left to right) the 
section where the question from the quiz, the notification of a new question and the form 
to answer are displayed; a count down timer and the awareness display; the lower area 
contains the list of answers of the quiz. 
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5.2.6 Data collection 
Logs of every interaction produced by each actor and the system were recorded in a 
database, which was then transformed to a .CSV (comma-separated values) format for 
further analysis using a statistic tool. The three hypotheses were tested using two-way 
mixed subjects’ ANOVA, with two independent variables (one within and one 
between subjects). Each hypothesis was tested separately for initiators and recipients,
both for time–related and for content–related dependent variables. 

Focus groups were conducted at the end of each session, where all participants were 
invited to answer questions regarding the system conditions and their role as a player. 
Each session was audio recorded and transcribed. Statements describing participants’ 
behaviours and motivations for each individual behaviour were extracted for further 
analysis. These passages were open coded (no predefined codes) by two independent 
coders according to whether they described participants’ time or content-related 
behaviours and also according to comments about either the Manual or the Automatic 
system. Related statements within each group were clustered together, so that the 
differences between various motivations could be seen.  

The final step in the analysis was to reconnect the emerged clusters with data from the 
logs and examine how they relate to the quantitative results. 

5.2.7 Definitions 
Four interruption behaviours were defined, two time-related behaviours and two 
content-related behaviours. Each behaviour pertained both to interruptions by 
initiators and to reactions by recipients and had a collaborative or individualistic 
connotation. Time related behaviours referred to timely interruptions and timely 
reactions as collaborative behaviours and untimely interruptions and untimely 
reactions as individualistic behaviours of initiators and recipients respectively. Timely 
behaviours reflected collaborative efforts to provide interruptions and reactions at an 
appropriate time: initiators would interrupt when recipients seem available; recipients 
would react as immediate as possible. 

Content related behaviours referred to high-score questions and high-score answers as 
collaborative behaviours and low-value questions and low-value answers as 
individualistic behaviours of initiators and recipients respectively. High-score content 
behaviours reflected collaborative efforts to provide interruptions and reactions 
considered worth to do: initiators would prefer to ask questions with a high score to 
make the interruption valuable; recipients would react as detailed as possible. 

The game reflected time and content related interruptions behaviours as follows: 

– Time-related interruptions: the initiator had the possibility to look at the awareness 
display to assess the recipient’ availability to be interrupted. 

– Content-related interruptions: the initiator had the choice to use the hints for each 
missing word and confirmed his/her guess with the recipient. Initiator then could 
send a question with the line number of the missing word and his/her guess. The 
question also displayed the score of the missing word. 

– Time-related reactions: the recipient had the possibility to react immediately, or to 
not react at all. Every time a question arrived in the recipient’s screen, the quiz 
was blocked by a message asking whether to accept or decline the new upcoming 
question while time continued to count down. 
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– Content-related reactions: the recipient when reacting could offer a simple 
‘yes/no’ answer to indicate a match of the word asked; in case of ‘no’ answer 
(mismatch) he/she had the option to add the correct word, looking at the complete 
text. 

Therefore, collaborative and individualistic behaviours were represented as: 

– Time-related collaborative behaviours by initiator: the initiator would consider 
timing the questions so the recipient would be interrupted when he/she seems to 
be under less pressure to finish their own tasks.  

– Content-related collaborative behaviours by initiator: the initiators would consider 
asking questions associated to higher scores more often than low-scores.  

– Time-related individualistic interruptions by initiator: the initiator would ask 
questions at any time regardless the recipient’s pressure to finish his/her own quiz.  

– Content-related, individualistic interruptions by initiator: the initiator would ask 
low and high score questions without priorities. 

– Time-related collaborative reactions by recipient: the recipient would consider 
reacting immediately when a question pops up.  

– Content-related collaborative reactions by recipient: the recipient would consider 
giving the right answer when the initiator’s guessed word is wrong. 

– Time-related individualistic reactions by recipient: the recipient would consider 
rejecting questions to protect his/her own performance.  

– Content-related individualistic reactions by recipient: the recipient would omit 
giving the right answer when the initiator’s guessed word is wrong. 

5.2.8 Hypotheses  
Two hypotheses had been formulated to test the influence of social and technical 
conditions over collaborative behaviours: 

– Hypothesis 1: Both recipients and initiators would show more collaborative 
interruption behaviours in the team condition than in the group condition. It is 
expected that H1 holds for both time and content-related behaviours and 
regardless system condition. 

– Hypothesis 2: Both recipients and initiators would show more collaborative 
interruption behaviours when using the automatic system than when using the 
manual system. It is expected that H2 holds for both time and content-related 
behaviours. 

Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 sought for evidence of collaboration in terms of 
interruption behaviours with respect to social conditions (hypothesis 1) and system 
conditions (hypothesis 2). The first hypothesis predicted that players in the Team 
condition would tend to display collaborative interruption behaviour regardless the 
system they would be exposed to. The second hypothesis assumed that players would 
display more collaborative interruption behaviour in the presence of a system 
filtering since it would limit opportunities for coordination forcing players to better 
decide on their interruptions.  
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Table 5.1 shows an overview of the eight dependent variables concerning all 
examined interruption behaviours. They were clustered according to whether they 
pertain to time or content criteria. 

Table 5.1: Dependent variables for initiators’ and recipients’ time and content-related 
behaviours used in the experiment 

Initiators Recipients 
Dependent variables for time–related collaborative and individualistic behaviours 
Timely interruption: interrupting when progress 
bars show task being equal or ahead of time. 

Timely reaction: accepting of the incoming 
interruption. 

Untimely interruption: interrupting when progress 
bars show time being ahead of task. 

Untimely reaction: rejecting the incoming 
interruption. 

Dependent variables for content–related collaborative and individualistic behaviours 
High–value question: asking about a word that 
scores 4 and 5 points. 

High–value response: providing the ‘No’ 
answer and the correct word if the initiator’s 
guess was incorrect. 

Low–value question: asking about a word that 
scores 2 or 3 points. 

Low–value response: providing ‘No’ answer 
only if the initiator’s guess was incorrect. 

5.3 Results 
In this section quantitative analysis from the data logs and qualitative results from the focus 
groups are presented. Only results regarding collaborative behaviours are reported, since a 
relatively small number of individualistic behaviours were found, meaning that no significant 
differences between conditions were observed. 

5.3.1 Quantitative 
Figure 5.4 shows the graphical representation of the obtained results with four graphs 
each showing the number of collaborative behaviours in each given case. For example, 
the graph in the upper right hand corner shows the number of timely interruptions 
initiated by initiators, i.e. those interruptions that were initiated when the progress bar 
showed the task progression was equal or ahead of time. 

Hypothesis 1. A graphical inspection of the data showed that for the collaborative 
measures presented in Figure 5.4 players in the Team condition indeed scored higher 
than players in the Group condition. The main effect of the social condition on 
initiators’ timely behaviours was not significant but indicative, F(1, 28) = 3.228, p =
0.083. A stronger result was obtained for the effect on recipients’ content-related 
behaviour, F(1, 28) = 3.571, p = 0.069. Considering that the probability of 1 in 14 is 
quite unlikely, this result statistically suggested that the observed trend was in fact a 
real one. 

Hypothesis 2. From the graphs in Figure 5.4 it was visible that players using the 
Automatic system showed more collaborative behaviours than players using the 
Manual system, what was valid for all four dependent variables. For initiators’ time-
related behaviour the main effect of system was significant, F(1, 28) = 4.388, p < 0.05;
initiators in the Automatic system initiated on average 8.7 timely interruptions, while 
initiators in the Manual system initiated on average 7.5 timely interruptions. For the 
other three dependent variables the main effect of the system was not significant at 
0.05 level. This lack of significance was most probably due to the relatively small 
sample size. A graphical inspection of the data showed an effect of the Automatic 
system on peoples’ interruption behaviours though it could not be statistically 
confirmed.  
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Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of the results of the quantitative analysis. Results 
are presented separately for initiators and recipients, for both their time–related and 
their content–related behaviours. 

In order to take a closer look into the collected data regarding hypothesis 2, 
individualistic behaviours were analyzed between the Team and Group conditions 
within each system. Independent samples T-Tests were ran to see whether the system 
shows an effect on collaborative behaviours separately for each social condition. A 
difference was observed regarding the effect of the system on the collaborative 
behaviour of initiators in the Group condition that was not present in the Team 
condition (Automatic-Group M = 7.8; Manual-Group M = 6.07; t(14) = 2.284, p <
0.05). However, the manipulations in this experiment were not strong enough to 
clearly show this interaction effect in the full two–way model. This result was by no 
means a sufficient evidence to support Hypothesis 2, however it opened a discussion 
about the potential influence of the system on behaviours in the group condition (see 
the discussion section). 

5.3.2 Qualitative 
From the focus group, a total of 212 statements were collected, where 85 described 
participants’ reflections of their interruption behaviours.  

Initiators explained time-related collaborative behaviours as mechanisms to address 
individual and social concerns when initiating interactions. A timely interruption 
helped them to avoid rejection or to minimize waiting for recipient’s answer, and to 
prevent interrupting recipients at wrong moments: 

“With the [automatic] system, you check progress bars more often because you want to 
ask the question only when it is useful to avoid rejection.” (Initiator-Team) 
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“In the [manual] system I would check the progress bars and see if he had a lot of time left 
and then I would start asking.” (Initiator-Team) 

“I looked at the progress bars all the time, it has helped me to develop my strategy when 
to ask and have high chances not to be rejected.” (Initiator-Group) 

“… if the time bars were ahead of the task bar I would not ask any question. I was waiting a 
bit, checking again and if the situation didn’t change, I would not bother him.” (Initiator-
Group) 

Noteworthy, some initiators reported that the automatic system relieved them from 
the social responsibility to time interruptions. Being aware that the system filtered 
their interruptions to protect recipients’ performance they would kept asking questions 
without bothering to check the awareness display. 

“But the [with the automatic system] I just asked whenever I felt like it because I knew 
that I would be rejected by the system if he was too busy. So, I let the system decide for 
me.” (Initiator-Team) 

“In the [automatic] system I kept on sending questions because I knew that if timing was 
wrong, the system would deal with it. And I didn’t mind the system refusing me.” 
(Initiator-Group) 

Similarly, initiators explained content-related collaborative behaviours as mechanisms 
to address individual and social concerns. They often decided to guess low–quality 
questions themselves since the eventual loss of points was limited and they did not 
want to waste time waiting. They also tended to ask high–quality questions when they 
perceived high–pressure in the Recipient’s game or if they wanted to avoid being too 
intrusive. 

“I didn’t want to wait for easy answers. So, I just started with the difficult ones, which 
gained more points and then put the rest in, while I was waiting for the answers.” 
(Initiator-Team) 

“I got rejected on the third question and then I decided: I am not bothering him with any 
questions except from the most difficult ones”. (Initiator-Group) 

Recipients explained that their intentions for time-related collaborative behaviours 
were higher compared to their observed performance due to system and initiators 
misunderstandings. They noticed that whenever they had ample time they would not 
receive interruptions, while when they were rather busy with their own game, 
interruptions would feel to be more frequent. 

In the automatic system, recipients reported feeling unable to help initiators at times 
when they got blocked on their own task. Some recipients started deceiving the 
system by putting bogus answers to simulate progress in the quiz. Nevertheless, when 
recipients were performing well, they appreciated the protection of the automatic 
system allowing them to first complete their own task and later attend initiator’s 
requests. 

“At some point in the [automatic] game I knew only three answers. So, I couldn’t do 
anything anymore and I knew that the system wouldn’t be sending any questions.” 
(Recipient-Team) 
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“With the [Automatic] system I […] felt I can at least finish my thoughts and as soon as I 
am done I can help.” (Recipient-Team) 

“If I didn’t know anything about the question, so I thought: ‘I’ve already lost this one, I will 
at least help her’... So, I had more control over the game with the [manual] system than 
with the [automatic]” (Recipient-Group) 

“With the [manual] system I felt I was getting more questions. With the [automatic] the 
questions came when I had ample time to answer them.” (Recipient-Group) 

Recipients in the team condition reported a time-related individualistic behaviour 
towards low-score questions being easily rejected, and a time-related collaborative 
behaviour towards high-score questions, which had even higher priority than their 
own quiz game.  

“With 5–point questions, I knew that no matter what I do, I could score only one extra 
point. So, it was definitely worth answering him.” (Recipient-Team) 

“At some point I got a question, which had only few points and I thought: I am going to gain 
more points with my answers than this one, so I rejected.” (Recipient-Team) 

Recipients explained that content-related collaborative behaviours were used as a 
mechanism to support individual performance and to balance task and social pressure. 
Not giving the right answer would increase chances of being interrupted with the 
same question again; giving the right answer was used as a way to balance their 
inability to help at all times.  

“I would check how many points the word was scoring. If it had more points than 2 then it 
was worthwhile for me to type in the whole thing, even if I missed my answer.” (Recipient-
Team) 

“I thought it’s just a waste of time to say ‘No’ only. Then you get the same question again 
[…] It is just easier to give the answer.” (Recipient-Team) 

“Then I answered the next questions putting the correct word but after that I felt more 
pressure and then I answered only ‘No’.” (Recipient-Group) 

5.4 Discussion 
In this section the discussion focused on participants’ preferences for automatic or manual 
control of interruptions, providing design implications to support flexible control. 

The quantitative results identified trends in the direction of hypothesis 1, showing that 
players in the team condition presented more collaborative behaviours than players in 
the group condition. These results confirmed findings of prior studies and extended 
them by showing that recipients display similar interruption behaviours to those 
presented by initiators. Furthermore, although there was a slight visible interaction 
effect of the automatic system on peoples’ interruption behaviour this was not 
statistically significant to confirm hypothesis 2. Focusing on the results of hypothesis 
2, despite the crudeness of the automation algorithm to predict recipients’ availability 
qualitative outcomes indicated certain factors to explain system preferences.  

Regarding interruption behaviours a first conclusion indicated that the social relation 
did not determine the interaction behaviours of individuals. Both actors did not always 
perform in an equally straightforward way as a team or as a group. For example, 
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quantitative data indicated that in the automatic system initiators behaved in a less 
individualistic manner than in the manual system regardless the team or group 
condition. Qualitative data explained this collaborative behaviour, as a reaction of 
initiators’ ability in the automatic system to perceive the individual costs of their 
actions as more consequential, which was not the case in the manual system where 
costs were disguised by the opportunity to coordinate ‘mistakes’. In the automatic 
system an untimely interruption was considered more costly as they were always 
rejected, which could not be the case in the manual system. 

Noteworthy, the collaborative behaviour did not seem to come from initiators acting 
more considerate towards their partners, but from better visualization of the individual 
consequences of their wrong decisions. Initiators could associate costs with the way 
the automatic system handled interruptions, namely that untimely interruptions were 
automatically rejected. This forced them to be more conscious about timing their 
interruptions as a way to reduce the rejection ratio and to minimize time spent waiting 
for the recipient’s response. Similarly, recipients saw the costs of providing low-score 
responses as a high probability of being interrupted with the same question again. 
Once recipients, in both social conditions, had decided to accept the interruption they 
tended to provide a comprehensive rather than a parsimonious response. It could be 
concluded that a system that represented the costs associated to different behaviours 
was better able to support the coordination of interruptions addressing both individual 
and social tensions.  

Regarding system preferences it was also observed that the social relation did not 
determine the individual’s preferences of automatic or manual system. Initiators 
regardless of the social condition reported to feel more in control with the manual 
system, which allowed them to coordinate interruptions: an untimely interruption 
might not be rejected if offering a high-score content-related question. But they also 
recognized that the automatic system relieved them from the social responsibility to 
send timely interruptions, since untimely interruptions would be automatically 
rejected without affecting the recipients’ performances. Recipients, on the other hand, 
reported that their preference between the two systems depended on their individual 
performance. They preferred the automatic system to protect them whenever they 
were performing their own task well; otherwise they preferred the manual system 
allowing them to coordinate their idle time for helping initiators. Both initiator and 
recipient reported the need to adapt the manual and automatic support of the system in 
depending on other factors such as performance, convenience, etc. 

These design implications reflect the need to implement mechanisms that would allow 
actors to choose between a manual and an automatic mode allowing. The chosen 
mode should be clearly indicated to both interacting parties, so initiators would 
remain aware of the recipients’ choice and could adapt their expectations and 
behaviours accordingly.  
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5.5 Conclusions 
In this section conclusions highlight the need for collaborative coordination to support 
interruption management and generalize the findings to interpersonal privacy management.  

This experiment addressed interruption management as a particular instance of 
interpersonal privacy borders coordination. The results showed that social conditions 
do not strictly define collaborative and individualistic interruption behaviours. On the 
one hand, in the condition where individualistic behaviours were expected, 
participants showed the tendency to act collaboratively if the system made the cost of 
their actions explicit to them. On the other hand, even in the situation when automatic 
filtering of interruptions was preferred, actors expressed the need to have devices that 
allow them to acknowledge those choices to others so others could react properly. 
Furthermore, even in the most individualistic scenario, like asking for help when 
recipient’s awareness display indicated that he/she was not available, mechanisms 
were necessary to contribute to the collaboration process whatever strategy was in 
place. 

This evidence aligns with the description of interpersonal privacy management as a 
collaborative coordination process. The need for flexible systems to support the 
dynamic nature of privacy was reflected by the need of individuals to develop different 
strategies to support their various needs for coordination.  

The results of this experiment inspired the exploration of lightweight interactive 
signalling and grounding mechanisms to support people in their interpersonal privacy 
management. In the next chapter a design case presents an instantiation of a PGM 
implementation providing interactive (signalling and grounding) mechanisms to 
support collaborative behaviours in the coordination of interpersonal privacy borders.  
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6.1 Design implications in privacy grounding 
In this section design requirements and challenges are identified based on PGM and 
empirical observations. Implications for the design of signalling and grounding mechanisms 
are presented. 

6.1.1 PGM requirements 
A central tenet of the Privacy Grounding Model, inherited from Common Ground (see 
Chapter III), is the principle of the Least Collaborative Effort. According to this 
principle interacting individuals seek to minimize the collaborative effort needed for 
establishing a shared understanding of their interaction needs. A corollary of this 
principle in PGM is that communication media can be characterized regarding how 
well they support individuals in optimizing the mutual effort needed to contribute to 
the coordination of privacy.  

It was observed that tensions in the coordination of interpersonal privacy implied that 
additional signalling and grounding efforts were needed to reach a successful 
coordination. For example, additional effort is required to coordinate interaction with 
someone who is signalling close borders; or additional effort is required to coordinate 
the ability to close one’s borders when others expect them to be open.  

This thesis argues that interpersonal privacy coordination may benefit from track-II 
signals as they support lightweight and distinctive representations of privacy borders.  

It was proved that lightweight and distinctive representations could contribute to the 
coordination of privacy by supporting communicators to optimize the mutual effort of 
developing a shared understanding of their privacy intentions. The less effort needed 
developing contributions pairs to represent privacy borders the more collaborative 
coordination activities might be generated. More coordination activities might 
increase the representations of common ground regarding interpersonal privacy 
borders. More abundant common ground representations might make coordination 
process more lightweight facilitating individuals to establish a shared understanding 
of each other’s privacy borders.  

Facilitating track-II representations to provide shared coordination devices should:  

(a) Increase collaborative coordination practices without hindering the lightweight 
aspect of the coordination process (efficiency). Coordination mechanism should 
support high interactivity between communicators in the signalling and grounding 
process but at the minimum cost possible. 

(b) Increase the shared understanding of communicators regarding their intentions to 
interact, and allow for ambiguity in the representations of their privacy borders 
(effectiveness). Coordination mechanisms should support the process of 
grounding intentionality (to establish shared understanding) and should also 
respond to the needs for ambiguity, so grounding a privacy representation could 
establish different meanings depending on the situation.  

In section 6.1.2 design challenges to implement track-II mechanisms for signalling 
and grounding are identified. In section 6.1.3 design implications are proposed for the 
implementation of interactive track-II mechanisms that respond to the requirement of 
least collaborative effort. Success and failure scenarios are provided to exemplify 
privacy grounding situations. 
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6.1.2 Design challenges  
Collaborative coordination of interpersonal privacy is operationalized by signalling 
and grounding mechanisms. A first design challenge recognizes that signalling and 
grounding should be lightweight coordination practices but at the same time they 
should support the explicit sharing of privacy representations. Furthermore, they 
should be informative enough without hindering autonomy, thus providing space for 
ambiguity to represent communicators’ border in the system. 

In the context of mediated communication a second challenge addresses the tension 
between lightweight signalling of automatically produced privacy borders 
representations and effective grounding of intentions. Signalling and grounding 
mechanisms in mediated settings require to be more explicit to support the use of 
automatic representations as coordination devices compared to face-to-face situations. 
In face-to-face settings the privacy representation of a physical object (e.g. a semi 
open door) develops easier as the object is known as by the communicators (the 
person inside an office see the same semi open door that the person in the corridor). 
However, that shared knowledge cannot be assumed from a mediated setting with 
automatic representations, as the shared aspect of it cannot be initially guaranteed. 
Therefore more explicit signalling and grounding is needed to ensure that such 
representations are shared. This challenges the principle of least collaborative effort.
Chapter V demonstrated that even the most individualistic behaviours to control 
interpersonal privacy would benefit from collaborative mechanisms to ground the 
meaning of the representations used as coordination devices. Therefore the tension 
between the needs for less collaborative behaviours to support autonomy control and 
the benefits of collaborative practices identifies the challenge to support individuals in 
developing sufficient grounding that ensures that autonomy behaviours are socially 
acceptable practices.  

Ambiguity has been observed as a coordination device for recipients to control 
autonomy. To represent their privacy borders of interaction communicators do not 
always want to disclose too much information. For example, a reaction ‘one 
moment…’ is considered sufficient to signal and ground a delay, without having to 
disclose why the initiation could not be attended immediately or when exactly there 
will be a reaction. Nardi et al. (2000) indicated the use of plausible deniability 
mechanisms to coordinate individual needs in the context of instant messaging. Aoki 
and Woodruff (2003) identified ambiguity as an important social resource in the 
design of interpersonal communication systems. They studied the social implications 
that unexplained unresponsiveness could bring into a community and how ambiguity 
could play a role in grounding such unresponsiveness. This closely relates to findings 
in Chapter IV regarding the needs to repair damage of “less collaborative” behaviours 
such as delay or omissions: individuals wish to know/disclose “a” story behind such 
behaviours, without having to tell the “true” story. 

The design challenge in supporting signalling and grounding of privacy borders is to 
provide mechanisms that minimize uncertainty of interaction while at the same time 
preserve autonomy. For example, recipients wished to be accountable for a delay 
without compromising their prerogative to not interact immediately. 
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6.1.3 PGM design implications 
This section identifies directions to implement track-II mechanisms to support 
different lightweight signalling and grounding choices.  

The analysis in Chapter IV (PGM validation) demonstrated that users of mediated 
communication could choose either incidental or intentional signalling to contribute to 
the grounding of privacy, depending on their coordination needs. Incidental signalling 
described the choice of “using” existing representations of privacy borders, while 
intentional signalling described the choice of “developing” privacy borders 
representations.  

Coordination choices were linked to the effort required to establish a common 
understanding of privacy border representations. If extant common ground was 
assumed to be sufficient for current coordination needs, then grounding effort was 
minimal and incidental signalling was an appropriate choice. Otherwise, in situations 
when developing common ground was required there was need for extra grounding 
effort and intentional signalling.  

Figure 6.1 describes how intentional signalling and grounding mechanisms could (a) 
link (b) existing representations with (c) privacy intentions to develop (d) 
coordination devices. The intentional signalling and grounding mechanisms should 
track-II signals (collateral actions) to link the existing representations with privacy 
intentions. 

 

Figure 6.1: Grounding process – using intentional signalling and grounding to link 
existing representations with privacy intentions to become coordination devices 

The analysis of PGM (Chapter IV) identified a common breakdown when assessing 
light signalling and grounding of privacy. Assessing the extant common ground in a 
mediated setting was not trivial. In CB outeraction channels used to signal privacy 
representations often required additional grounding effort to establish the necessary 
common ground. For example, the use of blurred video often triggered text-based 
coordination signals intended to reach a common understanding of its meaning.  

Figure 6.2 adapts Altman’s notation of borders regulation, to exemplify a successful 
and a failure scenario of signalling and grounding privacy borders. Representations of 
privacy borders use dashed and continuous lines to indicate closed and open borders, 
respectively. Arrows represent signalling and grounding: an arrow crossing a border 
indicates establishing signalling and grounding, ergo establishing common 
understanding; otherwise the arrow indicates an unsuccessful signalling and 
grounding, ergo failing to establish common understanding. 
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Figure 6.2: Signalling and Grounding scenarios. The arrows are representations of 
signalling and grounding contribution pairs. The left figure presents a scenario where 
Pete signals intentions (Sp) to talk to Anne (without crossing her borders) but Anne fails 
to ground (Ga) Pete’s signal and her intentions to not react immediately. The right 
figure shows the same scenario but where Anne succeeds to ground Pete’s signal (Ga*) 
and her intentions to not react immediately. 

The ‘failure scenario’ illustrates a situation in which signalling and grounding of 
privacy does not establish a common understanding. Both Pete and Anne present open 
borders for communication. Pete sends a message to Anne about an email they have 
both received, as an incidental signal to initiate conversation. Anne sees the message 
but cannot reply to it as she is attending a phone call. She expects that the automatic 
change of status to ‘away’ would indicate to Pete that she is not available at the 
moment. Before her status changes (and even after) Pete does not understand why 
Anne is not replying and when they could eventually establish communication. In 
terms of PGM Anne fails to (a) use the automatic change of her status to link (b) the 
existing representation of she being ‘away’ with (c) her privacy intention to react later 
to Pete’s message.  

The ‘success scenario’ illustrates a situation in which signalling and grounding of 
privacy succeeds in establishing a common understanding. Using the same example 
above, in this scenario a coordination device is available to ground a delayed reaction. 
When Anne sees Pete’s message but she is unable to immediately react, she can in a 
lightweight manner react to the message (e.g. a one click) creating a representation 
that indicates Pete that she has read it but cannot react to it now. In terms of PGM 
Anne succeeds to (a) react on Pete’s message to link (b) the existing representation of 
Pete’s message with (c) her intention to react later, establishing (d) a shared 
understanding with Pete.  

As illustrated by the scenarios, PGM suggests that to implement lightweight (efficient) 
and distinctive (effective) signalling and grounding, track-II mechanisms should 
support lightweight interaction based on the existing representation that needs to be 
grounded, and should as well provide a distinctive representation of the grounding 
intention over the existing representation.  
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6.2 PGM analysis of studies in mediated communication20 
This section provides a PGM-analysis of well-known empirical studies published in the 
literature of mediated communication that touches upon different aspects of interpersonal 
privacy border regulation.  

The following studies presented empirical observations of three different 
communication technologies. This analysis focused on the design aspects of each 
solution, describing the reported observations in terms of the PGM design 
implications. 

6.2.1 Push-to-Talk 
Push-to-talk (PTT) was implemented as a half duplex audio communication media 
based on a cellular radio communication system. The study of Woodruff and Aoki 
(2003) found that the half duplex and lightweight aspects of the system created a 
sense of reduced interactional commitment. Users in their study, a group of college 
friends sharing a house, appreciated the immediate access to another person and the 
relatively low interactional demands of the various conversation styles afforded. The 
benefits were associated with reduced openings and closings, plausibility of delayed 
or omitted responses, reduced feedback, and interleaved interaction.  

In terms of PGM, PTT offered a single channel to represent interaction in which both 
track-I and track-II signals had to be communicated. The simplicity of the channel to 
open and close conversations supported users to develop light protocol of initiation to 
interact. However, in situations of conflictive interests of communication the system 
failed to provide mechanisms based on track-II signals to lightweight develop a 
common understanding.  

The lack of support of lightweight intentional signalling by PTT could have 
influenced participants’ preference to use PTT only with close friends, with whom the 
required common ground regarding privacy (interaction) was already in place. 
Participants’ concern to use PTT with parents reflected their unavailability to control 
that interaction as desired: “if my dad had a radio [referring to PTT] … I would just 
be in constant sorrow for all my days” (Woodruff and Aoki, 2003).  

In summary, PTT did not provide lightweight support to develop coordination devices. 
The system forced users to communicate and deploy contribution mechanisms in a 
single channel, thus increasing the interactional commitment of the whole process.  

6.2.2 Media Spaces 
The term Media Space was introduced in Chapter I referring to early communication 
systems providing sustained audio-visual links between people and places. This 
section analyzes the study of Dourish et al. (1996) regarding their personal experience 
of several years using a media space.  

Their Media Space consisted of a video/audio link connecting two physical office 
rooms to become a virtual shared office. The video link was supported by a camera 
pointing at any particular angle and a small TV-monitor displaying awareness of 
presence and availability; the audio link used a microphone and headsets with a 
 
20 This section is based on the paper: Romero, N., and Markopoulos, P. (2005). Common ground to 
analyse privacy negotiation in Awareness Systems. In M.F. Costabile, F. Paternò, Human-Computer 
Interaction - INTERACT 2005: IFIP TC13 International Conference, vol. 3585, pp. 1006 – 1009. 
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volume control. Participants decided themselves whether to open or close the video or 
audio channels independently, using an on/off switch for each channel. The study 
reported that users jointly created and developed new social norms to coordinate the 
emergent communicative practices afforded by the media space over a long period of 
time. Nevertheless, the lack of connection between the channels (they could be turned 
on/off separately) did not help users to collaborate in the adoption of new norms.  

In terms of PGM, the Media Space was a two-channel communication system: audio 
representing a content channel and video an outeraction channel. Incidental and 
intentional signalling were then limited by audio and video channels respectively, 
therefore when one channel was missing it limited the options to signal and ground 
privacy borders. For example, without video, the audio channel could not indicate 
incidentally when an audio representation was shared and accessed by its users, 
limiting the possibilities to use such signals as shared representations of privacy. 
Similarly, a situation with an only-video presence, failed to offer signalling and 
grounding mechanisms to coordinate privacy breakdowns. An extreme case was 
observed of an unintended discloser who was unaware that she left her audio 
connection open after she took her headset off (see Chapter I). The other connected 
users were unable by any means to intentionally or incidentally signal and ground the 
situation to her. 

In summary, signalling and grounding privacy borders were not sufficiently supported 
by the design of this media space. The lack of support of track-II signals to signal and 
ground “the shared space” defined by the available audio and video representations 
did not support people to develop a common understanding of their behaviours in 
unfamiliar situations. 

6.2.3 Reachability Management Systems 
Reachability Management System (RMS) were also introduced in Chapter I as a 
technical solution that offered automatic availability control to people when 
communication was requested (Reichenbach et al., 1997). RMS tried to balance the 
power between callers and called partners (the “callees”), by providing proxies for the 
callees to screen their incoming calls and offering them an easy way to negotiate their 
communication requests without compromising their privacy needs.  

The general process of reachability negotiation worked as follows: during the 
signalling phase of a call the caller transmitted information about the nature and 
purpose of the communication request, the request was evaluated and negotiated by 
RMS and if the request fulfilled the callee’s conditions, the callee was personally 
contacted. 

In the study done by Reichenbach et al. (1997) a particular tension was addressed in 
the design of reachability management systems: the need to protect callers’ personal 
information while at the same time providing callees accountability of the callers’ 
intentions to communicate. The authors offered a solution where the caller was 
required to provide the context and the urgency of a call without having to disclose 
their identity. The callee could react to such a proposal by accepting it or requesting 
more information. 

Callers could use a variety of coordination devices to convey the urgency of a request 
such as the presentation of a voucher, or the offer of a surety (amount of money for 
accepting the call). Callees, on the other hand, could predefine different reactions to 
incoming proposals, such as requesting the identification or a surety from an 
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unidentified caller. These solutions protected callees from engaging in undesired calls, 
by requesting callers to explicitly represent their intentions to initiate contact until an 
agreement was reached. 

In terms of PGM, this coordination protocol offered a mediated space where callers 
and callees were requested to exchange intentional signalling in an outeraction 
channel prior the establishing of the actual phone calls (voice exchange). Therefore, 
such intentional signalling was lightweight as it was more in the background and brief 
compared to the alternative of answering the phone and finding out only later that it 
was not worthy to answer. Due to the context of use (mobile phones) it was 
questionable whether simultaneity was an expected signalling characterization in the 
coordination of the initiation of a call.  

Summarizing, this system aimed to offer lightweight intentional signalling to support 
the grounding of intentions to interact before the intended contact was established. 
However, it can be argued that an unnecessary high effort was demanded on callers to 
present their initial proposal. The proposed solution left callers blindly in the 
formulation of the initial proposal having to choose from a wide variety of options. 
This raised the question whether awareness about the callee would help callers to 
make a better guess of what is the proper proposal to offer.   

6.3 Design artefacts of signalling and grounding in CB 
This section describes the two mechanisms implemented to support signalling and grounding 
of representations in CB’s chat channel. 

6.3.1 Signalling and grounding in CB 
Community Bar (McEwan and Greenberg, 2005; McEwan et al., 2006) provided a 
variety of content and outeraction channels to support incidental and intentional 
signalling for grounding understanding of users’ privacy representations. Motivated 
by the results of the studies presented in Chapter IV and Chapter V, the current design 
case drew special attention to the signalling and grounding observed in the chat 
channel. In the validation study (Chapter IV) it was observed that participants used 
the chat channel to signal and ground privacy intentions to initiate conversations, as 
well as to signal and ground the privacy intentions of existing representations derived 
from other channels such as video or status presence.  

Intentional signalling in the chat channel was characterized as effective but not 
lightweight representations to contribute to the grounding of privacy. The lack of 
support of brevity, peripheralness and simultaneity characterized these track-II signals 
as costly to ground intentionality. A variety of representations in the chat channel 
were intended to be used as coordination devices. However, evidence showed that the 
chat channel lacked lightweight track-II mechanisms to signal and ground such 
representations as coordination devices of interpersonal privacy borders. This high 
cost was also reported by participants as they wished to have lighter ways to ground 
mechanisms such as delays or omissions. People did not mind their messages being 
delayed or omitted, but they wanted to know whether the message was read. Similarly, 
people delaying or omitting mostly had the need to acknowledge that they had read 
the message. In both cases, participants missed the option of a lightweight mechanism 
allowing them to acknowledge delays at a specific moment without having to actually 
interact. 
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Incidental signalling in the chat channel were characterized as lightweight 
representations but in some cases resulted in less effective grounding. These 
coordination signals used extant common ground to support lightweight initiations of 
conversations. But in some cases such extant common ground was wrongly assumed 
and therefore failed to establish a shared understanding.  

The Privacy Grounding Model identified two requirements for the design of signalling 
and ground mechanisms, which were translated to the context of existing chat 
representations: 

1. To minimize the effort of signalling and grounding of existing chat representations 
as privacy border, the mechanisms should support brevity, peripheralness and 
simultaneity compared to typing text. 

2. To maximize the effect of the coordination process, signalling and grounding 
should be distinctively represented in the existing chat representation, allowing 
ambiguity. 

Two mechanisms, named the one-click and the drag-and-drop were implemented to 
support signalling and grounding of chat representations in CB. This created a 
grounding version of the system, called CBg. The one-click and drag-and-drop were 
designed as alternative techniques to text-based messages that supported intentional 
signalling for the grounding of existing representations. They offered variations of 
lightweight and ambiguous track-II signals to minimize the effort of signalling and 
grounding existing chat representations to become coordination devices of 
interpersonal privacy borders.  

To implement both devices, the chat item and the presence item of CB were 
redesigned to indicate visually who the initiator of a message was. Figure 6.3 shows 
how the modified presence item in the tile bar used a colour scheme to provide a 
unique background colour for each user. The figure also shows how the same colour 
scheme was used to map owners and their messages in the modified chat window. 

The mechanisms were implemented as outeraction channels as they offered 
alternative techniques to produce track-II signals on the chat channel using 
lightweight non-verbal techniques instead of typing a message.  
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Figure 6.3: The presence and chat item of CBg. Each user has a different colour 
background, and each message is identified by the sender’s colour 

6.3.2 One-click – ‘I have read your message’ 
The one-click mechanism was designed to minimize the collaborative effort by 
providing a light one-click technique to react to the existing chat representations. It 
supports intentional signalling of privacy intentions as “the one-click” reaction is 
linked to the clicked message through a visual representation. It maximizes the 
effectiveness of the mechanism by ensuring that the visualization of the grounded chat 
representation indicates the name (initials) of the grounder that has clicked (seen) the 
message. 

The one-click mechanism offers a low-effort signal that aims to help communicators a 
message that has been read. Once a recipient (the grounder) clicks on a message, the 
representation of that message changes in both recipient’s and initiator’s chat 
windows.  

Figure 6.4, on the right, shows how the recipient’s chat window represents in grey the 
message that he/she has grounded. Figure 6.4 on the left, shows how the initiator’s 
chat window represents the grounder (recipient) of the message by adding its name 
(initials) next to the timestamp. A message could display as many grounders as 
different recipients have clicked on that message. 
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Screen of user U6  

Grounder’s screen (U3) 

Figure 6.4: The One click mechanism - Top: User 6’s chat window shows the last 
message being grounded by User 3; Bottom: User 3’s chat window indicates in grey that 
she has grounded User 6’s last message. 

 

Figure 6.5: The drag-and-drop mechanism– Left: User 6 drags & drops a “phone me 
later” to User 3’s message; Right - User 6’s screen indicates with a √ that he has 
dragged-and-dropped a message (top screen); User 3’s screen shows User 6’s dragged-
and-dropped message in a brighter colour to indicate it is new  (bottom screen). 

The grounding palette 

drag & drop

Grounder’s screen (U6) 

Owner’s screen (U3)

U6 drag & drop 
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One possible scenario that identifies the use of the one-click mechanism as a 
collaborative practice, illustrates a situation in which a recipient does not intend to 
engage immediately in a requested interaction. In this scenario the one-click 
mechanism offers a coordination tool that provides sufficient and acceptable 
grounding to the initiator, without compromising the recipient’s intention not to 
engage in a full dialogue at that moment. For example, the recipient using the one-
click could be: 

– Grounding a present delay: ‘I want you to know that I have read your message, but 
I will not react immediately.’ 

– Grounding a past delay: ‘I have just seen your message. I will respond later’. 

This mechanism allows recipients to control autonomy by grounding on the basis of 
ambiguity: ‘I saw your message but I’m not replying’. Such representation grounds a 
delay as a collaborative mechanism that minimizes initiator’s uncertainty of whether 
the message has been noticed or not, without affecting recipient’s need for a delay. 

6.3.3 Drag-and-Drop – ‘I propose to…’ 
The drag-and-drop mechanism was designed to minimize the collaborative effort by 
providing a lightweight drag-and-drop technique to react over to an existing chat 
representation. It maximizes the effectiveness of the mechanism by explicitly adding 
information below the chat representation (see Figure 6.5). It provides a grounding 
palette (a space), and the drag and drop (a technique), to allow the use and reuse of 
grounding instances to signal and ground existing chat messages. 

The ‘grounding palette’ allows users to create a collection of personalized 
sentences/words that can be dragged and dropped into an existing chat message as a 
track-II device (see Figure 6.5, left) to signal and ground their intentions to react. The 
new information is inserted below the existing message providing the following data: 
grounder’s name, timestamp, the grounding message, and a symbol (√) to make it 
distinctive from the track-I signals in the chat (see Figure 6.5, right). The added 
message, although distinctive, behaves similarly to track-I signals, thus it can be 
grounded using the one-click mechanism. 

One possible scenario identifies the use of the drag-and-drop mechanism to support 
initiators and recipients to reach a shared understanding of the intended meanings of 
existing messages as coordination devices. Initiators can add extra information to 
ensure a good understanding of the intentions of their chat messages. Recipients can 
provide more information of their understanding and how to handle the requested 
interaction. Table 6.1 shows some examples of the above scenario. 

Table 6.1: Examples of use of the drag-and-drop mechanism 
Existing chat message Drag & Drop mechanism 
Ann: ‘We have to coordinate the party’ Jane: ‘At coffee break?’ 
Jane: ‘Do you have the article ready?’ Mike: ‘Need more time’ 
Paul: ‘I am leaving soon, anything else?’ Ann: ‘It is OK’ 
Ann: ‘Going for an early lunch’ Ann: ‘who joins?’ 

The drag-and-drop mechanism offers a light way to map a grounding instance with an 
existing message, assuming that the effort of drag-and-drop to achieve grounding 
would be less than writing a full text in the chat item. The ‘grounding palette’ allows 
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members of a community to develop intentional signalling to support grounding, 
which can be used and reused in different context to coordinate intentions. Ambiguity 
is regulated by the flexibility to define the content (precision) of the dragged-and-
dropped messages. 

Both implementations follow the PGM design implications identified earlier: (a) the 
one-click and the drag-and-drop offer lightweight mechanisms that link (b) existing 
messages in the chat window (c) with intentions to interact and develop (d) 
coordination devices: both implementations indicate that the existing message has 
been attended; in addition, the drag-and-drop technique supports users to ground on 
additional information. 

6.4 Design case – lightweight and ambiguity 
This section describes a field study using a grounding version of CB (CBg) to examine the 
introduced design implications for signalling and grounding mechanisms. 

6.4.1 Study objective and hypotheses 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence of lightweight signalling and 
grounding mechanisms in the development of coordination devices for interpersonal 
privacy coordination by users of mediated communication systems.  

Two hypotheses were expected in the presence of such signalling and grounding 
mechanisms:  

(1) The lightweight (low effort) aspect of the mechanisms should result in an 
increased number of track-II coordination instances when using such devices. 

(2) The distinctive aspect (effective) of the mechanisms should develop sufficient 
common ground of privacy representations while still allowing for ambiguity. 

The analysis examined the coordination mechanisms of initiations and delayed 
reactions to find confirming and disconfirming evidence regarding the two hypotheses. 

6.4.2 Study description 
The study consisted of a within subject setting with two weeks of intervention 
(grounding weeks) and two weeks without intervention (control weeks) of the 
grounding mechanism. Weeks were distributed in a linear sequence: the first and 
fourth week were the control weeks, and the second and third week were the 
grounding weeks (see Figure 6.6). To control for possible order effects, the control 
weeks were located one at the beginning and the other at the end of the study period. 
In the control weeks an original version of CB was used (CB), while in the grounding 
weeks a grounding-version of CB was used with the implemented mechanisms (CBg).  

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

Control Grounding Grounding Control 

Figure 6.6: Study setup – the control weeks use the original CB version; the grounding 
weeks  use the CBg version with the one-click and drag-and-drop coordination devices.  

The analysis aimed to confirm the above hypotheses by comparing the PGM 
description of the coordination mechanisms observed in the control weeks (week 1 
and week 4) with the grounding weeks (week 2 and week 3). In addition, the analysis 
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aimed to identify differences between the control weeks (week 1 and week 4) 
regarding the absence of the grounding mechanisms before and after using them.  

Study participants belong to a small community of twelve PhD students, all members 
of the same research group. Only five members of the group were familiar with CB; 
the rest of the group was new to the system. The group was partially distributed 
between two consecutive floors. Half of the participants shared a big open room 
together with other students. The other half was spread over individual rooms (usually 
shared with another student) except for two participants who shared the same room.  

Most participants worked individually on their research projects. Daily interaction 
between participants was mostly face-to-face, via email and instant messaging 
(mainly MSN). Most of their casual interaction was characterized as social, and their 
work related activities were mostly based on planned meetings. For example, once 
every two weeks they would gather with members of their research group to attend 
presentations about each other’s work. Besides, they would also coordinate periodic 
meetings within the PhD circle to discuss particular aspects of their projects.  

The social interaction of the group was mostly limited to lunch and coffee breaks, 
though subgroups would engage in more frequent interactions. The experimenter was 
a member of the PhD community involved in both social and work activities, thus she 
was well aware of the characteristics of the group and its members. To minimize the 
influence of the experimenter in participants’ interaction, the experimenter was not a 
participant in the study, therefore she did not use CB (or CBg) to communicate with 
the participants during the study period.  

As a preparation for the study the following procedure was used: Community Bar and 
a webcam were installed on participant’s office computer (one participant was also 
assisted to install CB at her home PC as she was temporarily working at home); a 
demo was given in the first and second week to explain the basic functionality of the 
system in both conditions; and a user manual was provided for further reference. 
Before each condition period the experimenter visited each participant to activate the 
appropriate system setup.  

Participants were asked to use CB (or CBg) for four weeks as their primary 
communication media. They had the freedom to use other media only in the case 
where CB could not be appropriate for the communication purpose, for example to 
engage in a private conversation or to contact someone who was not in CB. The use of 
a webcam was obligatory, but participants were free to choose what to broadcast at 
any time. 

6.4.3 Data collection  
For data collection, three different techniques were used to gather quantitative and 
qualitative data during the four weeks of the study.   

Data logging and the diary log were used in the same way as described in the PGM 
validation study (see Chapter IV). To minimize the disruptive aspect of the diary logs 
observed in the validation study of Chapter IV, a different algorithm was used that 
prompted the event-related questions: questions were prompted every two hours 
regarding the most frequent event that occurred in the passed two hours. 

A focus group was conducted a week after the study with the purpose of confirming 
and explaining preliminary observations found in the data collection. Questions 
addressed participants’ opinions regarding the perceived benefits and costs of each 
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mechanism, as individuals and as part of the community, with particular focus on 
interpersonal privacy issues. 

6.4.4 Procedure 
The unit of analysis was defined as a coordination unit formed by one initiation and 
its related reactions: 

– Initiations were identified as the individuals’ actions to establish interaction with 
others. Coordination units in the data logs corresponded to initiations in both the 
chat and the alert item. They were characterized incidental or intentional signals in 
the chat item, and intentional signals coming from the alert item:  

– Incidental signals in chat corresponded to content-based initiations, such as: 
content questions (‘did you read the report?’), greetings (‘good morning’, etc.), 
or coordination of events outside CB (‘lunch?’, ‘anyone for a cup of coffee?’, 
etc.).  

– Intentional signals in chat corresponded to initiations contributing to the 
coordination process of the conversation (‘I am back!’, ‘Kim?’, ‘can we talk 
now?’, etc). Initiations using alerts were also considered to be intentional 
signals. 

– Reactions were defined as the actions of an individual that were triggered by an 
existing initiation. In addition, any signal related to the identified initiation and 
reaction such as online status, video, connection time, etc., was also included in 
the conversation unit to provide the necessary context for the communication 
process. Reactions to an initiation were coded as null (no reaction), incidental or 
intentional signal. An intentional reaction signal could come from chat, alert or the 
grounding mechanisms. Delayed reactions were defined in the same way as in the 
validation study (Chapter IV): reactions that occurred more than ten minutes after 
the initiation was presented. 

Data logs were segmented by sequences of coordination units. A single coder used the 
PGM coding scheme introduced in Chapter IV to characterize the coordination 
devices identified in each unit regarding their contribution, collaboration, signalling 
and grounding aspects. The coded coordination signals were analyzed as contribution 
pairs to characterize the relation between existing representations and the introduced 
signalling and grounding mechanisms. 

To identify confirming and disconfirming evidence regarding the lightweight aspect 
and ambiguity of the designed mechanisms, qualitative analysis was used to identify 
the following scenarios: 

– Confirming evidence: the use of the mechanisms as reactions to existing chat 
messages. For example a recipient used the one-click mechanism to ground that an 
existing message had been read but not reacted to yet. That scenario served as 
evidence of lightweight signalling and grounding on existing representations. It 
also served as evidence of ambiguity as the mechanism was used as a coordinate 
device, without requiring explicit grounding. 

– Disconfirming evidence: the use of extra text-based track-II signals to reach a 
shared understanding over an existing chat representation. For example, the use of 
the one-click mechanism followed by an explicit repair (another presentation) 
such as ‘Busy now, I will react later’. Such a scenario disproved both the 
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lightweight aspect of hypothesis 1 as more signalling and grounding was required 
and the support of ambiguity of hypothesis 2 as more explicit grounding was 
required.  

A quantitative comparison between the grounding and control weeks was done to 
identify the effect of the grounding mechanisms to support different needs for 
lightweight and ambiguous coordination devices. The comparison addressed the 
signalling and grounding of delayed reactions, which present a major challenge in the 
coordination of interpersonal privacy. Therefore, to compare the effect of the 
grounding mechanisms with the control weeks, a set of variables were defined to 
describe the duration of reactions: 

– The first-reaction-time of a conversation unit represented the time elapsed 
between the ‘initiation’ and the ‘first reaction’ that was observed after an initiation.  

– The reactions-time of a conversation unit represented the average response time 
between the ‘reactions’ observed within a unit of analysis.  

These variables tried to capture the effect of the grounding mechanisms over delayed 
reactions. For the comparison the following criterion was defined: 

− The first-reaction-time and the reactions-time in the grounding weeks would be 
shorter than in the control weeks: 

)()( tion_timefirst_reaction_timefirst_reac g <

(reactions_time)g < (reactions_time)

A third variable emerged during the analysis: the join-conversation-time. It 
represented a particular instance of the variable first-reaction-time and it was 
described as the ‘first reaction’ of people that join an existing conversation21.

Meeting both qualitative and quantitative criteria would provide confirming evidence 
of the lightweight aspect of hypothesis 1 if the use of the grounding mechanisms 
would encourage a shorter reaction time. It would also provide confirming evidence 
regarding ambiguity in hypothesis 2, if the use of the grounding mechanisms is 
considered sufficient to coordinate privacy without the need of extra text-based 
intentional signals to make the privacy representations more explicit. An example that 
would reflect both hypotheses would be the signalling and grounding of delays using 
only the grounding mechanisms, so delays become a lightweight and ambiguous 
coordination device. 

6.4.5 Results 
The data was collected over a period of four weeks, where each week corresponded to 
five consecutive working days (week 1: Mon 04.June – Fri 08.June; week 2: Mon 
11.June – Fri 15.June; week 3: Tue 19.June – Mon 25.June; week 4: Mon 02.July – 
Fri 06.July). Working days were defined from 08.00 to 23.00 hours. 

 
21 ‘First reaction’, ‘reactions’ and ‘join conversation’ are used to analyze the number of instances 
(frequency) observed of the defined variables first-reaction-time, reactions-time and join-conversation-
time, respectively. 
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Between week 3 and week 4 few data was recorded due to the summer vacation 
period; therefore week 4 was shifted to one week later. On the first day of week 4 no 
data was recorded due to a network failure. Overall, no data was observed during 
night hours from 23.00 to 08.00. 

A total of 59098 lines were recorded, 6401 were rejected because of inaccuracy, 
repetition, or irrelevance to this study. 

Table 6.2 classifies the remaining 52697 lines in system notification signals 
(automatic signalling), user interaction signals and others. The majority of lines 
corresponded to system notifications (85%) including video snapshots, automatic 
status changes, log on/off and join/leave places.  

User interaction (2%) included connection to the system, chats, alerts, manual status 
change, presence message, and the use of the one-click mechanism. There was no 
record of the drag-and-drop mechanism (explanations of this are further discussed at 
the end of this section and in the discussion section).  

The remaining 13% corresponded to actions that were not directly related to 
interactions, such as the opening and closing of windows and changing items’ size in 
the bar. It was observed that they were mainly related to cope with issues regarding 
interface rather than used as interaction signals. Changing the size of items was 
mainly a reaction to a busy sidebar. Besides, most chat activities occurred at the 
tooltip-view level where there is no interaction possible to open or close windows.  

Table 6.2: Numbers of data recorded during the 4 weeks period of the study 
 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Total 
Total valid 16379 14777 11722 9819 52697 
System notification  45024 
Video snapshots 10502 13251 10211 8380 42344 
Automatic status change 707 807 510 656 2680 
User Interaction 951 
Log on/off 119 114 66 121 420 
Chat 92 133 44 35 304 
Join/leave 58 35 13 9 115 
Manual status change 19 11 2 1 33 
Alert 6 9 7 23 45 
Presence message 5 1 0 1 7 
One-click (weeks 2 and 3) 0 17 10 0 27 
Others 6722 

Table 6.3 shows the response rate of the diary logs. A total of 243 questions were 
prompted by the diary item with a response rate of 37%.  

Table 6.3: Numbers of Diary entries 
 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Total 
Diary logs 135 106 49 44 334 
Questions 89 76 39 39 243 
Answers 46 30 10 5 91 

Figure 6.7 shows the frequency of user actions analyzed in this study, involving chat 
messages, manual status changes, alerts, presence messages, and grounding 
mechanisms. Chat instances were the most prominent actions during the four weeks 
with a peak in week 2, seconded by alerts used mostly as initiations. The one-click 
mechanism registered a total of 27 instances, with no record of use of the drag-and-
drop device.  
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Figure 6.7: Users interaction in CB 

The maximum number of online participants per week varied between ten to twelve 
participants. Figure 6.8 shows that online participants were not always actively 
interacting in the system. In average, four participants were actively interacting every 
day with the community. Similar results representing high connection but low 
interactivity were reported in the PGM validation study (see Chapter IV) where the 
same system was analyzed with a different community.  
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Figure 6.8: Proportion of participants using chat over online participants. 

In both cases, participants recognized that CB’s most valuable asset for the 
community to stay connected was the ‘passive presence’ supported by the video link. 
Additionally participants in this study reported that the lack of interaction needs 
within the community limited their interaction through CB. An extreme example was 
observed in the third day of week 3 where despite of six online participants there was 
not a single instance of interaction recorded.  

6.4.6 Analysis  
The presented analysis firstly identifies whether an order effect between the 
conditions occurred. Next, an overview of the conversation units recorded from the 
logs is provided. Finally the comparison between the control and grounding weeks is 
presented by examining the use of the one-click mechanism and the variables of first-
reaction-time, reactions-time and join-conversation-time to identify qualitative and 
quantitative evidence. Table 6.4 shows the average time and the respective standard 
deviations of the variables under study per week.  
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Table 6.4: Average time and standard deviation of first-reaction-time, reactions-time and 
join-conversation-time [minutes] 
 Week 1 

average (stdev) 
Week 2 

average (stdev) 
Week 3 

average (stdev) 
Week 4 

average (stdev) 
Coordination 
Units N = 16 N = 19 N = 5 N = 11 

First-
reaction-time 

N = 12 
11.81 (20.56) 

N = 15 
10.82 (24.59) 

N = 4
4.48 (6.52) 

N = 9
8.41 (12.40) 

Reactions-
time 

N = 71 
5.21 (12.95) 

N = 100 
11.95 (52.45) 

N = 32 
7.27 (16.94) 

N = 18 
4.96 (8.85) 

Join-
conversation-
time 

N = 7
4.71 (8.65) 

N = 5
77.82 (108.93) 

N = 2
10.33 (7.08) 

N = 0

It is arguable whether the design of control-groundings-control weeks implemented in 
this study could have had influenced the observations obtained. The decreasing 
interaction pattern observed during the study weeks and the absence of ‘join 
conversation’ in Week 4 were unexpected behaviours observed which could have 
been caused by an order effect but seemed to be better explained by other factors. 
When looking at the trends between interaction activities and number of online 
participants per week (see Figure 6.9), there is a clear relation between the two, which 
could explain the decreasing number of interaction observed along the weeks. The 
weeks with high interaction activity were represented by a high number of online 
participants, while the weeks with low interaction activity were represented by a low 
number of online participants.  

Trend of contributions of interaction and online 
participants
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Figure 6.9: Online participants – Interaction 

The absence of ‘join conversation’ instances in week 4 could also be explained by an 
alternative observation regarding the public and privacy aspect of the coordination 
units. When comparing the control weeks, the initiations in Week 1 that were 
addressed to someone in particular (‘how was the presentation P10?’) were equal in 
number to open initiations (‘anyone going for lunch?’). In contrast, the majority (66%) 
of the initiations in Week 4 were addressed to a one person. Besides, in Week 4 half 
of the initiations that were explicitly addressed to someone provided a closed topic, 
which seemed only relevant to the addressed audience (‘P5, let me know when you 
would like to work on the scenarios?’). This could also explain why all the 
conversations in Week 4 (except for two omissions) were only between two people 
and no ‘join conversation’ was observed.  

Whether the observations during the grounding weeks would have had been different 
if no control week was initially added it is also arguable. No indications made 
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reference to an interaction observed in Week 1 that would have influenced the use of 
the grounding mechanisms in Week 2 and 3. The following analysis provides other 
explanations for the interactions observed in the grounding weeks. 

Figure 6.11 illustrates the characterization of the analyzed coordination units per 
week. The purpose of Figure 6.11 is to visualize the coordination units and their 
quantitative description regarding first-reaction-time and reactions-time. It also serves 
to represent the time duration of each unit, the length of each unit (interaction-length), 
the use of delays, multiple instances of presentations (initiation-length) or reaction by 
the same person, and the use of the one-click mechanism. 

Horizontal black lines separate the conversation units displaying the duration in 
minutes of that unit (time lapsed from initiation until the last reaction). The right 
column represents the initiator’s signals and the left column the recipients’ signals. 
Single chat instances are represented by white rectangles (left side), while continuous 
grey rectangles represented multiple-consecutive chat instances. Delays are 
represented by three levels of orange: the darker the orange the longer the delay. 
Coordination units without any visible reaction are ended with a black square at the 
right. Alerts are represented by light blue. The one-click option is represented by light 
green.  

A total of 52 coordination units were counted during the four weeks of study, 27 
during the control weeks, and 25 during the grounding weeks. Leaving out the 11 
omissions (‘initiations’ without ‘reactions’) 41 units were analyzed, 21 in the control 
weeks and 20 in the grounding weeks. 

Figure 6.10 shows the distribution of participants’ contribution to ‘initiations’ and 
‘first reactions’. The number of participants that initiated coordination units was 8 and 
10 in the control and grounding weeks, respectively. Regarding the frequency of ‘first 
reactions’ a bigger difference was observed, as 5 participants generated all the ‘first 
reactions’ during the control weeks compared to 9 participants in the grounding weeks. 
Two participants used the one-click mechanism as a ‘first reaction’ device in 4 
occasions. Figure 6.13 illustrates an example where three participants used the one-
click as a ‘first reaction’.  
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Figure 6.10: Left – number of initiations per participant; Right – number of ‘first 
reaction’ per participant 

Figure 6.12 on the left, presents the contribution of participants regarding ‘initiations’ 
(including omissions), ‘first reaction’ and ‘join conversation’; at the right it shows the 
frequencies of such variables. 
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Figure 6.11: Visualization of the conversation units and their characterization according 
to length (time and number of instantiations), delays, and mechanisms (alert, chat, one-
click). 
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Figure 6.12: Left – number of participants triggering ‘initiations’, ‘first reactions’ and 
‘join conversations’; Right – frequencies of ‘initiations’, ‘first reactions’ and ‘join 
conversations’ 

Although the distribution of the frequency of ‘join conversation’ did not show major 
differences between the study periods, it was interesting to see that most instances 
observed in the grounding weeks were supported by the one-click mechanism. Figure 
6.14 shows an example of ‘join conversation’ where P3 used one-click to be part of an 
existing conversation. 

Date Time Action Content Subject 
15:00:29 Message http://www.umpatriots.com/main.htm P7 
15:00:41 Message have a look especially at the video P7 
15:00:55 Mark to: P7 http://www.umpatriots.com/main.htm P10 
15:04:31 Mark to: P7 http://www.umpatriots.com/main.htm P6 
19:18:42 Mark to: P7 http://www.umpatriots.com/main.htm P12 
22:20:34 Mark to: P7 have a look especially at the video P12 

Figure 6.13: Uses of the one-click mechanism: ‘first reaction’ 

Date Time Action Content Subject 
15:16:10 Alert To: P1 P12 
15:16:44 Message P1 how to make cappuccino at the office?  … P12 

15:24:02 Message You ask B to get the Douwe Egberts machine that prepares 
decent coffee ;-)… 

P1 

15:24:32 Mark to: P1 You ask B to get the Douwe Egberts machine that prepares 
decent coffee ;-) 

P12 

15:25:27 Message That’s a good idea. ... At least all the people on this CB should 
do then we call it 'pressure' :-) 

P12 

15:25:44 Message That's the spirit! P1 

15:26:04 Message In the mean time there is coffee but no others in the coffee break 
room... 

P12 

15:26:52 Message I printed out the recipe for cappuccino for my own reference (and 
maybe for others too?) 

P12 

15:27:14 Message I will stick it to the wall over there. P12 

15:31:24 Message Great! Thanks! We already took coffee with P3 from the can we 
hope you prepared ;-) 

P1 

15:48:59 Mark to: P12 I printed out the recipe for cappuccino for my own reference (and 
maybe for others too?) 

P3 

15:49:03 Mark to: P1 Great! Thanks! We already took coffee with P3 from the can we 
hope you prepared ;-) 

P3 

15:50:45 Mark to: P1 Great! Thanks! We already took coffee with P3 from the can we 
hope you prepared ;-) 

P12 

Figure 6.14: Uses of the one-click mechanisms: a ‘reaction’ (first and last instance) and a 
‘join conversation’ (second and third instance) 

In the control weeks a total of 7 instances of ‘join conversation’ were recorded from 5 
participants. The same number of instances was recorded in the grounding weeks 
coming from 6 participants, where 4 participants used the one-click mechanism 5 
times. A closer examination is provided in the analysis of first-reaction-time,
reactions-time and join-conversation-time.
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In the control weeks 21 first-reaction-time were identified, compared to 19 in the 
grounding week. One instance that was observed during the grounding weeks was 
excluded from the calculations as it presented an extreme and isolated case of a first-
reaction-time (in the chat item) that occurred 4.5 days later. A reaction to ‘Have a nice 
weekend everyone!’ was sent after coming back from a long holiday weekend with a 
message ‘Thanks!’. The analysis of the first-reaction-time showed minor differences 
between the control and grounding weeks. The average time of the first-reaction-time 
in the control weeks was 10.42 (std. dev. 17.00) minutes compared to 9.49 (std. dev. 
22.01) minutes in the grounding weeks, where only 3 cases (out of 19) corresponded 
to one-click uses. 

When looking only at the delayed of first-reaction-time, the total number of delays in 
the control weeks (6) was bigger compared to the grounding weeks (3), but the 
average time of the delays was bigger in the grounding weeks (50.57 minutes (std. 
dev. 36.37)) than in the control weeks (29.78 minutes (std. dev. 22.36)). Two of the 
delays in the grounding weeks were produced using the one-click mechanism with an 
average time of 50.58 minutes (std. dev. 51.43). These two large first-reaction-time 
delays, disconfirmed the lightweight aspect expected by the one-click mechanism as 
defined in hypothesis 1. The one-click mechanism supported longer delays instead of 
quick reactions. However, an alternative definition for the use of the one-click 
mechanisms as a lightweight grounding was provided by the join-conversation-time 
variable. 

The frequency of ‘join conversation’ in both periods was the same (N=7), but in the 
control weeks the average time that participants took to join a conversation was 4.71 
(std. dev. 8.65) minutes, compared to 58.54 (std. dev. 94.88) minutes in the grounding 
weeks. As mentioned earlier 5 of the 7 instances of joining an existing conversation in 
the grounding weeks corresponded to the use of the one-click mechanism. Three of 
them represented delays with an average time of 127.69 minutes (std. dev. 120.01). 
These delays looked similar to the delays supported by the one-click mechanism in 
the first-reaction-time. However, these cases reflected the use of the one-click 
mechanism as instances of ambiguity as well as autonomy control. Figure 6.15 shows 
how participants P3, P4 and P6 did not join in existing conversations in the control 
weeks, but they did use the one-click-mechanism in the grounding weeks, as their 
only way of interaction (no extra text-based signals were produced by them) during 
existing conversations. It seems that participants used the one-click mechanism to 
signal and ground a “passive” engagement in conversations, which was not possible 
before. Examples and implications of these findings are discussed in section 6.4.7.  
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Figure 6.15: Left – distribution of ‘join conversation’; Right – distribution of one-click 
use 

This phenomenon was also observed when looking at the slight increase of the 
average number of participants reacting to a coordination unit in the grounding weeks 
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(2.76; std. dev. 0.83) compared to the control weeks (2.32; std. dev. 0.75). In the 
control weeks there were only two cases in which a maximum of four participants 
reacted to the same coordination unit. In the grounding weeks, five coordination units 
recorded a maximum of four participants out of whom at least two represented their 
interaction using the one-click mechanism. The one-mechanisms developed new level 
of engagement in participation. 

The analysis of reactions-time contributed to the findings regarding the join-
conversation-time previously described. It was observed that the reactions-time 
analyzed during the grounding weeks were longer in minutes than in the control 
weeks. During the control weeks a total of 89 ‘reactions’ were recorded, and 132 
during the grounding weeks. One reaction was excluded from the grounding weeks, as 
it presented an extreme and isolated case of one-click use with a delay of 3 days. The 
average time of the reactions-time in the control weeks was 5.16 (std. dev. 12.18) 
minutes while in the grounding weeks was 10.82 (std. dev. 46.37) minutes. This 
difference in time focused the attention to another (most common) use of the one-
click mechanism. Some participants used the one-click mechanism as an extension of 
their chat messages to react to existing representations of a conversation that were 
presented after a period that was longer than 10 minutes (delay). Figure 6.14 shows 
how participant P12 used the one-click as a ‘reaction’ device in two different 
moments of the conversation. 

Analyzing the use of the one-click mechanism the following findings were obtained: 
10 coordination units presented the use of the one-click mechanism with a total of 27 
instances recorded; in 4 units the one-click mechanism was used as a ‘first reaction’, 
two times with delay. Out of the remaining 23 one-click instances, 5 corresponded to 
‘join conversation’ (3 of them delays), and the remaining 18 corresponded to 
‘reactions’ (11 of them delays). Figure 6.16 illustrates the use of the one-click 
mechanism regarding the three variables analyzed, indicating whether it was used as a 
regular or as a delay mechanism. 

One-click
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Figure 6.16: One-click use 

The reactions-time of the 18 one-click instances used as ‘reactions’ to initiations, 
presented an average time of 40.54 minutes (std. dev. 102.15). Considering only the 
delayed ‘reactions’ the average time increased to 63.86 minutes (std. dev. 127.26). 
Contrary to what was hypothesized, the one-click mechanism was not primarily used 
as quick-light ‘reaction’ mechanisms to ground delays. However the one-click 
mechanism did encourage collaborative practices by offering lightweight mechanisms 
to make the existing messages explicit shared devices. 
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The use of the one-click mechanism as a replacement of text-based signalling and 
grounding practices represented 52% of the total one-click instances analyzed. The 13 
instances followed by text-based signalling (by the same participant) were not 
considered as disconfirming evidence, as in all the cases the text followed 
corresponded to track-I signals. Two of them were used as the only coordination 
signal to resume a conversation after a 20 minutes silence (reactions with delay). The 
remaining signals were used as a quick (less than 10 minutes) ‘reaction’ to an existing 
message immediately followed by track-I signals contributing to the content of that 
message. Table 6.5 summarizes the use of the one-click mechanisms in the grounding 
weeks 

Table 6.5: Number of instances (N) of the one-click mechanism regarding each variable 
totals and delays; and average and standard deviation [minutes] 

 Grounding weeks 
Average time (std. dev) 

Total first-reaction-time N=4 
26.10 (41.01) 

Total reactions-time N=18 
40.54 (102.15) 

Total join-conversation-time N=5 
77.82 (108.93) 

Delay first-reaction-time N=2 
50.58 (51.43) 

Delay reactions-time N=11 
63.86 (127.26) 

Delay join-conversation-time N=3 
127.69 (120.01) 

6.4.7 Confirming and disconfirming evidence 
First-reaction-time, reactions-time and join-conversation-time measurements 
increased in the grounding weeks, indicating disconfirming evidence to the hypothesis 
1 as no shorter reaction time were observed when using the one-click mechanism. 
However, the analysis identified an unforeseen behaviour when using the one-click 
mechanism. 

The join-conversation-time provided an alternative definition of lightweight as the 
one in hypothesis 1. Instead of supporting ‘quick-and-light’ reactions the one-click 
mechanism provided the possibility for passive participants to ground in whenever 
time they founded most appropriate their (passive) involvement in an existing 
conversation. 

Contrary to what was expected in hypothesis 1, the one-click mechanism was mostly 
used to represent delayed reactions (reactions provided ten minutes or later after the 
message was presented) to acknowledge the attention to existing messages. The use of 
one-click as delayed reaction, counted for 59% of the 27 one-click instances observed.  

When analyzing the activity of participants using the one-click mechanism to ground 
old messages, it was observed that about half of the cases were made by members 
that were not actively involved in the conversation. They used the mechanism to join 
an existing conversation through establishing a limited participation. It seems that 
passive participants used the one-click mechanism to be able to acknowledge their 
level of involvement in a conversation without actually having to get too involved. 
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Compared to text messages in CB, the one-click mechanism offered a more 
lightweight way to coordinate interaction involvement. 

An example is illustrated in Figure 6.13 that shows an extract of a conversation unit 
where one participant (P7) shared an URL and three other participants in different 
time frames clicked on P7’s message to acknowledge they have seen his message. It is 
arguable, that without the one-click grounding, participant P7 would not have known 
and understood the impact of his message within the community. Noteworthy, all 
reactions in this unit corresponded to single one-click grounding, meaning that they 
were used as the only reaction to acknowledge that the message was read. 

Figure 6.14 illustrates another case where a passive participant grounds messages of a 
conversation he did not actively participate in. The conversation occurred between 
participants P12 and P1, and after it was over, participant P3 who was indirectly 
involved in the conversation (he was mentioned in it) grounded the last messages sent 
by the two active participants. 

Grounding old messages using the one-click mechanism as the only reaction, 
provided participants with the opportunity to acknowledge an existing presentation in 
situations where a ‘heavier’ contribution (writing a message) was not worthwhile to 
produce. This provides confirming evidence of PGM design implications: signalling 
and grounding should provide a link between existing representations and privacy 
intentions to develop coordination mechanisms (see Figure 6.1). The one-click 
supported the development of coordination devices by linking existing representations 
to indicate intentions to interact.  

Finally, another interpretation of the use of the one-click as the only reaction 
confirmed the support of the mechanism to engage in collaborative practices and at 
the same time control autonomy (e.g., desired level of ambiguity). The evidence that 
individuals could ground participation without having to commit themselves to an 
undesired level of interaction demonstrated that the one-click mechanism supported 
effective signalling and grounding practices without compromising ambiguity.
Participants could collaborate in representing their privacy intentions by keeping a 
passive interaction without having to explicitly explain it. Quantitatively it was 
possible to indicate that the level of engagement in a conversation became wider in 
the grounding weeks as passive participants found a way to express their level of 
involvement in a conversation, without having to explicitly explain their lack of 
willingness to actively participate. 

It was expected that in communities with strong collaborative needs there would be 
coordination instances where additional effort would be added in order to have more 
control over the representation of intentions versus ambiguity. The non-use of the 
drag-and-drop mechanism could be explained because the community had little need 
for coordination, therefore it would benefit only from mechanisms that were highly 
efficient and guaranteed ambiguity. From the focus group participants reported that 
the effort to choose a sentence (from the grounding palette) together with the explicit 
consequence of grounding intentions were considered too demanding for the 
interaction needs they had. 

6.4.8 Discussion 
The presented study addressed several issues regarding participants’ behaviours to 
coordinate their interaction for communication: the low interaction observed, the 
value for awareness rather than interaction support, the no use of the drag-and-drop 
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mechanism and the preference to use the one-click mechanism as grounding for 
passive participation rather than for quick grounding. This discussion reveals the 
influence that the interaction needs of the community had on the development of the 
observed behaviours and reflects on the success of the one-click mechanisms to 
provide coordination devices that address such interaction needs. 

Participants, in general, reported that they had little need to coordinate their chat 
representations, since their messages were never of major importance and in general 
establishing interaction was not the primary goal for them. For this community the 
value of CB developed strongly in the direction of providing awareness rather than 
supporting interaction. This was reflected for example by the rapid change in 
participants’ perceived benefits of the webcam. Initially most participants were 
apprehensive in the use of the webcam, and most cameras were pointing at 
uninformative places such as ceilings, windows, or walls to protect their privacy. But 
after a week of use participants started adapting their initial camera position, and by 
the end of the study most cameras were broadcasting information that could indicate 
presence of their owners such as, the keyboard, part of their face, etc. In the focus 
group, most participants confirmed the benefits of video as probably the only thing 
they would like to keep in the future.  

“I got used to broadcast myself and seeing other people broadcasting …” (Participant 10) 

“I didn’t use so much the chat to communicate with other people… but afterwards [when 
the study was over] … I missed the fact that I could have a sense that I belong to a group” 
(Participant 1) 

“I could see people sit in front of their desktop … I could feel I’m part of that group 
without having to interact” (Participant 3) 

Regarding the non-use of the drag-and-drop mechanism, participants explained that it 
required a clear intention to ground something that was never clear to them. Most of 
participants’ interactions during the four weeks of study were triggered because they 
were participating in a study, therefore they did not recognize clear intentions of 
interaction or intentions for solitude. Some speculated the benefits of both 
mechanisms in other settings where a clear need to communicate remotely was 
presented: 

“It works [CB] with Participant 2 cause she was mostly working home, then the metaphor 
work easier” (Participant 11) 

“It has to do with the need to work in common things” (Participant 7) 

“I think it would work with … foreign partners … I notice that sometimes I don’t phone 
them because is too much hassle or they are probably not there…if I would notice that 
they are there or I can see they are behind their desk I think there would be more 
interaction” (Participant 8) 

The use of the one-click mechanism to ground passive participation showed that 
participants had the need for grounding ‘when appropriate for them’ rather than 
grounding ‘for others to get a quick reaction about their intentions’. This again 
reflected the community needs for low interaction and how the one-click mechanism 
responded to such needs. In practice it was observed that the mechanisms proposed by 
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PGM could be used to satisfy different types of lightweight and effective grounding 
according to the interaction needs of the community.  

Concluding, it seems that a strong connection exists between the community 
interaction needs and the effort and explicitness that communicators want to achieve 
by signalling and grounding their privacy intentions. When interaction needs are high, 
the utility of signalling and grounding are considered high, therefore effort is 
worthwhile to make the signalling and grounding of interaction explicit. But when 
interaction needs are low, less effort and more ambiguity of signalling and grounding 
are valued as mechanisms to coordinate interaction.  

6.5 Tangible implementation of PGM – The Cylinder 
In this section tangibility in PGM is investigated. Tangibility is a design aspect, which has 
been widely explored in the Industrial Design Department at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology (TU/e) where this thesis was developed. This motivates to explore the potential of 
tangible interaction to support signalling and grounding. 

In the context of this thesis tangibility offers opportunities to investigate physical 
channels to support lightweight and distinctive coordination signals. There are several 
scenarios a physical object that supports signalling and grounding can offer lighter 
interactive mechanisms (e.g. pushing a button) comparing to computer-based 
solutions. For example, in CBg, a user reading a book (away from the computer) 
attends in the periphery of his/her PC monitor that someone is trying to get his/her 
attention. To ground a delayed reaction, using the one-click mechanism, he/she needs 
to move from the physical context (reading a book) to the digital context (CBg)
undermining the support for lightweight and interactive grounding mechanism. 

To inspire the implementation of a PGM-tangible device, a design workshop was 
organized to generate a number of creative ideas of physical and digital coordination 
devices that could support the signalling and grounding of interpersonal privacy 
coordination. Scenarios and privacy roles were used to define the scope of the 
workshop (see Appendix B.1). The design sessions were supported by a number of 
techniques to help the generation of creative ideas: brainwriting helped to trigger and 
share individual thinking, SCAMPER helped transforming existing ideas into new 
ideas, and interaction labelling aimed at boosting participants’ creativity by 
interacting with physical objects (see Appendix B.2). Participants were selected from 
different disciplines related to the field of HCI and distributed in two groups 
balancing their expertise and years of experience in the field (see Appendix B.3). 
Each group participated in a two-hour session. A total of seventeen ideas were 
generated from workshop sessions (see Appendix B.4). The creativity of the ideas 
varied from practical solutions integrating existing physical spaces and objects, to 
artistic representations, to interactions simulating nature, to challenging interaction 
techniques. Four types of signalling and grounding scenarios were identified from the 
analysis of the ideas generated in the sessions: one’s (delayed) reactions, one’s 
initiations, other’s reachability and one’s reachability. The analysis (see Appendix B.5) 
confirmed that signalling and grounding require both lightweight 
visualization/notification of the online members and the current activities, and 
lightweight interactivity. To support ambiguity ideas suggested the use of artistic 
representations and nature-based representations that helped to represent the 
continuity between different representations (e.g. an effect from sunny to cloudy 
could represent a transition from available to unavailable). 
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A first tangible instantiation of PGM was developed to empirically analyze tangible 
design aspects of signalling and grounding. The design artefact, the Cylinder, was 
implemented as a master project by the master student Laurens Boer22. This was a 
first application of PGM designed by a person who was not involved in the 
development of the model. It served as a case to empirically prove the use of the 
model as a tool to identify and describe the components that support interpersonal 
privacy coordination, which a designer was able to translate into design elements to 
implement a tangible grounding device. 

The design work focused on the development of a physical device that supported 
signalling and grounding in CB. The design context referred to situations where 
individuals were not available and wanted to ground their unavailability to incoming 
messages without too high cost. 

In the next sections, the tangible interaction and abstract visualizations of the Cylinder 
are described. Then a number of scenarios are provided to exemplify the use of the 
Cylinder as a signalling and grounding mechanism. Finally, current work is briefly 
described. 

6.5.1 Description 
The rationale for a tangible device in CB was to maximize the track-II 
characterizations by offering a distinctive outeraction channel to signal and ground 
incoming messages. In particular, the Cylinder was expected to enhance the 
lightweight interactivity of the alert option in CB, by maximizing background, 
simultaneous, brief and distinctive aspects for signalling and grounding of alert 
messages. Two major functionalities were the focus of this design: 

− Provide signalling mechanisms to present intentions to communicate. 

− Provide grounding mechanisms to establish a shared understanding of 
unavailability when no reaction was intended: ‘I saw your message. I will get back 
to you later’ 

The Cylinder was designed to fit the hand, enabling the hand’s muscles to easily grab, 
rotate, and press the interactive part of the device. The Cylinder consists of a hollow 
container of a cylinder shape built from layers of MDF in combination with three 
layers of sand sprayed Plexiglas (see Figure 6.17). A tube made of the same material 
fits in the hole of the container. Phidget technology is attached to the tube allowing it 
to be rotated clockwise and be moved up and down. The top area of the Cylinder 
displays a time scale indicating six intervals in minutes (0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-45, 
45-60, and 60-120). Each interval contains a white LED to provide feedback of the 
rotating movement. The LED of an interval turns on when is selected through rotation, 
and it goes off when a different interval is selected. The Plexiglas layers of the 
Cylinder represent three rings with coloured LED’s. The Cylinder offers notifications 
to inform of different message activities happening in CB as well as interactive 
mechanisms to coordinate the incoming alert signals.  

 

22 This design exploration was conducted by Laurens Boer, Master Student in Industrial Design, under 
the guidance of Natalia Romero and Panos Markopoulos. The assignment given to the student was to 
explore the potential of a tangible user interface as a grounding device as this concept has been 
introduced in this thesis. 
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Figure 6.17: The Cylinder. 
 

Figure 6.18: The lights indicating place 
and sender of an incoming message. 

Figure 6.19: The mechanical motor (inside 
the Cylinder) moves the inner cylinder up 
when sender is trying to get the attention 
of the recipient using the alert option in 
CB 

 

Figure 6.20: (Left) Recipient turns the cylinder clockwise to set availability to interact 
and (right) pushes the cylinder down to close the interaction 
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Two types of notifications were implemented: one to notify when and by whom a new 
message has been sent and another to signal when someone is sending an alert (the 
Get my Attention option) to the owner of the Cylinder. To notify about an incoming 
message the Cylinder turns on the inner ring indicating the colour of the sender of the 
message and the outer rings indicating the colour of the place where the message has 
been sent from. Figure 6.18 shows that a message has been sent from the place 
represented in green and by the person represented in blue. To notify about an alert 
message the tube inside the Cylinder moves up (see Figure 6.19). The signalling of an 
alert is designed to be more effective than the notification about incoming messages 
as an alert is used to get the attention of other people. 

Three interactive mechanisms are offered when the tube moves up, to support the 
grounding of an alert signal: 

– The signal can be ignored, therefore no action is required and the tube moves 
gradually down to its original position.  

– The signal can be grounded by turning the tube clockwise to roughly indicate the 
next opportunity of availability for communication (see Figure 6.20, left). 

– The signal can be grounded by pushing the tube down to indicate no intention to 
coordinate availability to communicate (see Figure 6.20, right). 

As earlier described, the notifications provided by the Cylinder are directly connected 
to events in CB. The lights of the rings provide context to the message sent in the chat 
item and the tube represents the use of the alert option. Similarly, the interactions 
supported by the tube are connected to visualizations in the chat item of CB: 

– If the tube automatically moves down, the chat item of the initiator displays: ‘No 
reaction’ 

– If the recipient pushes the tube down without setting his/her availability, the chat 
item of the initiator displays: ‘I am not available now’ 

– If the recipient sets availability and pushes the tube down, the chat item of the 
initiator displays: ‘I am available in about <period of time>’. 

The initiator can react to the message generated by the recipient’s cylinder, by using 
the one-click mechanism to indicate agreement. In such case the tube will move 
quickly up and down to signal agreement. 

6.5.2 Scenarios 
The following scenarios illustrate the three interactive mechanisms that a recipient 
could use to ground his/her reaction to alert messages: 

– Grounding by setting availability: Kim is having a meeting with Mark in her 
office, sitting at the meeting table far from her desktop PC. She puts the Cylinder 
on the meeting table to stay aware of the activities in CB as she cannot see the PC 
monitor from the table. She is particularly interested to check whenever John tries 
to contact her, as she would like to contact him once he is around. During the 
meeting the frequent changes of colours of the rings of the Cylinder indicate a 
high activity of messages in CB. At a certain moment the tube moves up and the 
light of the inner ring changes to John’s colour, indicating that he is trying to 
reach her. She wants to express John her intentions to talk to him later; therefore 
she moves the tube to the right and presses it down to specify that she will get 
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back to him in about half an hour later. John receives a message in CB notifying 
him about Kim’s intentions to talk to him later. He uses the one-click mechanism 
to confirm her proposed availability. Kim sees that the tube of her Cylinder 
quickly moves up and down indicating John’s agreement. 

– Grounding without setting availability: Steve is involved in a videoconference 
in his office when the tube of the Cylinder moves up and turns the inner-ring on to 
inform that Annie is trying to contact him. As he is in front of his PC monitor, he 
can read Anne’s question inquiring if he is joining for lunch. Steve is very busy 
with the videoconference, and he does not know when he is going to be done, 
therefore he pushes the tube down indicating that he is aware of Annie’s invitation 
but he cannot join for lunch now. Annie receives a chat message indicating 
Steve’s unavailability. 

– No reaction: Joe is trying to catch up with some reading. He puts his Cylinder far 
away from his attention and concentrates on his reading. Once in a while the 
Cylinder moves up and since Joe is not reacting to it, the tube moves down 
gradually to its normal position, indicating to the initiator that no reaction from 
Joe was given to their alert signal. 

6.5.3 Current Work 
The master student implemented six prototypes, which were tested at the time of 
writing of this thesis. The study had a two-fold purpose: to evaluate the tangible and 
peripheral aspects of the Cylinder and to confirm whether the Cylinder is a 
lightweight grounding mechanism. 

6.6 Conclusions 
This section looks back to this chapter as a whole, reflecting on PGM design options to 
implement track-II signals to support coordination mechanisms.  

The PGM provides a descriptive structure to characterize lightweight (brevity, 
peripheralness, and simultaneity) and effective (distinctiveness) aspects of signalling 
and grounding mechanisms. A mediated-communication system to be PGM-
supportive should provide signalling and grounding mechanisms in channels that are 
more in the background, more brief, distinctive and simultaneous than the primary 
communication channels offered. The characterizations of coordination mechanisms 
provided by PGM are then relative to the characterization of the content channels 
supported by the system.    

Lightweight interactivity was explored by providing a number of grounding 
mechanisms as alternatives to typing text in CB: the one-click, the drag-and-drop 
(although it could not be empirically evaluated) and the Cylinder (turning and pushing 
down). These implementations demonstrated that lightweight interactivity was a 
crucial aspect to increase collaborative coordination practices as well as to support the 
development of common ground.  

The effectiveness of grounding was explored by using simple visualizations that 
represented the intentionality of existing representations: the one-click and the drag-
and-drop mechanisms represented privacy intentions on the grounded chat message, 
and the Cylinder represented privacy intentions to a current request for attention. The 
distinctiveness of such visualizations guaranteed a clear link to ground existing 
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representations with privacy intentions, as they were visually close to the 
representations and sufficiently distinctive to communicate intentions.  

Ambiguity representations such as the minimal information used by the one-click 
mechanism or the Cylinder’s proximity time scale to provide future availability, 
responded to individuals need for flexible and dynamic privacy representations.  

PGM highlights that the lightweight interactivity of coordination mechanisms could 
help to increase the feedback (currently missing in most mediated communication 
systems) of what has been mutually understood from available privacy representations. 
Such feedback should be supported in ways that allows for ambiguity. 





Chapter VII 
7 Conclusions 
 

This chapter summarizes the conclusions derived from the developed 
theory, designs and studies. Limitations and future work are further 
discussed. Highlights of the major contributions to the field are 
provided. The chapter ends with concluding remarks. 
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7.1 Thesis outline 
The work described in this thesis was motivated by the following question: how to 
address privacy costs in Awareness Systems from a social perspective? As Awareness 
Systems support social interaction, privacy costs were primarily associated with social 
breakdowns regarding undesired levels of interaction (too much or too little) rather 
than information violations (surveillance, security breaches, etc.).  

The control of information disclosure has been the primarily approach taken by 
related studies in the subject of privacy. It was argued in Chapter II that these studies 
failed to (i) reflect the more practical concerns people are confronted with when 
interacting in mediated settings and (ii) offer feasible solutions to the dialectic and 
dynamic aspects of privacy. The research presented here extended these studies, 
proposing a social approach to study privacy in mediated technologies. This 
emphasized the need to control interaction rather than information exchange and to 
support the dialectic and dynamic aspects of privacy. A description of interpersonal 
privacy was developed that focused on communication practices that people engage in 
to coordinate interaction.  

This thesis states that (a) privacy, and specifically interpersonal privacy, is 
collaboratively coordinated (b) in a process, which is modelled by the Privacy 
Grounding Model (PGM). (c) The PGM addresses how interaction technology should 
provide track-II representations that supported by signalling and grounding 
mechanisms (d) lead to developing the necessary common ground for coordinating 
people’s privacy borders. Ultimately PGM should lead to improved interpersonal 
privacy coordination. 

The research approach of this thesis, described in Chapter I, was based on the HCI 
triangulation framework of Mackay and Fayard (1997) to integrate theory, design and 
observation methods. This framework combined inductive and deductive models of 
science with design. It helped to derive implications from theory and empirical studies 
(observations) as instantiation of design artefacts, just as well as from design artefacts 
it helped to evolve and influence theories and empirical studies.  

The presented research resulted in the theoretical development and validation of the 
Privacy Grounding Model (PGM), a theoretical model to describe interpersonal 
privacy coordination activities. The development of PGM drew upon three theories 
regarding privacy (Altman, 1975; Petronio, 2001; Boyle and Greenberg, 2005) and 
one regarding social communication (Clark, 1996). While earlier studies recognized 
the need of individuals to manage their privacy borders and even to do this 
collaboratively, PGM provided a description of this coordination process. The model 
used three layers where components, mechanisms and characterizations described 
individuals’ behaviours leading towards privacy coordination practices at different 
levels of detail. Four components conceptualized the social elements involved in these 
practices: collaboration, signalling, grounding and regulation. Four mechanisms 
described the behaviours associated to each component: coordination pairs, track-II 
signals, common ground representations, and privacy borders. And finally a set of 
characterizations operationalized each mechanism, as for example the characterization 
of track-II signals: brevity, peripheralness, simultaneity, and distinctiveness. 
PGM contributed in a three-fold way to the design of interpersonal privacy 
coordination mechanisms in Awareness Systems supporting distributed communities.  
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Firstly, it identified the signalling and grounding mechanisms as the collaborative 
practices communicators engage in to develop common ground for coordination 
purposes. Secondly, it developed a characterization of the proposed mechanisms, 
allowing to assess how well different systems support interpersonal privacy 
management as a collaborative coordination process. Thirdly, it provided implications 
for the design of privacy signalling and grounding mechanisms. These contributions 
provided: a process that described the lightweight collaborative aspect of privacy 
coordination; a coding scheme that characterized the system’s support of lightweight 
signalling and grounding mechanisms; and design implications that identified ways to 
support the link between existing representations and privacy intentions to develop 
coordination devices. 

The coding scheme provided a structure to describe privacy behaviours in mediated 
settings using the characterizations of the components of PGM. It characterized the 
collaborative (interactive) effort of communicators to develop and use common 
ground representations of their privacy borders.  

The design implications of PGM identified design aspects for the implementation of 
signalling and grounding mechanisms to help communicators create track-II 
representations that link existing representations in the system with their privacy 
intentions. Signalling and grounding mechanisms should be implemented as 
lightweight and interactive practices and the develop track-II representations should 
communicate sufficient information for grounding purposes, allowing for ambiguity 
when necessary. 

The theory of Common Ground provided a rich and complex description of the 
coordination of social communication activities in face-to-face settings, which was 
used to model a similar situation in the context of mediated communication. A careful 
selection led to identify the core aspects of the theory that were representative for 
social communication activities in mediated settings. Consequently, the need for a 
validation was crucial to confirm that the model was providing the adequate 
descriptors.   

Four empirical studies were conducted and two design artefacts were implemented to 
validate the generated knowledge: 

– In the PGM pilot field study (Chapter III) eight days of Instant Messaging 
communication between nine members of a small research community were 
analyzed. A coding scheme was developed to characterize privacy practices using 
the elements of PGM. Data logging and coding techniques were used to verify that 
the data collected, the coding scheme and analysis procedure were necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the validation of PGM. The outcomes of the study 
resulted in a revised coding scheme, data collection and analysis procedure. The 
study provided first empirical evidence that the components of PGM were 
manifested in the coordination of interpersonal privacy in mediated settings. 

– In the PGM validation study (Chapter IV) the interaction behaviours of a closely 
tied community of thirteen members using the groupware Community Bar system 
were analyzed. Data triangulation was used to compare data logs and diary logs 
collected during twenty-eight days of CB use and from eleven interviews. The 
study objective was to validate PGM as a descriptor of the privacy practices 
observed using the coding scheme. The analysis validated the modelling of 
privacy as a collaborative coordination process. 
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– In the lab experiment (Chapter V) observations of interruption coordination 
practices in a mediated setting were tested. The setting consisted of two social 
conditions (between subjects, group and team) and two system conditions (within 
subjects, automatic and manual) to test collaborative behaviours regarding the 
coordination of interruptions. A total of sixty subjects participated in the study. 
The experiment confirmed that collaboration was an essential aspect in the 
coordination of interpersonal privacy regardless of social and system condition. It 
also identified the need for flexible systems to support different levels of 
collaboration. 

– In the design case study (Chapter VI) the use of two grounding mechanisms, the 
One-click and the Drag-and-drop mechanism, was analyzed. These mechanisms 
were implemented to validate the design implications of PGM. The analysis 
compared the interaction behaviours of a community of twelve members using CB 
in the control weeks and CBg (adapted CB version with the grounding 
mechanisms) in the grounding weeks. In total four weeks were analyzed. The 
analysis confirmed the positive effect of the introduced mechanisms in supporting 
lightweight and ambiguity aspects for signalling and grounding (delayed) 
reactions to existing conversations. A salient finding described the use of the one-
click mechanism to support lightweight grounding of passive participation in 
existing conversations. 

– A design instantiation of PGM was carried out to explore tangible aspects in the 
design of signalling and grounding mechanisms, as a master project (Chapter VI). 
The design artefact, the Cylinder, served to explore tangible interaction and 
peripheral notifications to support signalling and grounding of incoming messages 
and alerts in CB. The Cylinder used lights and movements to provide two types of 
notifications, as well as two degrees of lightweight interaction.  

In summary, this thesis began in Chapter II with a theoretical framework to identify 
the main developments in the areas of privacy and social communication. The core of 
this thesis was built up in Chapter III with the development of the Privacy Grounding 
Model (PGM) to examine the interplay between social and interaction aspects for 
managing interpersonal privacy in mediated communication. In Chapter IV, using 
PGM, a description of the interactive and dynamic practices involved in the 
coordination of individual and social needs to balance privacy and interaction, was 
developed. In Chapter V, the thesis corroborated the collaborative aspect of privacy 
coordination activity in mediated settings. In Chapter VI, the development of design 
implications served to explore how technology could support these practices. The 
results and analyses of the reported studies opened the formulation of questions for 
future work addressing aspects of generalization and design studies. 

7.2 Limitations and options for future work 
The following discussion identifies threats to this thesis and leaves interesting 
questions to investigate in future research. It discusses each of the four parts of the 
thesis statement introduced earlier. In “(a)” the limitations of the thesis approach are 
discussed. In “(b)” the generalizability issues regarding the validation of PGM are 
discussed. In “(c)” the design issues are discussed looking at the implications of track-
II characterizations. Finally, in “(d)” the scope of PGM is discussed, looking at the 
implications for grounding support. 
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7.2.1 Approach: privacy is collaborative coordinated (a) 
This thesis adopted a definition of privacy as a dynamic and dialectic borders 
regulation process. It primarily focused on describing how people do want to share to 
establish a common ground of their interpersonal privacy borders and only indirectly 
addressed privacy issues regarding disclosure of sensitive information. The adopted 
approach considered interactivity and collaboration as crucial aspects to describe the 
coordination of privacy in systems supporting mediated communication. However, 
this approach did not delve to address the what people did not want to disclose, as 
privacy preferences were considered subjective and dynamic and therefore difficult to 
predict (like when trying to identify what individuals do not want to share in mediated 
settings).  

A potential extension to the PGM model could be the development of a fifth 
component that more directly addresses the control of undesired disclosure. Studies 
related to information disclosure like the control and feedback model of Bellotti and 
Sellen (1993) or the privacy boundaries of Palen and Dourish (2003) could be adapted.  

7.2.2 Generalizability: the Privacy Grounding Model (b) 
The validation phase of PGM involved setting up a case study to observe how 
members of a community coordinate their interpersonal privacy when interacting with 
each other by means of an Awareness System. The particularities of the community 
and system under examination posed some generalization constraints. Theoretically, 
the model was developed to respond to a diversity of contexts, but it was validated 
within a specific setting: a closely tied community supported by specific groupware in 
their work environment. Therefore, as options for future research it would be valuable 
to replicate the validation study to analyze other closely tied communities like 
distributed family members, close friends, generational communities (e.g. teenagers or 
elderly), and cross-generational communities (e.g. grandparents – grandchildren). 
Furthermore other examples of mediated communication systems could be analyzed 
using the model. 

7.2.3 Design implications: Track-II characterizations (c) 
The characterizations of track-II (brevity, distinctiveness, peripheralness and 
simultaneity) provide technological challenges to the design of lightweight signalling 
and grounding mechanisms.  For example, a verbal signal in a face-to-face settings is 
always characterized as simultaneous indicating the lightness of its signalling. But in 
mediated communication simultaneity of a verbal signal often depends on technical 
aspects of its implementation, such as, whether it is supported by audio or text or by a 
synchronous or an asynchronous protocol.  

The design of signalling and grounding mechanisms should address how to produce 
and how to attend to track-II signals. PGM design implications pay special attention 
to the implementation of interaction techniques and the appropriate representation for 
such actions. For example, the One-Click and the Drag-and-drop mechanism explored 
two different techniques and two different representations of track-II signals related to 
existing chat conversations. More of such examples should be explored to identify 
design implications for different interaction techniques and representations of track-II 
characterizations.  

In Awareness Systems that primarily rely on computer-based visualizations and 
interactions, tangible interaction techniques were suggested as design possibilities for 
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distinctive track-II representations. One could worry that tangible interaction might 
negatively affect the lightweight and peripheralness of the visualization and 
interaction in such Systems. The Cylinder, presented in Chapter VI, was a first 
exploration of a tangible grounding device. A future study involves replicating the 
design case validation to evaluate the Cylinder as an outeraction channel in the 
context of computer-mediated communication to support the distinctiveness of track-
II signals and lightweight signalling and grounding mechanisms. 

Finally, this thesis highlights interactivity as a crucial aspect in the support of privacy 
grounding, setting aside automation. However automation should be further explored.  

7.2.4 Goal: increasing shared understanding (d) 
The Privacy Grounding Model was developed to support communicators to mutually 
understand their privacy practices. The model described solutions that supported the 
grounding of privacy borders so communicators could establish a shared 
understanding of their privacy intentions and develop informed privacy regulation 
practices. However designing appropriate grounding solutions did not guarantee the 
absence of privacy breakdowns. Although this could be seen as a limitation of the 
model, it reflected PGM primary goal: provide appropriate coordination mechanisms 
to support communicators to deal with such situations instead of providing solutions 
that would try to prevent such situations from happening. Breakdowns such as 
undesired interruptions, absence of reactions, obligations to interact, etc. could still 
occur in systems that support PGM. Nonetheless, when the procedures described by 
PGM would be in place, communicators could easily build a shared understanding of 
such situations, resulting in a mutually acceptable practice for a specific context. 
Eventually, this might lead to fewer privacy breakdowns.  

The descriptive nature of PGM offered objective measurement to asses the support of 
collaboration, signalling and grounding in the coordination of interpersonal privacy 
borders. Future work is proposed to develop and validate subjective measurements 
that also compare the satisfaction of communicators regarding the outcomes of the 
privacy coordination process in mediated settings. Additionally, future empirical 
studies should analyze extreme cases within the scope of PGM to test whether shared 
understanding is a sufficient condition to improve privacy coordination. For example, 
future analyses should focus on communities with stronger differences between 
individuals and social preferences, or using systems with more pervasive features. 

7.3 Contributions 
The Privacy Grounding Model provides a descriptive structure that represents social 
aspects of communication to support individuals to signal and ground their privacy 
borders. It provides a characterization of lightweight interactivity to represent the 
mechanisms communicators use to collaboratively coordinate their privacy borders 
representations. Further, it describes ambiguity as a representation of the dynamic 
aspect of privacy that is crucial in the development of a shared understanding of 
privacy borders depending on the context and communicators needs at any specific 
moment.  

7.3.1 The Privacy Grounding Model 
This research continues a series of HCI studies on privacy that moved beyond security 
concerns to examine users’ needs to control interpersonal privacy in the context of 
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mediated communication technologies (Adam and Sasse, 2001; Sellen and Bellotti, 
1993; Palen and Dourish, 2003; Boyle and Greenberg, 2005). 

This thesis develops theory to describe interpersonal privacy coordination as a 
coordination process supported by signalling and grounding mechanisms to create 
track-II representations to ground privacy borders with intentions to interact. This 
resulted in the development of the Privacy Grounding Model. The PGM (Chapter III) 
was developed to provide a generic description of the collaborative practices of 
privacy coordination in mediated settings. These resulted in the development of four 
components addressing privacy as a social construct. The components describe the 
social practices that users of such technologies develop to ensure a shared 
understanding of their interaction needs. The model emphasized the support of 
signalling and grounding mechanisms to provide dynamic and dialectic tools to 
coordinate interpersonal privacy.  

A qualitative analysis (Chapter IV) provided empirical evidence for the validation of 
the model. A coding scheme was developed to characterize the coordination instances 
of interpersonal privacy in terms of collaboration, signalling and grounding. This 
analysis confirmed that collaboration practices were an essential component in 
privacy coordination activities to reach a common understanding of intentions to 
interact.  

7.3.2 Design implications for track-II characterizations 
The development of PGM design implications was partially informed by the 
conduction of an experiment regarding interruption management (Chapter V). The 
experiment proved the need for flexible mechanisms to support different levels of 
collaboration. In addition, PGM theoretical basis indicated the need to support least 
collaborative effort when coordinating interpersonal privacy.  

PGM design implications identified two aspects to support least collaborative effort in 
the design of signalling and grounding mechanisms: lightweight and ambiguity.  

The four track-II characterizations of PGM informed the design aspects to support 
such requirements: brevity, peripheralness, simultaneity, and distinctiveness. Track-II 
representations should be brief, in the background and simultaneous to allow for 
lightweight signalling and grounding mechanisms. Besides, interactivity should 
prevail over information exchange, so grounding could occur on the basis of 
ambiguity. 

It was empirically demonstrated that implementations of lightweight interaction 
techniques to link existing representations with intentions to interact, encourage 
collaborative coordination practices supporting grounding and ambiguity.  

7.3.3 Signalling and grounding mechanisms 
The concept of grounding mechanisms was instantiated with the implementation of 
two screen-based interactive mechanisms and one tangible interface to explore the 
design space of privacy grounding. The mechanisms served to demonstrate the 
application of PGM in the design of interactive techniques to support different needs 
for lightweight and ambiguity when signalling and grounding existing chat 
representations in CB:  
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– The One-click mechanism implemented a single click interaction technique over 
existing messages to support lightweight signalling and grounding of privacy 
intentions, allowing for ambiguity.  

– The Drag-and-drop mechanism implemented a drag-and-drop interaction 
technique to link customized messages from a grounding palette with existing 
messages in the chat window, supporting more accurate signalling and grounding 
of privacy intentions.  

– The Cylinder device implemented a physical mechanism to support signalling and 
grounding of availability in CB. The physical device offered peripheral 
representation and tangible interaction to signal and ground intentions to 
communicate.  

7.4 Concluding remarks 
Interpersonal privacy management has become a growing concern in the design of 
technologies aiming at supporting mediated communication systems. It has been 
observed that users of mediated communication systems are often confronted with 
issues regarding interaction needs, such as availability for communication, 
interruptions, etc. The common approach to address these issues has been primarily at 
predicting users’ privacy needs and automating the interaction control based on their 
privacy preferences. From a social perspective these solutions seem unfeasible, as 
privacy should be seen as a dynamic and collaborative regulation process in which 
people open and close their interaction borders to represent and understand their 
privacy needs for communication. 

Following the above social definition of privacy, this thesis has investigated, proposed 
and validated the Privacy Grounding Model to describe the process that 
communicators engage in when coordinating their desire for solitude as well as their 
need for socializing. The model characterized signalling and grounding mechanisms 
as collaborative and dynamic practices in the coordination of interpersonal privacy 
borders. Further, this thesis proved that in order to support the signalling and 
grounding coordination process systems should provide lightweight mechanisms. 
Such mechanisms should further support ambiguity in the presentation of privacy 
interaction borders to maintain people’s autonomy. The author hopes that this thesis 
contributes to a better understanding of the dynamic and collaborative aspect of 
interpersonal privacy coordination processes and that it will inform design of future 
mechanisms supporting that process. 
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A.1 Diary log Questions 

A.1.1 General Questions (prompted every hour) 
 
1="Are you too distracted by CB at the moment? Why? How do you deal this distraction?" 

2="Has something interesting happened in CB in the last hour? What? How relevant was it for 
you?" 

3="Any specific experience with CB that you want to report now? What?" 

4="Any problems with CB at the moment? If so, what was the problem?" 

5="Are you consciously using the camera to communicate something?" 

6="Do you feel annoyed by something in particular related to CB?" 

7="What's the best thing in CB right now? Why?" 

8="What's the worst thing in CB right now? Why?" 

9="What has been the most useful experience when using CB today? Why?" 

10="What has been the most annoying experience when using CB today? Why?" 

11="What has been the most uncomfortable experience when using CB today? Why?" 

12="Name two things that you want to change in CB now? Why?" 

13="Name two things that you have successfully achieved using CB today? Why?" 

 

A.1.2 Even-specific Questions (prompted after an event has 
occurred) 

{0} and {1} are replaced by the corresponded values. 

 
CPN_D=Why have you changed your nimbus to {0}? 

CPN_I=Why do you want people to see you differently? What are you trying to communicate? 

OSW_D=Why have you {0} the separate window of item {1}? 

OSW_I=What are you seeking in {0} larger screen? 

CII_DM=Why have you {0} the {1} item? 

CII_DS=Have you noticed that {0} has {1} the {2} item? 

CRI_IMO=What do you want to communicate with the new {0} item? 

CRI_IS=Have you noticed any new information in CB? Is it relevant to you? 

CLI_IMO=Why have you removed information you have posted earlier? 

CLI_IMNO=Why have you removed information posted by {0}? How do you feel by deleting 
others’ information? 

CLI_ISO=Are you missing information earlier posted in CB by you? Does it affect you? 

CLI_ISNO=Are you missing information earlier posted in CB by others? Does it affect you? 

CPF_D=Why have changed focus of place {0} to {1}? 

CPF_I=Why have you changed the size of the items in {0} place? 

CIL_D=Why have you changed the locked option of your item {0} to {1}? 
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CIL_I=Why have you {0} the size of the item {1}? 

CIF_DMO=Why have you changed the focus of {0} to {1}? 

CIF_IMO=Why have you changed the size of {0}? 

CIF_DMNO=Why have you changed the focus of {0} to {1}? 

CIF_IMNO=Why have you changed the size of {0}? 

CIF_IMNOP=What are you trying to communicate to {0} by changing the size? 

CIF_DSO=Have you noticed that {0} has changed your focus to {1}? 

CIF_ISO=Have you noticed that {0} has changed the way they see you? What does this mean 
to you? 

CPS_DM=Why have you changed your status to {0}? 

CPS_IM=What are you trying to communicate by changing your status to {0}? 

CPS_DS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their status to {1}? 

CPS_IS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their status to {1}? How does it affect you? 

CPP_DM=Why have you changed your picture? 

CPP_IM=What are you trying to communicate by changing your picture? 

CPP_DS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their picture? 

CPP_IS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their picture? How does it affect you? Does it 
have a specific meaning for you? 

CPM_DM=Why have you changed your message? 

CPM_IM=What are you trying to communicate by changing your message? 

CPM_DS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their message? 

CPM_IS=Have you noticed that {0} has changed their message? How does this affect you? 
Does it have a specific meaning for you? 

TBE_DM=Why have you buzz {0}?  Have you got any reaction? 

TBE_IM=Did you manage to get {0}'s attention? How do you feel using the buzz option? 

TBE_DS=Have you noticed that {0} is trying to get your attention?   

TBE_IS=What does it mean for you that {0} is trying to get your attention? How does it affect 
you? How are you going to react? 

TIE_DM=Why have you invited {0} to {1} place?  Have you got any reaction? 

TIE_IM=Did {0} respond to your invitation? How do you feel using the invitation option? 

RAI_DM=Why did you response to that activity? 

RAI_IM=Why did you response to that activity? 

RAI_DS=Have you noticed that {0} has responded to an activity? 

RAI_IS=Have you noticed that {0} has responded to an activity? How does this affect you? 
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A.2 Interview Questions 

A.2.1 Interaction styles 
Communication and Information 

− When thinking of CB as a communication tool, how will you describe it in terms 
of its channels and features? What does it offer to you? What is missing? 

− When thinking of CB as an awareness information source, how will you describe it 
in terms information update, relevance, reliability and history? What does it offer 
to you? What is missing? 

Use of several places 

− Yes: Why? When, for what purpose? Did you get expected response? Did you 
have to use invitations? What were the benefits? What were the costs? 

− No: Why? What should be different? Were you aware of other places? Is because 
of the type of community or system limitations? 

Periphery display 
How would you rate the relation between: 

− Space used versus relevant awareness 

− Unwanted distraction versus wanted distraction (please refer to the new added 
features: awareness bar & buzz item) 

o Distractive features 

o Distractive behaviors of you/others 

o Attractive features 

o Attractive behaviors of you/others 

Time-history information 

− How will you describe the awareness information that offers CB in terms of 
permanency?   

− Which items do you feel could be better awareness if they provide history and time 
information? 

Nimbus  

− Is the concept clear? Does it make sense? Is it useful? 

o Was natural to set how much other can see of you? Was it useful? 

o When did you use it? For what purpose? Successful/failure? 

− Is the interaction clear? 

o Control wise:  was it intuitive, flexible? 

Focus 

− Is the concept clear? Does it make sense? Is it useful? 

o Was natural to personalized what you see of others? Was it useful? 
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o When did you use it? For what purpose? Successful/failure? 

− Is the interaction clear? 

o Control wise:  was it intuitive, flexible? 

Awareness by changes in information content 

− CB provide a set of controls to manage what is displayed in your bar and in others, 
was that a good tool for you to express and receive awareness? 

− How would you rate the ratio between varying/adding information and getting the 
expected respond? 

− How would you rate the ratio between paying attention to changes and increasing 
your awareness? 

A.2.2 Privacy practices 
User perceptions/feelings 
For each situation, answer the questions and choose positive and negative feelings that 
that situation creates on you (you can write down other feelings as well) 

− Times you wanted to reach someone but if failed 

o Often? 

o Why did that happen? 

o How did you fix it? 

− Times someone wanted to reach you and you notice but you did not respond 

o Often? 

o Why did that happen? 

o How did you/other fix it? 

− You (other) send(s) a general or addressed message 

o What are your rules about it? Do you thing your (their) rules are common  
acceptable rules? 

− Benefits/Costs of being connected 

− Benefits/Costs of not being connected 

Rules 

− Did you feel that the community used common rules (group conventions) when 
using CB? Could you give an example? How did that rules emerge: explicitly, 
implicitly?  

− Did you adopt particular ways (rituals) to express your availability to others? What 
information did you use? How?  

− Was it easily understood? Was it accepted? Did you get what expected? 

− Did you recognize others’ rituals?   

Assumptions 

− Could you assess other’s reachability based on what you got in CB? 
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− Could others assess your reachability based on what you have expressed in CB? 

− Did your assumptions match what other intends to express about their privacy?  

− Did your expectations match other’s understanding and reactions of what you 
intend to present? 

Collaboration/Group effort 

− Did you see collaboration when being reached or when reaching someone?  Did 
you see group effort to display correct/relevant information and group effort to 
attend and understand what is being displayed? 

− Was the group effort minimized by all the information displayed? 

− Do you think that collaboration/group effort is a key to the success of CB? Why? 

− Could you elaborate on the following statement:  

o “An awareness system should be restrictive enough to ensure that each 
individual of the community provide an equal amount of effort so the 
whole community benefits from each member.” 

o “An awareness system should provide the proper tools to support 
individuals to use their social practices to coordinate their personal and 
group interests so everyone can benefit from it”. 

Satisfaction 

− Write down the best and the worst for you of CB (could be an experience, a 
particular feature of CB, etc.) 
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A.3 Contact Summary Sheet
Participant 1
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. His
research relates to
awareness at home.

Office setting
Open office in third wing.
Use of 2 monitors at work
w/video, use of monitor at
home w/video.

CB use
Very valuable tool, mostly
for video and chat.

CB miss
It’s not wide spread.
When back from “away of
desk” missing time
information to know when
things happened

Working schedule
Most Tue-Thu at home. At
home some members
doesn’t like camera.

Communication strategies
Almost always on CB. Use
of other IM for more 1 to 1
talks

Coordination strategies
Always video on as
awareness presence but
blurring it with at home.
Weekly he coordinates
individual meeting with
Participant 1 (email or IM).

Use of places: fear of wrong
interpretation of his intentions
Not trying to exclude people in
a community that is so close

Failed to use places to present
different level of awareness
Because membership can’t be
defined

Buzzing is too rude
Relying on people’s
cooperation

Integration of other sources of
information
Calendar: meetings.

Blurring video intention wasn’t
understood
“Camera focused on keyboard”
seemed to be better accepted
as a privacy mechanism.
Maybe because blurring could
be related to technical problem

Explicitly catching the attention
of someone versus offering
awareness cues in case they
look

Collaboration as a way to
protect other’s space

Grounding meaning of
mechanisms as a way to
express intentions of privacy

Contextual channels to ground
context: how is his camera
setting, how often does he
checks CB.

Video versus plausible
deniability

Maintain a socially appropriate
communication channel needs:
joint commitment (respect of
each other)

New:
Tight community does not
need of more than one
place (except to maybe
separate topics, but no
need for different locales).
Different cultures
(community) together may
require support of different
locales but also more
privacy rules.

Everything public affect the
content of what is shared,
and increases distraction.

Some channels are more
sensitive to respond that
others, even if they are
expressive enough

Some channels are more
sensitive to be perceived
(when changing) than
others.
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Participant 3
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Student not directly
working together with core
group. Nectar project.

Office setting
Outside the lab. 2
monitors. Video.

CB use
To check others
conversation to get a
sense of what’s going on at
the lab. He met once
people at the lab in a short
visit. Video to check who
is there. Being available
for others. Check it
occasionally. On or off
connection (he didn’t see
much different from video
on or off)

CB miss
A stronger work motivation
to use CB, though the
social part was nice. Never
got a complete sense of
who’s part of the iLab
community

Working schedule
Not clear

Communication strategies
Mostly social engagement.

Coordination strategies
Hard to assess when/how
to contact someone if not
there. Appreciate wide-
open camera focus. Like to
be reachable, but also like
to be able to decide not to
respond. Don’t use much
awareness to decide
whether to send something
or not, but to know what to
expect.

Notifications to subtle, need of
external/ conventional ways
Task bar notifications, pops
up. Hard to tell what I need it
to look versus what I could
look at. Look for the sake of
look is too expensive.

Lack of awareness when
others are not there; lack of
predictions
Didn’t help to make a good
decision if people not there.

It’s easier to tell when they are
not interruptible than whey
they are interruptible

Want more control over video
but seems too much effort
And benefits are nice, people
talk more to me

Social and work cohesion
For a community to benefit
from CB

Collaboration minimizes
individual effort (a wide
camera shot helps to infer
better about others
awareness)

Individual effort minimizes
group effort (you tell me more
explicitly about you, then I can
infer better). Should it be
automatically disclosed?

Collocated versus distributed:
enhance feeling of being an
outsider

New:
Features with clear
characteristics and no
much overlap help to
associate common
expectations (places are
topic or people specific,
public-topic places and
multiple chat items in one
place very similar result)
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Participant 4
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. His
research relates to tangible
manipulation of digital
display.

Office setting
Open office middle wing. 1
monitor, video.

CB use
Very little (couple of days).
Not familiar with CB, create
wrong expectations.
Really like the feeling of
group for a work setting.

CB miss
A stronger work motivation
to use it.

Working schedule
Almost everyday at work,
with not fixed time
schedule.

Communication strategies
He prefers 1 to 1 social
conversations. Group
contact for him could also
be valuable for work setting

Coordination strategies
To protect himself from
video broadcasting, he
points camera on his
hands. Anyway he feels
too conscious.

Unfamiliar with protocol,
creates false expectations
He can’t understand why
people don’t answer if he can
see they are there

Plausible deniability versus
video

No control to tell/know the why
of doing something

First time broadcasting video,
too conscious of himself
Not a good experience, but
aware of the benefits.

For social contact CB seems
to invasive
He thinks would have been
different in a work setting

Weak transition from group to
1 to 1 contact
In group you don’t expect a
buzz item but in 1 to 1 yes, but
then CB didn’t support 1 to 1
well.

Grounding meaning of
mechanisms (subtleness on a
mechanism make big different
on its meaning to
communicate privacy needs)

Small set of mechanism over
time become consistent to
express privacy need (busy
means busy for friends but not
for colleagues)

New:
Separation to support either
work or social setting helps
to create the appropriate
expectations

Separation to support either
group or 1 to 1
conversations helps to
create the appropriate
expectations

The system should enforce
the core of the application
and let the community to
deal with the various
extras.

Previous experience with
other tools brings wrong
expectations

Periphery applications with
too many different features
always visible seem more
like a main application

Too explicit awareness
makes you aware of the
missing awareness
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Participant 6
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. Her
research relates to
awareness of the home.

Office setting
Open office in the third
wing. Work office, 2
monitors, L-shape desk,
video. Home 1 monitor, no
video.

CB use
Mostly use of the video to
know who’s at the lab.
Social binding with brother
in law

CB miss
When back from “away of
desk” missing time
information to know when
things happened (mostly
chat)

Working schedule
Most Tue-Thu she works at
home.

Communication strategies
Use of CB mostly at work,
sometimes at home
(because no video).

Coordination strategies
Weekly she coordinates
individual meeting with
Participant 1 (email or IM).
Control very much how
much she wants to see of
others.

Tension between what is
possible and what feels
socially acceptable
Pick into a new place versus
being invited.
Buzzing in an awareness
system.

Less space and more in the
periphery affected her
interactivity with the system
NC versus CB

If there is history know when it
happens

More flexibility in focus control
Change order of item within
the bar

Time in chat messages
Whether is still relevant to
react

What is socially acceptable
versus what is possible

Video versus plausible
deniability (CB affects IIM)

The “easiness” , “openness”
(not 1 to 1) features of CB
triggers contacts that wouldn’t
have happened in IM (even
though the contact is in the
buddy list of IM)

The creators or feeders of CB
and the watchers or
consumers of CB

Confirm:
Flexibility allows for
different communities to
use it in completely
different ways [participants
opinion, not experience]

Social norms are more
powerful than technology
enforced rules

New:
Less space for interaction
and more in the periphery
decreases level of
interactivity.
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Participant 7
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. Her
research relates directly to
extensions of CB.

Office setting
Open office in the main
wing. Work office, 2
screens, video and
headsets.

CB use
Awareness of where
people are, overhearing
conversations, web links.
Look at everything, always.
Don’t use to get attention.

CB miss
When back from “away of
desk” missing time
information to know when
things happened

Working schedule
Mostly at work. Not fixed
time schedule.

Communication strategies
CB always on. She doesn’t
mind to be distracted. She
looks at everything and
checks everything.

Coordination strategies
She uses other places for a
subgroup to discuss
particular topic. She thinks
headsets could be used as
a way to isolate from the
community. She is aware
that people may not be
looking at CB, and that’s
fine. Weekly she
coordinates individual
meeting with Participant 1
(email or IM).

Time and history of Chat
Hard to know when things
happened when you were not
there

Collaboration of everyone be
on it and contribute

Grounding the meaning of
mechanism (use of headset)
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Participant 8
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. His
research relates to
tabletops.

Office setting
Open office in the middle
wing. At work 1 monitor
and a laptop. Video and
headsets.

CB use
To reach people in the lab
(mostly physically). Video
awareness was the added
value.

CB miss

Working schedule

Communication strategies
Not an initiator in CB. He
prefers physical contact if
possible. At the end CB
minimizes his walks to
other desk.

Coordination strategies
Almost none, mostly all
settings left by default.
Maximum focus, maximum
nimbus all the time.
Instead of controlling focus
just switch attention to a
different part of the screen.
Email for none urgent but
important.

More flexibility on what to see
and what not to see
He wishes to have more
awareness information but not
always visible but on request

Options to define who should
be notified about a change in
CB and who not
Everything is public and
accessible but not everyone is
notified of specific changes.

Time in chat messages
Whether is still relevant to
react. Support the transition
between being asynchronous
and synchronous

Manual settings easy to forget
Therefore less reliable. That
was good about video

Individual effort minimizes
group effort.

Confirm:
Flexibility allows for
different communities to
use it in completely
different ways [participants
opinion, not experience]

New:
Flexibility implies
complexity in terms of
interface and interaction (at
least at an initial state)

Closeness of community
and nature of the work
influences concerns about
public versus private

Individual effort is
negatively affected by
complexity in interfaces and
interaction
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Participant 9
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Doctor graduated from the
lab. Working at Smart
company. His PhD
research was related to
privacy and video
awareness

Office setting
Outside the Lab. 2
monitors, one portrait (left),
one landscape (right). CB
was at the right edge of the
left monitor (not in the
periphery), no video

CB use
As a broadcast channel for
a group to share
conversation (overhearing)
To simulate a collocated
atmosphere
Not always on because of
network problems

CB miss
Broadcast of audio channel

Working schedule
Not specified.

Communication strategies
CB facilitate a kind of
reunification and trigger IM
conversations with an
existent but till now passive
IM contact

Coordination strategies
CB is not in the periphery.
Use of pictures and
presence message to
project emotions and attract
attention. Second degree
of separation: trying to get
information of A sending
text message to B or
looking at video of B.

Lot of side channels are not
reflected in CB: feel more
isolated
You get the post-event
awareness but not about the
event itself
Some awareness makes you
aware of awareness missing:
frustration
Collocated versus distributed
settings
Managing different personas
(work/home) fails: network
problems
Delta between what CB
displays and what CB is
Lack of partial context. How
recent to the past is the info
shown in CB? Felt excluded
instead of just not presence.
Feels weird to ask the obvious.
No video: a second class
citizen. My participation is not
as valid for the rest
Needs for light way to
acknowledge not responding

Grounding meaning of
mechanism: video on doesn’t
mean presence, visible on
video doesn’t mean
reachable.’

Lightweight mechanisms
promote collaboration
(lightweight mechanisms to
acknowledge not responding
versus plausible deniability)

Grounding external
representation and previous
events (I’m always on and off
my desk, I’m with a visitor)

Technology constraints force
to use more track-I signals to
project what is missing

New:
Awareness relevance much
more clear when strong
work oriented goal, but
relevance also exist for
social purposes.

Special awareness is
needed to properly connect
collocated with distributed
communities (to support
core-distributed members)

Differences between
members (behaviour,
technical facilities, etc.)
defines different
membership: not having
video becomes a member a
second class citizen

Trade off between
technology and social
constraints to project what
wanted.
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Participant 10
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. Her
research relates to data
visualization.

Office setting
Open office in the middle
wing. 2 monitors, video,
headset.

CB use
Always on but very
passive. Mostly for the
video. Not attention to any
other thing, not even chat.

CB miss
Being able to filter things
she’s not interested in.

Working schedule
Mon to Fri at work. Some
weekends too. Not fixed
time schedule.

Communication strategies
To chat mostly IM or MSN.
She prefers 1 to 1 chats.
Not an initiator in CB.

Coordination strategies
She first sends a MSN and
if no reaction then she
checks their video at CB.
Video is check every so
often…like in the morning
to check if someone is at
the lab. Use of nimbus to
hide her in some situations
(eating at her desk)

To little attention to CB affects
her reachability
Since chat it’s in most cases
not interested for her, she
screens its changes to not get
distracted but she misses out
when someone tries to contact
her

Visualization effects to
represent how old/recent is the
information on CB
Like how old is a chat
message, how long has been
someone away, etc.

Collaboration and group effort
to protect others distraction
(use of places to differentiate
content of discussions)

Core versus non-core group.
Different interest of consuming
information in the same space.

Grounding mechanism’s
meaning (meaning of what
video shows in terms of
reachability). Is it about more
information? (video + status +
activity) Is it about grounding
the intention? (video +
intention)

Periphery attention can be
blocked what affects
interaction.

Periphery attention can be
overwhelmed if always
focused.

Collocation provides more
grounding therefore
requires less ‘system
grounding’ but it affects
non-collocated members of
the same community
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Participant 13
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Professor in the lab.
Teacher of CSCW and
Awareness systems.
Direct supervisor of the CB
system.

Office setting
Personal office with two
monitors. Webcam. Mostly
on desk.

CB use
A place that feels like a
place to go to meet people,
to get that warm fuzzy
feeling.
A place to overhear others’
conversations to
understand the activities
within the community,
who’s talking to who, what
people is talking in the
community
A moment by moment
awareness

CB miss
More of the IM approach:
VOIP

Working schedule
Telecommuting: Mon-Wed-
Fri at work (9:00 – 16:30)
Tue-Thu at home.

Communication strategies
Wednesdays group
meetings; Friday individual
meetings; Tue-Thu use of
CB, MSN, GT and Skype to
keep contact (text, video
and VOIP)

Coordination strategies
Use of mailing list to
coordinate individual and
group meetings. Use of CB
personal messages to
communicate status at
home (most than at work)

Not everyone in CB
Not everyone with video
Students are free to join CB or
not. CB users are free to use
video or not. He experiences
that he is not able to reach all
of his students (as he wishes)
through CB and that he
doesn’t pay much attention to
students on CB without video.

Too many messaging tools
There is a lot of swapping
between the several tools he
uses. The killer features of
each: MSN everyone is there;
GT/Skype VOIP, CB video.

More notification
Need for more explicit
notification. Primarily subtle
sounds to notify log in/off
events, text chat, etc. Buzz
item. Look for the sake of look
is too expensive.

How to “force” others to be on
the system and to use video,
how to force cooperation? How
to become individual wishes
into social norms? How to
enforced social norms?
Flexible versus Restrictive
system

All in one system versus
smooth interaction and
integration between existent
systems.

How can coexist conflictive
individual preferencses in one
system? Yes and no to sound
notification. Yes and no to
buzz item.

Mechanisms: automatic or
manual control, digital or
tangible control.

Confirm:
Cooperation implies less
group effort what increases
willing to communicate

New:
Personal preferences that
conflict with each other
(between different
members of the
community) affect the
preferences of the
community as a whole.

Tight community does not
need of more than one
place (except to maybe
separate topics, but no
need for different locales).
Different cultures
(community) together may
require support of different
locales but also more
privacy rules.

Interface and privacy big
influences in motivation to
use a system
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Participant 14
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS –

VARIABLES ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master student. Close
social relation with the
creator of CB. Her
research relates to Blogs
as awareness.

Office setting
Open office in main wing.
Camera setting has to be
in such a way that does not
point a visitor researcher
door’s office. Use of two
monitors at work w/video,
use of one (wide) monitor
at home w/o video.

CB use
Video, chat and web.
Mostly to know the right
now. CB on means I’m
working.

CB miss
Not much, I can hardly
keep up with what it has
now.

Working schedule
Some Tue-Thu work at
home.

Communication strategies
Use of CB not for urgent
contacts. If urgent use IM.

Coordination strategies
Being offline in IM. On or
off, no use of intermediate
levels of presence. Weekly
she coordinates individual
meeting with Participant 1
(email or IM). Second
degree of separation: trying
to get information of A
sending text message to B
or looking at video of B.

Time awareness
Hard to know when things
happen if you haven’t being on
your desk for a while or you
weren’t pay attention to CB.
Affects the relevance of your
reaction.

The importance of video
Everyone should have it. No
need for a full view. She
experiences that when she
doesn’t have (at home) she
feels she wants to use
presence message to give
extra info

Highly interactive,
synchronicity, hierarchy,
mostly desktop work
Requirements for a community
to use CB

Ambiguity on why things
change

Casual versus intentional
interaction. Conflict with
expectations and limited
interaction/information of the
system because mismatch
between users assumptions
and design concepts

Flexibility and how to motivate
common behaviours.

Confirm:
Ambiguity on what makes
something change affect
grounding of intentions, and
the mechanism become
useless

New:
Timing and time information
seem to be big factors to
support intentional
interaction

Collaboration and simple
hierarchy structure of a
community empower the
use of awareness systems

Synchronicity and mobility
of the community determine
system’s technology
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Participant 15
CONTEXT MAIN SITUATIONS INVOLVED MAIN ISSUES RESEARCH QUESTIONS – VARIABLES

ADDRESSED
NEW HYPOTHESIS

Role
Master graduated from the
lab. His research may
relate to CSCW and
awareness

Office setting
Outside the lab. 1 portrait
mode monitor. No video.

CB use
Check out on people
through video, participate
in public conversations. A
social thing more than
work. Mostly at his desk.

CB miss

Working schedule
Not clear

Communication strategies
To ask questions to an
open audience when not
knowing to who address
that question. In general it
was used as a very
open/public channel, with
people well-known.

Coordination strategies
Almost all settings by
default. Not using
awareness to assess
reachability, he sends a
message and lets the other
decide when they can
respond (he assumes a
high collaboration from the
other part). Being always
able to personally control
his availability by dealing
with it in the moment and
make it the appropriate
choice.

Lack of control to change the
size, position of CB

Distractive in the sense of
the presence of something
to do
Something personal about
the idea of undone matters
(an unread email, a new
message in CB, etc)

Waste of space in portrait
mode, not many “relevant”
people
Reasons why having CB on
is not worthy

What is socially acceptable versus
what is possible (why changing
nimbus if they can see me
(physically) anyway if they want)

Collaboration minimizes individual
effort, optimizes light protocols

New:
Individual effort, group
effort, light protocol. A light
protocol may minimize
individual and group effort: I
ask you something (even if
I might be able to infer that
you are busy) and you see
when to respond.

Less cohesive group will
have less motivation and
more differences in ways to
use CB [participant’s
opinion, not experienced]

Limited interaction makes
the system less express
while avoids conflicts in the
ways different communities
will use it
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B.1 Design Workshop – Roles and Scenarios 
Four privacy roles described extreme stereotypes of individual attitudes towards 
interpersonal privacy: 

– Pete, the impatient, likes to get others’ attention as soon as possible. 

– Fiona, the informer likes to acknowledge about her willingness to interact at all 
times. 

– Albert, the apologizer likes to explain his previous actions. 

– Carol, the contained likes to socialize only when it is good time for others. 

Table B.1: Scenarios of two privacy tensions: being reached and trying to reach 
someone. 
 Being reached scenario Trying to reach scenario  
Context Fiona, the Informer, is at her desk. 

She is engaged in a highly 
consuming task while at the 
signalling space she perceives some 
interaction. It’s about midday so she 
guesses Carol is trying to arrange 
lunch. 

Pete, the Impatient, has been trying to 
contact Albert who is visible in the 
signalling space but constantly 
changing from away to online. 

Privacy 
tension 

Fiona can’t immediately switch to the 
signalling space, but she wished she 
could inform Carol   that   she will   
be available in 20 minutes. She 
could just type in a message in the 
public text channel, but that might be 
perceived as if she can engage into 
further conversation  

Pete cannot understand if Albert is 
available right now or when is he 
going to be. He wishes he could 
understand why Albert is constantly 
changing his status and why he is not 
answering to Pete’s messages. Pete 
has been using the public text 
channel to reach Albert but Albert 
does not react to it. 

Grounding Fiona wants to inform that though 
she is visible she can’t react 
immediately. She uses the 
‘grounding delay’ option, to set a 20 
minutes delay, which is represented 
in both signalling spaces. 

Pete wishes to inform Albert about his 
intention to contact him, 
understanding that this is the wrong 
time for Albert to talk. 

Reaction A Carol complies with Fiona’s 
information accepting the delay  

Albert reacts to Pete’s signal, 
expressing he is available in more 30 
minutes  

Reaction B Carol does not comply with Fiona’s 
information rejecting the delay. She 
cannot wait 20 minutes. 

Albert does not react to Pete’s signal, 
and he disconnect from the system to 
avoid further interruptions 
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designed by  Frank de Jong
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designed by  Frank de Jong 
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B.2 Design Workshop – Techniques 
Brainwriting (McFadzean, 1996) is a technique similar to brainstorming, which 
presents many variations but the general process consists of participants recording 
their ideas individually, which are then passed on to the next participant who uses 
them to trigger new ideas. This technique was chosen to guarantee that all 
participants could contribute to each of the ideas generated, and to collect written and 
drawn outcomes for further analysis.  

Each participant received a different colour pen to identify his/her contributions from 
the others. A2 sheets were provided to participants to record their ideas in written text 
and/or drawings. 

SCAMPER is a technique (Michalko, 1991) to assist how to move from one existent 
product/idea to create a new one with the help of a changes-checklist. This technique 
was chosen as a tool for participants to generate new ideas changing existent ones. 
The changes proposed by SCAMPER are: 

S – Substitute components, materials, people. 

C – Combine, mix, integrate with other assemblies or services 

A – Adapt, alter a component or change a function, using part of other elements 

M – Modify physical attributes such as scale, shape, colour, etc. 

P – Put to another use 

E – Eliminate, remove elements; simplify, reduce functionality 

R – Reverse, turn inside out or upside down. 

The relabelling technique (Djajadiningrat, Gaver and Fres, 2000) suggests looking 
at interaction with physical products to inspire forms of interaction with electronic 
products. By inspecting the interaction with an existing physical object, participants 
explore possibilities to use that object as a possible new solution. The less related the 
object is to the product to design guarantees solutions shifted from functionalities to 
interaction possibilities. This technique was presented with a set of different objects 
to inspire participants and steer them to focus on different interaction styles.  

For the interaction relabelling technique a set of objects were presented, where 
participants were asked to choose one. The objects were: an empty salt mill, a hole 
punch, a transformable cube, a piece of textile, and various small mechanical objects 
such as sliders, buttons, switches, etc. 

A preparation booklet was given to participants two days before the session as a 
preparation phase to get familiar with the concepts of signalling and grounding. 
During the introductory phase of the workshop session participants were asked to 
share their outcomes of the preparation phase. This helped the facilitator to correct 
possible misunderstanding on the concepts of signalling and grounding.  The booklet 
described a scenario of a distributed work community that would use instant 
messaging to keep connected. Signalling and grounding were described in that 
context, and two short exercises challenged participants to think of signalling and 
grounding solutions for specific privacy needs. 
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B.3 Participants’ Demographics 
A brief demographic questionnaire was provided to obtain a general profile of the 
participants. Besides, participants were asked to identify themselves with each of the 
privacy roles. They had to rank from a five-point between ‘not alike’ to ‘very alike’ 
each of the four privacy roles. Results showed that on average participants felt more 
identified with Albert the apologizer and Carol the contained than with Pete the 
impatient and Fiona the informer. 
Table B.2: Participants demographics 

 Participants Age Background* Work activity 
Session 1 2 female 

2 male 
1 x (20-25) 
2 x (26-30) 
1 x (31-40) 

1 x social 
3 x technical 
1 x design 

1 master student 
2 PhD students 
1 researcher  

Session 2 2 female 
3 male 

1 x (20-25) 
3 x (31-40) 
1 x (+40) 

1 x social 
4 x technical 
2 x design 

1 master student 
1 PhD student 
3 researchers (1 
professor) 

* Participants could report more than one background 

Table B.3: Participants profile regarding the four privacy roles 

 Pete the 
impatient 

Fiona the 
informer 

Albert the 
apologizer 

Carol the 
contained 

Session 1 2.5 2.3 3.0 3.5
Session 2 3.0 2.2 4.2 3.2
Total 2.8 2.2 3.6 3.4
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B.4 Results 

B.4.1 Visualizations of contacts and intentions to interact 

 

Flower-wallpaper – Visualization of contacts and interaction 

A digital/interactive wallpaper represents someone contacts with 
different flowers. The more flowers the more attempts to contact 
someone. Closing a flower means non availability. 

Fish Tank Sand Clock 

The level of water in the tube represents space for 
potential contacts. The pool represents contacts. 
The valve allows contacts to swim in and out the 

tube. 

One compartment represents the time available for a 
contact; the other represents the time still being busy.
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B.4.2 Assessing availability and Initiating interaction 
Availability representation of contacts 

From the cubes idea, shape could represent availability through out 
a day. The length indicates time, the width indicate availability. 

Hole punch – The Availability Cards 

The availability hole punch allows to choose an availability card to 
represent type of availability (urgent, informal, etc.), slides it in to 
select the contact, and punches to send the signal 

Overview representations of contacts 

Top: several cubes represent a landscape of different contacts; 
shape of the cubes represents contact’s availability. 
Bottom: a binocular (from the salt mill) indicates the amount of 
incoming messages. 
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Web cam – The Recipient’s Avatar 

1. 2.

a. b.
(1) The avatar moves head and body to represent availability. (2) The 
initiator gets close to the avatar to represent intentions to interact. 
The avatar moves (a) towards or (b) away the initiator to represent 
availability. 

The flagrance gem 

Different aromas represent different contacts. When someone is 
trying to contact his/her smell is released to the target. 

B.4.3 Setting availability  
 

The Recipient’s cube 
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A transformable cube glows when a new message arrives, allowing 
the recipient to choose a shape to represent availability. 

The Recipient’s Flower 

A physical flower represents the initiator’s intention to interact. The 
recipient could close it to represent rejection of an incoming 
message, widely open it to indicate fully available or semi open it to 
represent later availability. 

The Flower Wallpaper and the Weather-Pins 

The flower wallpaper displays flowers to represent contacts. An 
open flower means someone is trying to contact the recipient. The 
recipient can use digital pins that represent different weather 
conditions to set coordinate an incoming message. For example a 
shadow-pin next to the open flower will slowly closed it representing 
‘not available’. After a while the cloud moves away to represent 
availability. 

Slider – The moving bug and the availability bag 

A slider represents a bug that moves towards its owner to indicate 
an incoming message. Moving the slider represents level of 
availability. For a more drastic rejection the bug is put in a bag, 
which could after a while escape from it. 
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B.5 Analysis 
Ideas were first classified regarding the salient aspects of signalling and grounding 
supported: 

– Producing signalling of availability to ground one’s (delayed) reaction: The first 
and more popular category referred to physical interaction where tangible objects 
were explored as availability representations to ground delay. The tangible 
devices used smooth and appealing actions (squeezing, shaking, etc.) to support 
abstract representations of availability intentions. The use of natural events to 
represent availability was extensively explored as sources for more artistic 
representations of availability. Besides, participants highlighted the possibility to 
allow “nature” to change a representation adding ambiguity to the signalling and 
grounding process. For example, one idea proposed a mechanical bug in the 
office desk that would walk towards the recipient to indicate an incoming 
message. Turning the bug to the opposite direction would represent unavailability 
to react immediately. The bug would keep walking, which could be used as an 
excuse of not responding as it got out of sight. By blaming nature, a recipient 
could also provide an ‘informed’ plausible deniability, for example a message 
‘my bug run away’ could indicate that there would be no reaction to any incoming 
message till the bug is back. 

– Producing signalling of availability to ground one’s initiation: a second category 
referred to solutions of producing availability signals with the intentions to reach 
someone based on behaviours in the physical space. For example, an initiator 
would use physical proximity and body gestures towards a representation (avatar) 
of the recipient to signalling intentions to interact. Other examples proposed more 
abstract physical interfaces, like the punch hole availability indicator supporting a 
limited set of choices to indicate intentions to interact or the flagrance gem.  

– Attending signalling and grounding reachability of others: The third category 
referred to solutions to attend to signals to assess someone else’s availability. The 
ideas in this category addressed the need to easily have an overview of incoming 
contacts, and others’ availability. One example was the flower wallpaper as an 
aesthetic view of incoming messages where each flower represented an incoming 
message.  

– Producing signalling of availability to ground one’s reachability: The fourth 
category referred to solutions that addressed the need to produce availability 
signals with the grounding purpose to share a visualization of their availability to 
be contacted and to control the flow of contacts. A fish tank representation of 
current and potential contacts provides a valve to regulate the desired number of 
current contacts. 
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Executive Summary 

Coordination of Interpersonal Privacy in Mediated 
Communication 
This research project investigates the relevance of the social dynamics involved in the 
coordination of interpersonal privacy in mediated communication. Privacy has been a 
growing concern in the design of technologies that directly or indirectly manipulate 
personal (private) information. Existing solutions have focused primarily on 
protecting information from a security or legal approach with little attention to the 
social aspects of privacy. Furthermore, privacy issues have been primarily related to 
information disclosure, overlooking aspects of interpersonal privacy. For users of 
computer mediated technologies major privacy distress is caused by concerns 
regarding vulnerability of being always available, or how to correctly assess the 
availability of others. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the social behaviours 
related to the coordination of initiation, interruptions, and other communication 
practices to regulate interpersonal privacy borders. This thesis develops a descriptive 
model, based on social theories, to support the design of interactive mechanisms that 
allow users of mediated technologies to mutually ground the necessary information to 
coordinate their interpersonal privacy.  

Literature research (Ch. II) helps to define the theoretical basis for the development of 
an interpersonal privacy model. The theory of Altman (1975) contributes with a 
definition of privacy as a regulation process where people coordinate their 
interpersonal borders with the environment. The theory of Boyle and Greenberg (2005) 
applies Altman’s privacy definition in the design of awareness systems identifying 
three privacy genres of control. The theory of Common Ground (Clark 1996) 
contributes with a social framework to explain the mechanisms people use to 
collaboratively coordinate their communication activities in face to face situations. 
The following chapters develop theory, design and observations to generate and 
validate relevant knowledge regarding this issue.  

The Privacy Grounding Model (PGM, Ch. III) is implemented as a theoretical 
descriptive model. PGM describes the coordination of interpersonal privacy as a 
social construct in the context of mediated communication where its users conjointly 
engage in coordination activities to reach a common understanding of their interaction 
needs. The model identifies four major components as the main elements present in 
the coordination of privacy: collaboration, signalling and grounding, and privacy 
borders. Collaboration is represented by contribution pairs to describe people’s 
interaction to coordinate initiations and reactions of communication. Signalling is 
represented by track-II signals as representations of privacy borders, which are 
characterized as in the background, distinctive, brief, and simultaneous to the main 
track signals. Grounding is represented by the shared basis that individuals develop to 
reach a mutual understanding. Finally Privacy borders are represented by three 
control modes to regulate interpersonal privacy: solitude, confidentiality and 
autonomy. PGM operationalizes the concept of “grounding privacy” as a 
collaborative activity where people engage in lightweight signalling mechanisms 
making their privacy borders accessible to others, and grounding mechanisms to 
reach a shared understanding of such privacy borders. 
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A case study (Ch. IV) provides empirical observations and qualitative analysis to 
confirm the validity of PGM. The analysis confirms the description of privacy as a 
coordination process and provides evidence of the collaborative practices participants 
engage in as grounding efforts to coordinate interpersonal privacy borders. 

Considering collaboration a fundamental assumption of Common Ground to describe 
social communication activities in face to face settings, a behavioural experiment (Ch. 
V) aims to validate this assumption in the context of mediated communication. The 
experiment confirms that privacy is a dynamic and collaborative coordination practice 
in mediated settings, where two social conditions between participants and two 
different system’s supports of coordination are compared. 

Finally, a design chapter (Ch. VI) evaluates a couple of design instances to investigate 
implications of PGM in designing interpersonal privacy interfaces. Two design 
instances of the model are implemented as coordination mechanisms with variations 
in their signalling and grounding techniques. A case study shows how the mechanisms 
influence the collaborative practices of participants, as new practices emerged adding 
more interactivity to their coordination process. 

The results and analyses of the reported studies generate knowledge for the 
formulation of future work (Ch. VII) addressing the generalization of the model and 
exploring further design instances of grounding mechanisms in different social and 
technical settings. 
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